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PREFACE
made by G. Ellis Burcaw and Carlos Navarrete.
Others assisting at various times were Lorenzo
Allen, Keith A. Dixon, and Bruce W. Warren.
The relatively thankless job of making the final
consolidation of exposed structures in 1960 was
directed by Fredrick A. Peterson.
To Eduardo Martfnez E., staff topographer, is
due special thanks for his careful devotion to the
onerous task of recording graphically the compli
cated architectural history of Mound 1 as it un
folded, despite many other demands upon his time.
He was assisted briefly by Jaime Zumayo. The
authors express a deep regret that Sr. Martfnez
unfortunately was not available to prepare the final
architectural plans and reconstruction drawings for
this report, a responsibility fulfilled ultimately by
the junior author. Maps of the Chiapa de Corzo
zone and of the mound site were prepared by Sr.
Martfnez, assisted in the field by a crew of local
assistants whose lack of much formal education
was more than compensated for by their cheerful
enthusiasm and resourcefulness. For certain data
included in the map of the zone we are indebted
to plans of the Secretarfa de Recursos Hidraulicos
of the Mexican government. Figures of pottery
vessels were drawn by artists Ramiro Jimenez and
Maximo Prado of Tuxtla Gutierrez and by the
junior author, who also drew the tomb plans and
sections.
For her secretarial assistance and aid in the
restoration and cataloguing of artifacts the authors
are pleased to acknowledge the contribution of
Betty Willoughby Agrinier.
It is axiomatic to state that without the willing
cooperation of scores of local workmen the buried
Chiapa de Corzo ruins would have remained un
explored. To the many who labored to remove
the thousands of cubic meters of overburden and
fill and to the smaller group who became expertos
in the art of archeological exhumation, deftly fol
lowing fragmentary wall or floor surfaces or exp9s
ing fragile interments, we remain muy agradecidos.
The encouragement and patient support of the
Foundation officers, directors, and sponsors through
out the period of excavations and subsequent prep
aration of published reports are gratefully acknowl
edged. A final tribute is rendered to J. Alden
Mason, our esteemed editor and advisor, in recog
nition of his conscientious and indefatigable labors
both with authors and publisher, without which
the high standard of the present series of Papers
would not have been achieved.
Tucson, Arizona
GARETH W. LOWE
PIERRE AGRINIER
September, 1960

DESCRIBING THE STRUCTURES, tombs, and caches
of Mound 1, this Paper is the first of five relat
ing the architectural investigations made at Chiapa
de Corzo during the years 1955 to 1959. Papers
Nos. 9, 10, and 11, reporting explorations relative
to Mounds 12 and 13, appear in the present pub
lication. An additional Paper, No. 12, will report
Mound 5 and minor exploratory excavations made
in other mounds. Typological studies of ceramics
and non-pottery artifacts, including those recovered
from mound explorations described in the present
series, will appear in additional reports. A final
interpretative study will assess the culture-history
of Chiapa de Corzo as suggested by the internal
development and external relationships of both the
artifactual and the architectural inventories.
The pottery and artifacts recovered at Chiapa de
Corzo remain in the Regional Museum at Tuxtla
Gutierrez, where their study continues. The untime
ly separation of the present authors from these ma
terials has limited their illustration to previously
secured drawings and photographs.
The field excavations of the New World Archae
ological Foundation at Chiapa de Corzo and else
where in the state of Chiapas have been carried
out under a permit granted by the Secretary of
Public Education for Mexico through its Institute
of Anthropology and History. The cooperation of
members of the Institute, particularly of its De
partment of Prehispanic Monuments, is very much
appreciated. Gratitude is expressed posthumously
to the late Arqgo. Rafael Orellana whose consid
erate advice was followed in effecting the restora
tion of the Mound 1 platform structures at Chiapa
de Corzo. The cooperation of the Presidencia
Municipal of Chiapa de Corzo, and of many
Chiapas citizens and state officials, especially Prof.
Armando Duvalier, Director of the Musco Re
gional de Antropologia e Historia in Tuxtla Gutie
rrez, is also gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are
also extended to Sr. Nicolas Robles, owner of the
property on which Mound 1 is located.
The authors wish to express particular appre
ciation to their many associates who personally
contributed to the success of the Mound 1 excava
tions, but first of all to Heinrich Berlin, Field Direc
tor in 1955-56, to whose acumen must be credited
the selection of the Mound 1 group as the most
practical and productive zone for investigation :it
the site. Dr. Berlin's methodical probings of
Mound 1 in 1955 led to our own fuller excavation
of what proved to be an outstanding example of
early Mesoamerican architecture. Especially im
portant explorations of Mound 1 structures were
111
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MOUND 1, CHIAPA DE CORZO
I
THE CHIAPA DE CORZO ARCHEOLOGICAL SITE
GARETH

W.

HE CHIAPA DE CoRZo archeological site is
perhaps the most accessible ruin of major
T
proportions in the state of Chiapas. Situated

LowE

dependent upon the relatively easy crossing
of the Grijalva River channel at this point,
characterized by broad, shallow, and quiet
waters. Although the modern town site along
the river was occupied early and consistently
there is no evidence that it originally ranked
in ceremonial importance with the adjacent
settlement concentrated on the plateau to
the east. It appears probable that the town
site was used more as agricultural land in
early periods, with community activities rele
gated to the higher zones less fit for cultiva
tion (cf. Pl. 1, a-b). The archeological, ethnic,
and historical factors in the town-site are
being further investigated by Navarrete (in
preparation) and cannot be detailed here,
but it is certain that the upper and lower
areas were divisions or barrios 0£ a single site
during many centuries. Our present report is
concerned only with the upper or eastern
barrio, the only intact section of the ancient
complex, and the term "site" as used herein
refers only to that area.

on the eastern outskirts of the modern town
of Chiapa de Corzo, seventeen kilometers east
of the state capital, Tuxtla Gutierrez, the
site is bisected by the paved Pan-American
Highway (Frontispiece). The decision of the
New World Archaeological Foundation to
carry out its principal investigation there,
however, was based not upon the ease of ac
cess but upon the capacity of the site to con
tribute increased knowledge of early cultural
developments in the Grijalva Valley, the then
current aim of the institution.
Extensive explorations made by the Founda
tion in 1955 and 1956 (Lowe, 1959a, b; Shook,
1955, 1956; Sorenson, 1956) failed to locate
any site in the upper Grijalva River drain
age equally indicative of the relatively heavy
and continuous early occupation apparent at
Chiapa de Corzo. As a result, intensive in
vestigations of the N.W.A.F. were concen
trated at this site during the seasons of 1956
through 1959. Preliminary reports of the
progress of this research have been made by
Lowe (1957; 1959a:6) and Warren (1959a, b).
The present-day town of Chiapa de Corzo,
with about 8,000 inhabitants, occupies a nar
row, relatively level alluvial plain and closely
encompassing hills on the right bank of the
Grijalva River about five kilometers upstream
from the mouth of the Sumidero Canyon
where the river makes its exit from the Cen
tral Depression of Chiapas (see Frontispiece).
Founded by the Spanish conquerors in the
early 16th century, the present town perpetu
ates usage of the site which then apparently
served as the capital of the Chiapanec tribe
(Berlin, 1960). The historical importance of
the site no doubt is due to excellent agricul
tural lands located both along the embracing
stream banks and at the confluence of the Rio
Santo Domingo on the west as well as to a
position astride trade routes. These latter are

ECOLOGICAL AND ETHNIC BACKGROUND

Ecologically, Chiapa de Corzo, with most
of the Central Depression of Chiapas, is in
cluded in the Arid Lower Tropical Subzone
of the Lower Tropical life zone, according to
Goldman (1951: 115-116, 316, 330 ff.). For
general geographical and historical data per
taining to this region the reader is referred
to Lowe, 1959b: 4-8, passim. Briefly recapitu
lated for Chiapa de Corzo, the climate is
marked by a long dry season, mid-October to
mid-May, with rain during the remaining
months largely confined to afternoons and
evenings. A precipitation of about 800 mm.
(31 inches) y e a r l y is sufficient to grow an
annual crop of maize. On lands naturally
sub-irrigated, as along the river flood-plains
or bajios, two crops a year are often secured.
The natural vegetation in the region is largely
deciduous during the dry season except along
streams and in low places (see Miranda, 1952,
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Vol. 1). The principal geological formation
underlying the site is bedded limestone with
intermittent zones of sandstone and pockets
of alluvium, the latter apparently represent
ing subsequent Pleistocene deposits (Muller
ried, 1957: 130).
Wild animal life has all but disappeared in
the near vicinity of Chiapa de Corzo, but in
the environs are found the small mammals
and birds usual to this life zone (see Gold
man, 1951: 335-346; also Del Toro, 1952).
Game was probably of minor importance to
the early residents during periods of heavy
occupation, but fish from the river may al
ways have been an important food source
(see Lowe, 1959b: 7, 78). Jaguars in the for
ests and crocodiles in the river, then as now,
were probably the only living creatures to be
feared by man, in addition to certain vene
mous serpents such as the rattlesnake, coral
snake and fer-de-lance, all of which are occa
sionally still encountered.
No separate "Indian" groups can be identi
fied among the modern inhabitants of Chiapa
de Corzo; there have been no speakers of the
original Chiapanec language for several gen
erations. It appears that the mestizo popula
tion today is an amalgam of what were once
distinguishable Chiapanec, Mayance, Zoque
and Nahuatl peoples with relatively little
Spanish admixture. Interestingly, a few Chia
panec family names have survived, as Nuri
cumbo, Nandaguchia, Nangulari, Nanguilu,
Tipacamu, Nuriulu, Nanguyasmu, Nanda
yapa, and Nampula. The only local Zoque
family name to come to our attention was
Consospo.
No attempt has been made to relate the
existing ruins at the Chiapa de Corzo site to
known ethnic groups. Due to the age of the
site remains, any such attempt would have
to be made on the basis of archeological de
ductions with little or no aid from local post
Conquest data.
HISTORY OF THE RUINS

Chiapa de Corzo is postulated to be the
pivotal site of a subregion of the Central De
pression archeological region practically en
closed by the Rio Sabinal and the lower
reaches of the Rios Suchiapa and Santo
Domingo with their confluent zone on the
Grijalva (Lowe, 1959b: 21, 22; map, Fig. 64).

No other site of comparable size has been
discovered within this subregion, but even
though numerous smaller sites show related
development, not enough is known to support
the idea that they ever had real political or
cultural allegiance to Chiapa de Corzo. In
fact, some evidence to the contrary for the
latter is noted in the presence of distinctive
ceramic and architectural styles at individual
sites of contemporary period (cf. Navarrete,
1959a; Peterson, Mirador report in prepara
tion). Whether such differences within chron
ologically parallel contexts in close geo
graphic proximity indicate anything more
than local craftsmen "guilds" or regional
styles cannot yet be demonstrated, but the
historical situation suggests that ethnic differ
ences may have been determining factors.
The first recorded mention of the archeo
logical site of Chiapa de Corzo seems to have
been made by C. H. Berendt (unpublished
ms. 1) who in 1869 noted the presence of three
"pyramids" on the cemetery hill east of town
called locally "Dili-Calvario." Near these he
noted also potsherds, idol fragments, bits of
shell and obsidian, and worked stones. Ber
endt includes a detailed map apparently
copied very carefully from an original drawn
by or for a D. Julian Grajales in 1868 which
shows the location of a plaza, a high truncated
pyramid and a series of teocallis (temples)
and some stairways or steps. Apparently the
architect was illustrating the principal
mounds of the southwest quadrant of the site
as presently identified (Fig. 1). Details of the
"Grajales" plan indicate that much of the
superficial destruction of the pyramidal
mounds at Chiapa has taken place since 1868,
apparently resulting partly from agricultural
practices, but also from their subsequent use
as modern burial mounds.
In a popular book describing his travels
published in 1908, the anthropologist Freder
ick Starr wrote of his departure from Chiapa
de Corzo:
As we rode out, over the dry and sandy
road, we were impressed by the display of
1 For information contained in the Berendt manu
script in the University Museum, Philadelphia (Br.
498.12 C.B. 457), we are indebted to J. Alden Mason
who kindly copied several pages for our perusal. See
also Berlin, 1960, which appeared after preparation
of this report.

HISTORY OF THE MOUND SITE

death; not only was there one cemetery, with
its whitened walls and monuments, but at
least three other burial places capped the
little hillocks at the border of the town. One
particularly attracted attention, as it resem
bled an ancient terraced pyramid, with a flight
of steps up one side. (p.362)

Starr's attention-attracting "hillock" was
indeed an ancient possibly terraced pyramid
(Mound 11 in current site survey; Figs. 1,
67) but its "flight of steps" was considerably
less ancient, apparently having been con
structed to give access to the tomb of General
Julian Grajales toward the end of the last
century. Remains of the stairway are still to
be seen, but the modern tomb was removed
and the peak of the pyramid leveled to make
room for the municipal water storage tank
of Chiapa de Corzo in the early 1950's (Pl. 1,
a, foreground).
Other notations of the presence of ruins at
Chiapa de Corzo were made by Marquina
(1939), Sapper (1895), and Spinden (1913,
map at end).
Despite early knowledge of the archeologi
cal site at Chiapa de Corzo no excavation
was made there until 1941. The results of
this brief investigation, as aided and reported
by Heinrich Berlin, are worth noting here:
Mr. Jorge A. Vivo dug the first pits to collect
ceramics in 1941. He took advantage of the
fact that a cut which was made through one
mound in order to build a highway to Ixtapa
exposed different floors. The collected sherds
were turned over to me for comparison. . . .
It certainly would not be wise to pretend to
form a definite judgment of a place where
only a few stratigraphic pits produced about
1500 sherds. The complete absence of painted
ware, however, is probably not accidental. ...
... types 7 and 8 have the most ancient
aspect and remind one of Ticoman in the
Valley of Mexico. This means that at least
the lower strata of the mounds at Chiapa de
Corzo might for the moment be considered to
be associated with the upper archaic of the
Valley of Mexico.
The fact that the mounds at Chiapa de
Corzo yielded such old ceramics without any
trace of definitely more recent material being
present in the upper layers makes it plausible
that they were already abandoned when the
Spaniards arrived and that they had nothing
to do with the then main settlement of the
Chiapanecs. (1946: 23-24)
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The astuteness of Berlin's conclusion is
shown by the fact that intensive subsequent
investigations have found no construction at
the mound site dating to later than the Early
Classic period, and thus the mounds were
indeed abandoned long before the arrival of
the Spaniards and apparently by the time of
the much earlier arrival of the Chiapanec as
well.
No further excavations were made in the
Chiapa de Corzo mound site until 1955 when
the N.W.A.F. initiated its program. A cam
paign of test pitting and exploratory mound
trenching directed by Berlin during Novem
ber and December of that year produced evi
dence of a long Preclassic occupation and
showed that the use of stone-faced platform
structures here antedated the Classic Maya
development. Encouraged by these findings, a
more intensive program begun in 1956 and
extending into 1959 was carried out under
the direction of the senior author. The con
solidation of the exposed structures in
Mounds 1 and 5 was consummated by Fred
rick Peterson in 1960.
THE CHIAPA DE CORZO RUIN MOUNDS

At the Chiapa de Corzo site all unexca
vated ruins are identifiable only as hills of
debris or "mounds" in the usual archeologi
cal sense. Rarely do surface contours of these
mounds indicate more than the merest out
line of the latest constructions whose dissolu
tion has formed them, and even less of their
earlier heartings is suggested. We have no
clear idea of the function of the majority of
the mound-contained structures and thus we
have avoided the usage of functional terms,
such as temple, palace, etc., except in a few
instances where definite evidence seems to be
at hand. The term Mound 1, 2, etc., is an
indication of geographical location only and
must be so regarded, since the Chiapa de
Corzo mounds typically are composed of a
complex series of constructions which through
time may have varied in general form, func
tion, and orientation to other contemporary
structures. Architectural references must be
made to a particular structure, a "structure"
being defined here as the contiguous and
contemporaneously functioning architectural
components associated at a given locus, that
is, found within a given mound. Compara-
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tively, "mounds" as such can be discussed
only in an historical or space perspective.
Sequent structures within a given mound,
therefore, are identified separately in relation
to historically distinct, ceramically dated, site
wide architectural stages, but are discussed
in sequence in relation to the history of their
ruin mound itself (see below).
The Chiapa de Corzo Site Map
The Chiapa de Corzo mounds were labeled
on a purely numerical basis in a clockwise
fashion beginning at the southern limit of
the site. Examination of the site map (Fig.
67) reveals the lack of formal group arrange
ment. The mounds are spread over an almost
flat-surfaced peninsular hill and appear to
have been in part originally oriented toward
the margins of the site paralleling the water
courses in adjacent arroyos, the only sources
of domestic water aside from the more dis
tant Grijalva River (Pl. 1, b). Such location
toward the margins of the site also con
tributed to nearness to agricultural lands on
the surrounding lower terrain and to a com
manding view as well. But since the site does
lack more distinct functional groupings, we
have arbitrarily divided it into quadrants for
ease of description, a procedure facilitated
by the distribution pattern of the mounds.
Mound numbers conform to the quadrants
in the following order:
Southwest Quadrant: Mounds 1 to 14
Northwest Quadrant: Mounds 15 to 38
Northeast Quadrant: Mounds 39 to 50
Southeast Quadrant: Mounds 51 to 81
The Foundation excavations were concen
trated in the southwest quadrant, where ten
of the fourteen mounds were investigated to
a degree of intensity varying from the nearly
complete excavation and restoration of
Mound l structures down to the single test
pit dug in Mound 10 (reports in press or in
preparation-see Part II following). Forty-two
non-mound test pits or stratigraphic trenches
were dug from surface to sterile depth in this
quadrant area and are given identification
as A-1, etc., the code letter "A" having been
assigned to the Chiapa de Corzo site. In the
northwest quadrant three mounds were pit
ted, and twelve test pits dug. In the northeast
quadrant, only small Mound 40 was pitted,
and in the southeast quadrant, excavations

were confined to Mounds 67 and 68 and a
single test trench (A-38; see Dixon, 1959b
for discussion of Pit 38 ceramics).
POTTERY AND NON-CERAMIC ARTIFACTS

Another report (Warren, in preparation)
will describe in detail the ceramic types re
covered from the excavations at Chiapa de
Corzo and will assess the cultural and chron
ological implications of the combined strati
graphic and architectural investigations. A
detailed description of the non-ceramic arti
facts of Chiapa de Corzo is also in prepara
tion. The present paper reports the archi
tectural structures, caches, and burials of
Mound 1 only. We have tried to illustrate
the pottery and non-ceramic objects from the
cache and burial offerings of Mound I as
groups, together with the associated architec
tural features, in order to convey an under
standing of the total cultural context, a de
sirable end too frequently lost sight of in
more abstract presentations. Typological,
technological, and comparative studies of
these objects are deferred to the forthcoming
technical reports based upon the materials
recovered from all parts of the site.
CHRONOLOGY AND TERMINOLOGY

The sequence of cultural phases deter
mined for Chiapa de Corzo is included in
Table I, a revision of Lowe, 1957: 16. Cor
relative data included in this table have been
supplied by Warren (personal communica
tion) and are in part placed according to a
consensus arrived at during the Octava Mesa
Redonda de la Sociedad Mexicana de Antro
pologia held at San Cristobal de Las Casas,
Chiapas, in September, 1959, and in part by
examination of pertinent ceramic collections.
The Chiapa de Corzo phases have been
correlated with their parallel architectural
stage characteristics in Table II, utilizing the
capital letters of the alphabetically arranged
phase-names to stand for corresponding build
ing stages.
In the following descriptive sections, an at
tempt has been made to classify the discov
ered architectural stages within Mound I in
accordance with the above system, applying
stage letter designations to primary platform
or pyramidal bases. Substages, discernible
modification or enlargement phases of par-

TABLE

I.

THE

ARCHEOLOGICAL

SEQUENCE

OF

CHIAPA

DE

CORZO

External Correlation

North

West

Gulf Coast
(Olmec-La Venta)
Equivalents 1

Oaxaca
(Monte Alban)
Equivalents 1

Upper
Tres Zapotes

External Correlation

Chiapa de
Corzo
Phases

Chiapa
Ceramic
Periods 2

South

Generalized
Cultural
Periods

Estimated
Absolute
Dates 3

Lowland Maya
(Uaxactun)
Equivalents 1

Highland Maya
(Kaminaljuyu)
Equivalentsl

Tzakol
1, 2, 3

Esperanza

M.A. III-A

Laguna

IX

Early Classic B

A.D. 350

II-III
Transici6n

Jiquipilas

VIII

Early Classic A

A.D. 200

M.A. II

Istmo

VII

Late Protoclassic

A.D. 100

Horcones

VI

Early Protoclassic

0

Guanacaste

V

Late Preclassic C

Francesa

IV

Escalera

III

Middle
Tres Zapotes

East

Aurora
Matzanel
(Holmul I)

Santa Clara
Arena!

:d
0

250 B.C.

Miraflores

0
t"'
0

Late Preclassic B

450 B.C.

Providencia

Late Preclassic A

550 B.C.

Chicane!
Lower
Tres Zapotes

La Venta
Complex A
La Venta
Pre-Complex A

M.A. I

z

Majadas
Mamom

Dili

II

Middle Preclassic

1000 B.C.

Las Charcas

Cotorra

I

Early Preclassic

1400 B.C.

Arevalo

1 Approximately contemporaneous ceramic phases and not necessarily exact cultural equivalents.
2 Note revision of the tentative ceramic sequence published earlier (Lowe, 1957: 17); the form er Period III is now III and IV, the former
Period IV is now V, the former Period V is now VI, and the . former Period VI is now VII and VIII. The earlier definitions (op.
cit., p. 16) should be disregarded (see instead Navarrete, 1960: 23-29, and Warren, 1959a, b, definitive report in preparation).
a Based on radiocarbon analysis and Maya calendar correlation (GMT).
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TABLE

CULTURAL
PERIOD

II.

ARCHITECTURAL STAGE CHARACTERISTICS AT CHIAPA DE CORZO

CHIAPA ARCHITECTURAL
KNOWN ARCHITECTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
PHASE
STAGE
Jiquipilas (VIII)

J

Pyramidal platforms with plastered boulder and re-used cut
stone walls. Extensive use of building platforms. Perishable
superstructures.

Late
Protoclassic

Istmo (VII)

I

Platforms and pyramids with vertical or sloping walls and apron
moldings of cut stone. Building platforms. Cut-stone super
structure walls. Round masonry door columns.

Early
Protoclassic

Horcones (VI)

H

Primary platforms with vertical cut-stone walls of complex pro
file, lightly plastered. Cut-stone superstructure walls. Flat
roofs. Slight use of adobe bricks.

Late
Preclassic
C

Guanacaste (V)

G

Use of adobe bricks, lime and/or clay plasters. Slight use of
cut-stone. Red-stained sand or earth floors.

Late
Preclassic
B

Francesa (IV)

F

Primary platforms and pyramids (?). First use of lime plaster, ap
plied over compacted earthen fill. Perishable superstructures.

Escalera (111)

E

Earthen platforms and pyramids. Boulder retaining walls. Clay
floors and wall surfaces, apparently sometimes fired in place.

Dili (II)

D

Boulder foundations, wattle-and-daub walls, rectangular room
complexes. Stone-walled terraces or basal platforms only.

Cotorra (I)

C

Polished surfaces of adobe plaster.

Early
Classic
A

Late

Preclassic
A

Middle
Preclassic
Early
Preclassic

ticular stages, have been identified with ap
pended arabic numbers, and superimposed
supplementary and building platforms are
identified by the addition of lower-case let
ters. Modified segments of the latter plat
forms are again indicated by the addition of
arabic numerals. The arabic numeral identi
fiers of substages are applied in inverse order
to that of their construction, i.e., in order of
their discovery. As an example, an architec
tural structure labeled l-H9 indicates Mound
1, Stage H primary platform in its ninth
from-final modified form. Reference to Tables
I and II will show at once that this is an
Early Protoclassic structure associated with

Horcones phase ceramics thought to date to
the first century A.D.
Architectural terms generally follow the
definitions of Satterthwaite (1943: 15-19)
where applicable and where not otherwise
modified in the text. The rarity of super
structures (buildings proper) at Chiapa de
Corzo, of course, is a major distinction be
tween the Grijalva site and the lowland Maya
sites with vaulted superstructures for which
the Satterthwaite terminology was devised.
We have adopted the term "primary plat
form" from Ferdon (1953: 117) for applica
tion to the higher non-terraced platforms
frequent at Chiapa de Corzo.

II

BRIEF ARCHEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE SOUTHWEST QUADRANT
GARETH

w.

The historical and cultural position of
Mound 1 must be considered in relation to
that of the southwest quadrant, the larger
ceremonial complex in which it functioned
(Fig. 1). The southwest quadrant appears
to be the area which experienced the most
consistent use at the Chiapa de Corzo site.
The closest approximation to a formal group
or "plaza" arrangement is found in this
quarter, where Mounds 1, 5, 7, 8, 12 and 13
are oriented in such fashion as to suggest
ceremonial relationships to a common axis
or avenue (Fig. 1). The Mound 7, 12 and 13
formal court is the most obvious one known
(cf. Fig. 67) and antedates the plaza extension
formed by Mounds 1, 5 and 8. Seemingly,
here was the principal administrative or re
ligious center for the site during much of its

�Om.

Figure I.

LOWE

history. The role of the impressive Mound
11 in this grouping has not been determined
due to the presence on its summit of the mod
ern municipal water storage tank which pro
hibited excavations. The culture-history of
the southwest quadrant, with emphasis on the
architectural features, can be briefly summar
ized as follows.
THE COTORRA PHASE

We know little of the habitation pattern
for the southwest quadrant during the ear
liest or Cotorra phase. Occupation was con
fined rather closely to the bluff zones and
very few sherds of this phase have been de
tected in this quadrant north of Mound 12.
Definitely primary deposits of Cotorra refuse
have been found only on the margin of the
hill southeast of Mound 5 (Lowe, in prepara
tion) where there is only a shallow earthen
covering over the emerging limestone bed
rock that forms the barranca rim a few
meters distant. But a great secondary fill con
taining only Cotorra material to a depth of
three meters was made against the bluff run
ning beneath the actual southern limits of
Mound 1 (A-100, Fig. 2B). The large amount
of this fill earth, containing great masses of
burned clay frequently fired a brick red,
indicates that a considerable habitation area
was cleared off the adjacent plateau in a
major leveling operation preceding the sub
sequent Dili occupation. Potsherds and non
ceramic objects, though not prolific, occurred
consistently throughout this Cotorra fill (see
Dixon, 1959b, study of "Pit 50" ceramics, for
a discussion of the early material in the west
ern portion of this deposit; see also Lowe,
1957; Warren, 1959a for examples of cer
amics from this and successive phases at Chi
apa de Corzo; Navarrete, 1960, for related cer
amics). Specific architectural data, however,
are lacking. A few fragments of well-smoothed
adobe plaster showing a rounded 90 ° angle,
probably representing comers of clay wall
surfaces, suggest some architectural sophisti
cation for Stage C. No burials from this long
phase have been found.

\

THE SOUTHWEST QUADRANT OF THE CHIAPA
DE CORZO MOUND SITE

See Fig. 67. Contour interval one meter.
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Figure 2A. PLAN OF THE STAGE H AND STAGE I PRIMARY PLATFORMS, MOUND I
Compare with aerial photographs, Pl. 7, a, and Lowe, 1959a: Fig. 11. For Section A-A' see Fig. 2B.
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SEQUENT PHASES
THE DILi PHASE

During the Dili phase the southwest quad
rant area seems to have been fully utilized,
judging by the widespread refuse deposits so
far encountered, principally south and north
of Mound 1 and beneath Mounds 7 and 10.
These deposits typically rest upon bedrock,
suggesting both that well-drained habitation
areas were needed and that the Cotorra debris
had been previously removed, as indicated
above. Our knowledge of Dili period archi
tectural activity in this quadrant is confined
to a single building foundation of small
boulders located beneath the north slope of
Mound 1 (Fig. 3; Pl. 4, a-b). A single burial,
fragmental and resting upon large pottery
fragments but lacking any offering, was asso
ciated with this Stage D remnant, and is the
only one known for the phase anywhere at
the site. (In the northwest quadrant, basal
platforms of the Dili stage were found, and
may have supported wattle-and-daub construc
tions-Lowe, in preparation.)
THE ESCALERA PHASE

:
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l
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The Escalera phase apparently witnessed
the introduction of large platform structures
at Chiapa de Corzo, along with marked
changes in ceramics. Earthen platforms within
Mound 7 (Lowe, in preparation) and forming
the nucleus of the northern terrace of Mound
13 (Mason, 1960b) are attributed to Stage E.
Both instances are accompanied by subfloor
burials with pottery vessels in association. A
six-meter-high stepped structure of tamped
clay forming the interior of the Mound 13
pyramid appears also to be of this stage (Hicks
and Rozaire, 1960). An Escalera earthen plat
form appears to have formed the nucleus of
Mound 12 (Mason, 1960a), indicating that
Mounds 7, 12 and 13 formed the original
ceremonial court in the quadrant, and of the
entire site as well, according to present knowl
edge. Despite, or perhaps as a result of, the
striking innovations accompanying this phase,
it was of short duration, estimated to have
lasted only a fourth as long as either of the
two phases that preceded it (Table I).
THE FRANCESA PHASE

Our understanding of the Francesca phase
is not as clear as for other phases at Chiapa
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de Corzo. A preference for broad platforms
seems to have prevailed. Mounds 4 and 8
appear to have been built up as platforms of
earth and refuse during the course of the
period, their masses held in place only by
rough walls of large boulders.
Formal architecture in the southwest quad
rant during Stage F seems to have again been
confined to the Mounds 7, 12 and 13 court.
That the floors of the preceding Stage E plat
forms and pyramids were raised at this time
is evidenced by changes in the nature of
mound fill and associated Francesa caches,
but little is known about types of pyramid or
platform walls which may have accompanied
this advance, due to insufficient excavation of
the interiors of Mounds 7, 12 and 13. In
Mound 7 a poor-quality lime cement surfac
ing appears for the first time, covering the
Stage F platform and an apparent balustrade
(Lowe, in preparation).
Few burials have been found in Stage F
structures of the southwest quadrant, but
Francesa phase burials in occupation zones
east and west of Mound 5 are the most nu
merous known for any period at Chiapa de
Corzo, constituting a cemetery running south
beneath Mound 1 (note Fig. 2B).
THE GUANACASTE PHASE

The Guanacaste phase was a long period
of relatively dense population, judging by
the great amount of pertinent ceramic debris
encountered in the southwest quadrant, par
ticularly in the vicinity of Mounds 1 and 3.
But our knowledge of Stage G architecture
here is confined to a low platform which con
stitutes the beginning of Mound 1 (Fig. 2B).
Sun-baked adobe bricks were found utilized
both as platform fill and as wall units in the
immediately superimposed structures, and it
is possible that a dependence upon this mate
rial, subsequently decomposed, explains the
lack of more discovered Stage G construc
tions. It is noteworthy, in this regard, that
the first use of cut and faced stone (tabular
limestone) appears at the end of this stage,
perhaps motivated by a need for a stable
substitute for the adobe bricks. No features
identifiable with Stage G have been found in
Mounds 7 or 12, but it is possible that use
was made of the existing mound surfaces.

Mound 13 was the scene of more apparent
activity, an enlargement of the existing pyra
mid with cut-stone steps being made at this
time (Hicks and Rozaire, 1960).
The only known burial with typical Guana
caste phase offering vessels is Tomb 8 in
Mound 3, recently discovered clandestinely
(Lowe, in preparation).
THE HORCONES PHASE

Though one of the shortest-lived, the Hor
cones phase was characterized by an outstand
ing cultural development. During this time
of change from the Preclassic "Formative"
level to the "Protoclassic" level of civiliza
tion, Chiapa de Corzo displayed an exuber
ance of both pottery types and architectural
activity. During Stage H, the Chiapa de
Corzo stone masons developed their craft,
scarcely born in the preceding stage, with a
high degree of skill. The nearly complete
excavations of Mounds 1 and 5 show very
well the sequence of primary platform devel
opment that typifies the stage. Perhaps as an
accident of preservation, this is the only
stage from which free-standing masonry su
perstructure walls have been p r e s e r v e d to
any height beyond the foundation stones
(Structure 5-H2-Lowe, 1957: 7, 21; final re
port in preparation). Mound 3, though un
excavated by us, also appears to have been
constructed during this stage, according to
severed floor and wall sections left to view
in the treasure-hunting pits made by the
owner, which reveal a succession of at least
three structures. Less well known are the
Stage H structures within Mounds 7, 12 and
13, largely destroyed by later construction.
The excellence of Stage H lime plasters
indicates that the calcining of the local lime
stone was perfected during this period. Never
theless, the sparing use of lime, sometimes
only as a light outer surfacing of clay plas
ters, suggests that the burning of hard lime
rocks was given less precedence than was the
painstaking shaping of the softer tabular
limestone blocks whose careful placement
required only a thin plaster coat to create a
smooth wall surface. Neither during this nor
any other building stage was lime used as an
inter-stone bonding agent or mortar at Chi
apa de Corzo.
Burials associated with Stage H in the

SEQUENT PHASES

southwest quadrant are limited to the five
tombs placed within the Mound I structures
(see Part IV) and a few others found on the
barranca rim south of this mound. Subfloor
caches are numerous in this stage.
A little can be said relative to the func
tional grouping of the mounds during the
Horcones phase. The better preservation and
our greater knowledge of Mounds I and 5
tend to give their Stage H structures domi
nant positions of importance in the south
west quadrant. But certainly the large
mounds to the north of them may have
played equal if not greater contemporary
roles in the ceremonial center even though
they did not undergo equally extensive re
building operations. There seems little doubt
that the 1-H structures were bases for temples
utilized for worship, oblations, or sacrifices,
as evidenced by the numerous dumps or
terminal offerings of pottery, including in
cense burners and containers, apparently
ceremonially interred in connection with
structural enlargements (see pp. 55-61). The
5-H structures, on the other hand, seem to have
been domiciliary in a palatial or rectorial
sense. The 7-H(?), 12-H, and 13-H structures
very likely fulfilled civic or religious roles
involving public ceremonies utilizing their
common court which seemingly was main
tained free of occupational debris.
THE lSTMO PHASE

With the Istmo phase the southwest quad
rant took on an appearance similar to that
which we are accustomed to see at the more
famed archeological sites that participate in
Classic Mesoamerican architectural tradi
tions. Cultural developments of this late
"Protoclassic" phase were certainly influenced
by newly arriving traits, if changes in domi
nant ceramic wares are any indication, but
the Stage I architecture seems at first to be a
logical development out of the preceding
stage. The later Stage I emphasis upon build
ing platforms may reflect foreign influence,
though these structures are mainly character
ized by basal and apron moldings typical of
the earlier Stage H primary platforms.
In Mound 1, the 1-I structures maintained
the non-pyramidal primary platform con
formation typical of the prior stage and were
at first associated with both Horcones and
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Istmo pottery, the former giving way to the
latter. A similar development took place in
Mound 5, where all extant Horcones phase
vessels were interred in the destruction of
Structure 5-Hl prior to the immediately sub
sequent erection of Structure 5-1, likewise a
primary platform (Lowe, in preparation).
Pyramidal Stage I bodies were, however,
eventually constructed over the 7-H(?), 12-H,
and probably the 13-H nuclei, with the cen
tral court there continuing its ceremonial
functions with no apparent change. The only
known instance of plaster sculpture at Chi
apa de Corzo is the Structure 1-Il d stucco
relief attributed to the end of this phase
(Fig. 22).
Istmo phase burials occur as subfloor dedi
catory offerings and subfloor pottery caches
are frequent.
THE }IQUIPILAS PHASE

Our knowledge of the Jiquipilas phase is
hampered by the fact that its superficial posi
tion has subjected it to greater erosion by
both man and the elements. Since the Stage
J structures were the last built in the south
west quadrant, no subsequent enclosing con
structions have served to protect them. Only
a debris-covered section of Structure I-JI has
survived to indicate the stepped pyramid
form which we assume to be typical of the
period. The Jiquipilas ceramic complex
seems a natural development out of the 1st
mo phase, largely distinct from though
paralleling the earliest Classic developments
elsewhere. But the architectural data suggest
either that outer Stage I walls were allowed
to collapse some time prior to the erection
of the Stage J structures, or else that stone
robbing for new construction needs became
more prevalent. A combination of both situ
ations may be the actual case. This develop
ment accompanied an end of the stone-cut
ting tradition at Chiapa de Corzo, Stage J
structures being laid up of reused faced
stones combined with limestone boulders
and sandstone slabs, a tendency first noted in
the preceding phase. The Mounds 7, 12 and
13 ceremonial court continued to function
during the Jiquipilas phase.
Two tombs accompanied the erection of
Structure 12-J2, both apparently the reposi
tory of multiple burials (Mason, 1960a). A
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few other Jiquipilas burials have been en
countered in association with Stage J struc
tures.
THE LAGUNA PHASE

Isolated rows of stones found running at
odd angles in surface levels of various of the
mounds may represent terracing efforts of the
Laguna occupants who apparently made very

little use of the mound site after its general
abandonment by the Jiquipilas people. A
few burials and rare surface sherds are the
only other indications of this phase of occu
pation at Chiapa de Corzo. None of the sub
sequent occupations in the Chiapa de Corzo
subregion (Lowe, 1959b; Navarrete, 1959b)
seems to have settled the mound site suffi
ciently to have left any construction ruins.

III
THE MOUND 1 STRUCTURES
GARETH

w.

LOWE

PIERRE AGRINIER

Mound I occupies the southeastern section
of the southwest quadrant of the Chiapa de
Corzo site, forming the south end of a long
irregular avenue-like plaza (Figs. I; 67; Pl. I,
a) oriented approximately 20 ° east of mag
netic north (ca. 7 ° 30' E. deviation). The
mound is at the approximate southern limit
of the site, the land southward falling away
almost immediately into a series of arroyos,
hills and small plains extending to the edge
of the Grijalva River about one kilometer
distant (Pl. 1, b).

eastern extreme of the mound summit was
largely investigated by Ellis Burcaw in 1957,
and during the following year the primary
platform structures lying beneath this com
plex were excavated by Carlos Navarrete,
who also directed the restoration of many of
the uncovered walls. Others of the Founda
tion staff assisted during various phases of the
excavations.
Mound I was found to be composed princi
pally of the remains of structures pertaining to
three cultural periods and to represent a fair
cross-section of the developmental history of
stone architecture at Chiapa de Corzo, em
bracing a period of approximately 400 years.
The greatest bulk of Mound 1, however, had
resulted from the rapid Stage H architec
tural development, characterized by the
closely consecutive erection of numerous
horizontal enlargements to a unique core
structure built as a primary platform to sup
port a small temple (H9, Fig. 2A). Thus, the
main physical growth within Mound I oc
curred during the very short period encom
passed between the early Horcones and Istmo
phases-a period believed not to exceed I00
years (see Table I). The ruins of these cere
monial structures overlie even earlier occu
pational debris which extends the history of
this particular mound locus back to the sec
ond millennium before our era (see below
and Part II).
A sequential description of the occupa
tional phases and construction stages encom
passed by Mound I follows.

THE EXCAVATIONS

In its state of discovery, Mound I appeared
as a broad, oblong, platform-like hillock with
three smaller rises apparent on its south,
west, and east extremities (Pl. 1, c). Its high
est point lay approximately eight meters
above the surrounding ground level. Mound
I was neither the largest nor the most im
pressive of the mounds in the southwest
quadrant, but its position at the south end
of the plaza did suggest that ruined struc
tures thought to be within it had served im
portant functions.
The presence of two large trenches and a
limekiln dug by the property owner into the
west and south slopes of Mound I influenced
the decision of Heinrich Berlin, then Field
Director, to make the original investigations
in 1955. Further excavations were continued
under the direction of the senior author
through the seasons of 1956-1959 with the
result that the mound was almost completely
excavated, having its most substantial struc
tures consolidated or restored for public
view (Pis. 1, a; 7, a). The junior author par
ticipated in the excavations from the begin
ning, being almost solely responsible for the
investigation of the central platform complex
and the five tombs beneath it.
The building platform complex on the

EARLY OCCUPATION

As described in Part II it is believed that
considerable occupational debris of the
Cotorra phase once occupied the area under
lying that now occupied by Mound 1. All
indications are that the vicinity was cleared
off at the beginning of the Dili phase, per-
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AND OTHER STRUCTURAL REMNANTS BENEATH NORTHEAST SIDE OF MOUND
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EARLY OCCUPATION-FRANCESA AND GUANA.CASTE PHASES

haps both to prepare a clean dwelling or
ceremonial area and to level off the adjacent
bluff area which seems to have served the
Cotorra occupants as a sand quarry (note
the A-100 section of profile, Fig. 2B). That
the area was subsequently heavily or con
sistently occupied in Dili times is evidenced
by thick deposits of unmixed refuse of this
phase found not only in certain levels of Pit
I 00 but beneath the southwestern and north
ern sections of Mound 1 as well. Even heavier
Dili phase primary refuse deposits were lo
cated over sterile strata beneath the Mound I
plaza (trench A-121-Warren, in preparation).
Structure 1-D (Fig. 3)

The only architectural feature definitely
associated with the Dili occupation in the
southwest quadrant is Str. 1-D which appears
to be the foundation for a building having
multiple rectangular rooms (Fig. 3; PL 4,
b). Intrusive burials of a Francesa cemetery
(report in preparation) have disturbed the
extremities of the foundations, which were
of small boulders laid in mud, at a level very
close to bedrock. Superstructure walls were
of wattle and daub, the floor of clay. Plate
4, a shows the proximity of the Dili structure
to the Stage H platforms, to which it is com
pletely unrelated. A single, much disturbed
burial of the Dili phase (Burial 63B) was
found lying upon large vessel fragments laid
beside the southern extremity of the 1-D base
wall (Pl. 29, h).
STAGE F
Beneath the central portion of Mound I
no refuse deposits of either the Dili or Esca
lera phase were found, despite the presence
of such deposits under the north and south
slopes. The material lying immediately upon
bedrock beneath the center of the mound
appears to be an earthen fill containing only
Francesa refuse. Thus it appears that a por
tion of the bedrock was maintained as a
cleared area for some special purpose during
the Dili and Escalera phases. The level na
ture of the rather soft decomposed lime strata
composing the bedrock easily facilitated this
function. As noted on page 9, Stage E cere
monial platforms were constructed on the
three sides of what became the Mounds 7,
12 and 13 court, and no architectural activity
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seems to have taken place in the vicinity of
Mound 1 attributable to the Escalera phase.
During the Francesa phase, also, ceremonial
functions seem to have been confined to the
more northerly court complex, though the
presence of clay floors of this date beneath
Mound 1 indicates that this locale was the
scene of either domestic activity or functions
connected with the cemetery which com
menced on their northern edge (Fig. 2B), and
extended through the Mound I plaza on the
north.
Floors 1-Fl and 1-F2 (see section, Fig. 2B)
We have hesitated to attribute structures
to these clay floors, which may represent
mere flooring of an area used for domestic
or ritual purposes as noted above. No walls
have been definitely associated with them,
perhaps due only to the very limited excava
tions made at this depth (PL 2, b). Never
theless, the presence of an adobe brick fill
(see below) at a level lower than Floor I-Fl
does indicate that this floor is of a broad, low
platform whose north and south walls re
mained unexcavated or unidentified. There
is thus the possibility that low earthen plat
forms of Stage F were the original structures
within the Mound 1 nucleus.
STAGE G
It has already been pointed out that mani
festations of architecture are rare for the
Guanacaste phase (page 10). A reliance upon
subsequently disintegrated adobe bricks is
postulated as the reason for the scarcity of
determined structures for the phase. It may
also be that much of the site's ceremonial
activity, and therefore the architecture con
nected with it, were concentrated elsewhere
at the site during this phase, and that mounds
as yet uninvestigated will be found to contain
more definite Stage G structures. In Mound
I there was very little evidence for this stage,
though Guanacaste phase sherds were domi
nant in the refuse included in fill of the ear
lier Stage H platforms.
Structure 1-Gl (see section Fig. 2B)

Partly hypothetical, this structure repre
sents the earliest remains of formal construc
tion found inside Mound I. The best evidence
for it consists of two layers of adobe bricks
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neatly laid on a sand floor embedded with
potsherds belonging to the Guanacaste phase.
This apparently represents a filling opera
tion, creating an extension level with the
I -Fl floor which Str. 1-Gl incorporated. It
seems probable that the 1-Gl floor was ex
tended northward, terminating at or near the
low wall located beneath the bottom step of
the Str. l-H4 stairway.
STAGE H

The greatly increased building activity
during the Horcones phase has been alluded
to on page IO. The Horcones masons built first
a series of low functional platforms (sub
stages Hl5 to H lO) and then covered them
with a series of much larger primary platforms
(substages H9 to H l ).
Structures 1-H15 to 1-HlO (Fig. 4)
The earliest known evidence of the Hor
cones occupation in the southwest quadrant
is Tomb 7, which was intruded through the
Guanacaste and Francesa phase floors into
the underlying bedrock (Figs. 2B; 47; Pl. 24,
d; see Part IV for description of tomb con
structions and contents). No satisfactory rea
son was discovered for the placement of this
tomb beneath the western portion of the
l-Hl5 structure built over it well to one side
of the central axis, since no other interments

or constructions were found which would
have impeded such a logical placement com
mon to Mesoamerican burial customs. It is
noteworthy, however, that none of the other
four Horcones phase tombs was located on a
central axial line either, and therefore some
other condition must have determined their
placement. Following the Tomb 7 intrusion,
the 1-G 1 surface was leveled off and the erec
tion of l -I-115 begun.
Structure 1-H15 (Fig. 5)
The first definable Stage H structure con
sisted of a vertical-walled primary platform
about .75 m. high and 11 m. by 7 m. in area.
Walls of this platform were made of small
blocks of tabular limestone laid in courses
with adobe mortar. The faces of the stones
were hewn to provide an easily aligned
smooth face. The entire platform was coated
with what seems to have been a thick plaster
of lime and clay. The presence of burned
spots and numerous imbedded pieces of
charred twigs suggests that the lime in the
plaster was of poor quality and that it was
further hardened by firing of the surface
after application. The floor was finally
painted with what appears to be iron oxide,
leaving it a dull red color. The platform
appears to have supported a superstructure
made of adobe bricks, of which only the plas-
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Figure 5. STRUCTURE l-Hl5
This and the following platform reconstructions are drawn looking southeast. For scale see
Figs. 2A, 2B, and 4.
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STRUCTURE

tered stone "foundation" or base-walls re
mained. The front base-wall of the super
structure was of plastered adobes, the upper
front edge of which was replaced by a row
of small stones, roughly squared (Pls. 2, a;
3, b). This edge may have served as a narrow
basal molding. The entrance to this build
ing faced north and opened off from a porch
limited by the extensions of the western and
eastern base-walls, which may also have car
ried forward their pertinent superior walls.
Remains of an infant, Burial 24, were
found on the floor underlying this structure,
protected by sandstone slabs, a grinding
stone, and a broken pottery vessel (Pl. 29,
a-a'). This may represent a dedicatory sacri
fice connected with Tomb 7 and/or with the
building of Str. l-Hl5.
Structure l-H14 (Fig. 6)
Apparently, the adobe walls of Str. l-Hl5
were knocked down to serve as fill for a
southward extension of about 6 m. to the
existing platform (Figs. 2B; 4). This segment
was raised to the height of the old base-wall,
forming a third tier. A new stone base-wall
was placed over the old one, resting partly
upon a bench constructed against the east
and west walls (Pls. 2, b; 3, b). The super-

-;;-����
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___,_
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l-Hl4

structure of l-Hl4 thus seems to have pro
vided a room almost twice as long and only
slightly narrower than the preceding one.
There may have been a dividing wall with
the rear step, creating an outer and inner
room. The recessed porch was conserved with
no change other than that the benches men
tioned above continued here.
Structure 1-HJJ (Fig. 7)
Essentially the same superstructure served
during this substage; the major structural
change was an extension of the primary plat
form northward (Fig. 4). The l-Hl3 floor,
at the same level as that of the l -Hl5 outer
room, covered both front steps but left part
of the side benches exposed. It appears that
the unexcavated front portions of the plat
form stepped down to meet the low 1-Gl (?)
platform face discovered on the north below
the Str. l-H4 steps (Fig. 2B).
l-Hl3a is a very low platform added ap
proximately in the center and against the
inside step of the outer room. The purpose
of this addition is unknown; it may be that
it was the base of a cubicle used for rituals
or for vesting. The remnant of a short adobe
base-wall suggests the former presence of a
partition wall (Pl. 2, a, b).

..����"'··· ·--==��!::�
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Figure 7.
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Figure 8. STRUCTURE l-Hl2

Structure J-H12 (Fig. 8)

For Str. l-Hl2 the outer room as well as
the porch were covered over by a new floor
laid at the height of the interior (l-Hl4)
room (Fig. 4). This new floor terminated at
a 60 cm. wall erected between and level with
the east and west benches of the porch. Prior
to laying the fill for this floor, Cache 1-1
(Fig. 56; Pl. 31, e) and Cache 1-2 were de
posited on either side of the l-Hl3a plat
form. The inner-and-outer room concept was
maintained by covering over the l-Hl4 floor
with a new platform raised 28 cm., having a
new step located just south of the previous
one (Fig. 4). The same outer base- walls were
kept.
Structure 1-Hll (Fig. 9)

This substage saw a raising of the inner
room level to the height of the existing base
walls, supported on the north by a 60 cm.

wall constructed against and in front of the
existing Hl2 interior step (Fig. 4). No change
was made to the outer room, but the frontal
platform was raised 25 cm.
It appears that during this and the preced
ing substages the timber-supported slab roof
over Tomb 7 had gradually collapsed, caus
ing a settling of the overlying platform fill
and a noticeable slumpage in the l-Hl2 floor.
Some structural restoration was accordingly
undoubtedly necessary, but, taking advantage
of the opportunity, an excavation was made
and a second tomb or offering chamber was
apparently constructed over the collapsed
Tomb 7 roof slabs. We have labeled this
"Feature X" since later burglarizing of any
possible contents accompanied by much de
struction has denied us any correct idea of
the chamber's function (see Fig. 47). It is
possible that these intrusive pits were abor
tive attempts to rob Tomb 7, which re-
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STRUCTURE

mained unviolated, but superimposed slabs
over the collapsed tomb roof strengthen the
probability of a second offering (Pl. 24, b).
The hole into Strs. l-Hl5, Hl3, and Hl2
was refilled and the original l-Hl2 floor re
placed.
Structure 1-HI0 (Fig. 10)

After raising the outer room area to the
1-Hl l inner-room level, the whole primary
structure was covered with a floor, forming
a large rectangular platform (Fig. 4). The
frontal platform was also raised 30 cm., with
an unknown northern terminus. New base
walls outline a large room (Hl0a2) with an
opening on the north built over the preced
ing inner-room (Pl. 3, b, c). This construc
tion seems to mark a shift to a single-room
temple phase, as the portion of the platform
formerly devoted to the outer room func
tioned now only as a platform surface. On
the west side of this platform area, just above
the emplacement of Tomb 7 and Feature X,
a low 25 cm.-high platform 3 by 2 m. in area
was built (HI0al ), perhaps for use as an
altar base (Fig. 47; Pl. 2, c).
There seems little doubt that this small
"altar" platform was erected to cover a slight
slump in the floor occurring as the recent
fill over Feature X began to settle. Its low
walls were of very carelessly squared-up stones
and its surface floor was of clay and scarcely
detectable.
Structure 1-HI0al marks the end of the
early Horcones architectural development.
The ensuing structural expansion can be

1-HI0

better understood if the 1-HH structures are
first described.
Structures 1-HH2 and 1-HHl

Contemporary with the utilization of Strs.
l-Hl5 to 1-HI0, a companion structure,
labeled 1-HH, was erected and being used
close by on the east (Fig. 2A). New building
techniques apparently first employed here
were later applied to the 1-H platforms. The
partial and incomplete excavation of the 1HH structural complex leaves many prob
lems unsolved, but the building sequence ap
pears to have been as follows.
Structure l-HH2

A broad platform about 1.75 m. high and
only partially intact occupies the base of the
present l -HH2 ruin and once extended an
unknown distance to the north. It was cov
ered by a thin ashy lime floor which turned
up at the south over a terrace step (Fig. 2A;
Pl. 10, e; cf. Pl. 4, c). A second floor of simi
lar nature had met the riser summit, leveling
off the platform. Only the eastern retaining
wall of the platform has been preserved. It is
made of small coursed tabular limestone
blocks (Pl. 4, f) similar in size and shape to
those used for the walls of Strs. l-Hl5 to 10.
Upon this eastern wall an additional wall sec
tion, with a slight batter, was laid up, its
base extending outward over the base plat
form wall and thus forming a tall apron
molding supported by thin sandstone slabs
(Pl. 4, f).
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Structure 1-HHJ
It appears that the apparently makeshift or
experimental l-HH2 wall was so unstable
that portions of it soon collapsed. To over
come this poor stability and to retain the
desired height for the 1-HHl platform, new
walls, with a single slope and without cor
nice, were laid up against the rear and sides
of the original structure (Pl. 4, c-e). The
flanking walls added to the front of this
structure made it a "T" shape in plan view
(of the type which was subsequently con
structed over 1-HIO, as will be seen below).
Destruction of the 1-HH structure surface
and front resulting from subsequent build
ing activities (cf. Pl. 36, h) and from more
recent erosion prevents their more precise
descriptions.
Structures 1H9 to 1-HJ
The heightened stone-faced platform con
cept that was perhaps first developed locally
in connection with the 1-HH structures was
soon applied to the neighboring 1-H com
plex, drastically altering its appearance

though not changing its essential role as a
platform base for a one- or two-room temple.
Structure l-H9 (Fig. 11)
The relative magnificence of this primary
platform, with its greatly increased physical
proportions, its apron and basal moldings,
central stairway with broad balustrades and
the two flanking rear stair approaches, de
notes a marked architectural advance over the
low platform that preceded it. Ceramic offer
ings and the nature of the platform fill indi
cate, nevertheless, that the two structures are
immediately consecutive with no period of
abandonment (note section, Fig. 2B; also
Pls. 2, b; 3, b).
The circumstances surrounding two nearly
contemporary tombs erected upon or slightly
into the surface of Str. 1-HIO offer an insight
into the l-H9 building procedure. It is our
belief that Tomb 5 was constructed as the
first step toward erecting the new structure,
and indeed that the need for its placement
may have been a part of the impetus leading
to the new construction. The large amount of

Figure 11. INCOMPLETE STRUCTURE l-H9 ENCLOSING STRUCTURE 1-HIO
Artist's conception of Str. l-H9 in readiness for ceremonies connected with interment in Tomb 6,
seen at left center (cf. Pls. 2, b-c; 5, a).

HORCONES PHASE

interior fill needed for the greatly enlarged
l-H9 platform was placed in cellular fashion,
with interspersed fill walls of rough stone re
taining a loose fill of earth, rubble, and do
mestic refuse. Heavy retaining walls were
built over the front base-wall of the l-Hl0a2
building, and others were erected on the re
maining sides of the 1-HIO platform, allow
ing the construction of the outer faced walls
and stairways for l-H9 to proceed, but leav
ing free access to the old lower platform
surface within them (Fig. II; see also Pis. 2,
b, c; 5, a).
The maintenance of the 1-HIO platform
surface in its apparent "sunken" situation
surrounded by the 3.5 m. high walls must
have continued for the duration of the period
needed to terminate the exterior of Str. I-H9.
Considering the great quantity of the soft
limestone blocks used in this structure, all of
which were pecked and ground smooth and
square on three to five sides and often with a
bevel on the front, considerable time may
have been required for its completion. This
fact is emphasized by the relative newness of
the improved stone-working techniques and
the necessity for numerous stone-cutters,
masons and helpers first acquiring the re
quired tools and training for this work. The
possibility exists, of course, that the stone
blocks had been under preparation and stock
piled over a long period of time prior to the
actual start of construction. This would imply
that Str. l-H9 was the product of deliberate
planning, utilizing architectural skills ac
quired at other loci, as we have in fact indi
cated in the above description of Strs. 1-HHI
and 2. The commencement of the new struc
ture with the Tomb 5 interment (Fig. 2B)
further suggests that building plans and
preparations had been made in advance,
motivated by the imminent death of a local
dignitary. These events may also have been
largely coincidental, but the important rela
tionship between tomb burial and ceremonial
structures for the Horcones people is too
obvious to be ignored.
At all events, the great chamber kept open
within the Str. l-H9 walls endured for some
length of time, until the occasion arrived to
inter another important individual, this time
in Tomb 6 (Pl. 22) which was erected upon
the floor of the 1-HIO platform in line with
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and about 4 m. north of Tomb 5 (Figs. 2A;
2B; Pl. 5). Once Tomb 6 was sealed with
stone slabs (Pl. 5, d) the open pit remaining
within Str. l-H9 was filled, but not until a
shaft had been dug through the 1-HIOal altar
platform, and whatever contents there may
have been in Feature X entirely removed
(Fig. 47; Pl. 2, c). Thus it appears that the
locale of Feature X was held reverent and
functioning up until the moment of its actual
covering by the great mass of the succeeding
structure, at which time it was completely
defiled, perhaps surreptitiously. No attempt
was made to restore the 1-HIOal altar plat
form surface, and the shaft dug through it
remained to be partly filled by the same great
mass of black clay that formed the bulk of
the fill covering Tomb 6 and the 1-HI0 plat
form surface. Quantities of swamp mud were
brought in and puddled into a solid tough
mass over two meters thick (Pl. 5). Over this
were deposited loose earth and refuse mixed
with field stones until the desired height was
reached (Fig. 44).
The fill of this core section of Str. l-H9
was obviously deposited very rapidly and
with little regard for structural requirements;
its indiscriminate nature stands out in sharp
contradistinction to the carefully buttressed
fill that surrounds it on all sides and there
seems little doubt that immediate ceremonial
requirements prevailed over architectural
needs in this instance. The unsuitability of
the black mud as platform fill was certainly
soon evident. The application of the un
usually thick l-H9a2 lime floor may have
been a tardy attempt to overcome this struc
tural fault. But the ineffectiveness of this in
halting the settling of the clay fill is readily
seen in the Fig. 2B section.
The T-shaped l-H9 platform completely
enclosed the earlier 1-HI0 structure. The rear
"stem" of the platform had simple insloping
walls forming an unbroken surface standing
to a height of 4.5 m. (Pis. 6, i; 12, e). The re
mainder of the structure's walls were divided
into three horizontal sections by a basal
molding, a recessed vertical wall, and an
apron molding inset at the upper edge (Figs.
2B; 11; 17, c; Pis. 6, b; 7, b). The platform
was ascended from the rear via stairways
flanking the east and west sides of the south
projection (Fig. 2A; Pl. 6, a, b, i). The main
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approach to the platform surface was a broad
frontal stairway on the north face. This had
relatively large steps with treads averaging
30 cm. wide formed by single large stones
and risers 25 cm. high, and wide stair-side
extensions with outer notched corners (Figs.
2B; 11; Pl. 4, a). We have arbitrarily applied
the more convenient term of "balustrade" for
these and similar extensions, in keeping with
the Mexican usage (alfarda). The facing walls
and stairways were covered with a single thin
layer of lime plaster of which only fragments
remained at the time of excavation (Fig. I 7,
c; Pl. 6, a).
A low building platform ( l-H9a2) was con
structed on the south central section of the
primary structure. We suppose that this plat
form supported a temple structure, perhaps
partly made of adobe but also utilizing cut
stone blocks (Pl. 31, a). Although what ap
pear to be post-holes are present in various
stages of the Mound I development (Pls. 8,
d; 9, f), in no case did their apparently indis
criminate emplacement corroborate the pres
ence of wooden temple buildings. Instead
such post molds probably represent place
ments of supports for other purposes, and in
some cases perhaps for secondary supporting
pillars for failing ceiling timbers.
Building Platform J-H9al (Fig. 12)
Without any accompanying change being
made to the primary platform, the building
platform was very soon modified. The pre
vious building was destroyed completely and
Cache 1-3 buried in the debris (Pl. 31, a).
Cache 1-3 included a number of incensarios,
apparently refuse from a ceremonial function
(see discussion, page 55). Over this a new plat
form was built, with two additional rises, the

first approximately at the axis of the top
steps of the lateral stairways and the second
in the middle of the southern section. A new
floor was laid over, forming a three-step build
ing platform. On the third terrace, a one
room temple structure was built, the stone
base-walls of which are believed to have sup
ported adobe walls (Pl. 9, d, f).
Structure 1-H8a2 (Fig. 13)
During this substage the eastern l -H9 lat
eral stairway was enclosed by extending the
rear primary platform walls about 8 m. to
the east (see plan, Fig. 2A). The original
sloping wall form was continued in this ex
tension. On top of this addition a low second
ary building platform 3.25 m. wide was
placed, flanking the east side of the existing
one. On this latter, the floor level was raised,
eliminating the southernmost step and in
creasing the height of the middle one. Prior
to this, Cache 1-4, a single vessel, was im
bedded in the old floor (Pl. 31, d, d'), and
Cache 1-5, a polished inner-horned burner
bowl (Pl. 31, b), was deposited on the south
east corner of the old structure. A partitioned
temple structure was apparently built as we
have indicated, though subsequent destruc
tion makes it impossible to be sure of details.
A new floor was placed over the frontal ter
race of the building platform, leaving it with
rounded edges (Pl. 8, c, d).
During this substage and probably just be
fore the initiation of the subsequent one,
Tomb 4 was placed by cutting through the
floor of the newly made secondary platform
over the former eastern stairway (Pls. 8, b;
20). Then followed several sequent modifica
tions to the secondary east platform.
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Post-Horcones occupation destroyed the
east, west, and north extremes of some of the
Stage H building platform components en
tirely. Erosion and the modern limekiln con
struction (Fig. 2B) completed destruction of
the southern limits of the 1-Ha platforms.
Due to the resultant lack of intact floors con
necting the building platforms to the exterior
walls of the primary platforms (Pis. 8, a, b;
9, b), we cannot be sure of the precise rela
tionships of these components during their
various modifications. In the following de
scriptions, the I-Ha building platform
changes are all assigned to substages HS and
H7, and the H6 to HI additions to the pri
mary platform thus all appear to have been
made without significant change in the cen
tral building platform or temple complex. It
may be that the actual chain of events dif
fered slightly from this reconstruction.
Structure 1-H8al (Fig. 14)

The primary platform and its central tem
ple complex did not undergo any change dur
ing this substage. The lateral section of the

l-H8a2 RECONSTRUCTION

secondary east platform was extended to a
width of 4.75 m. and raised .40 m. A short
recessed stairway was added to the front (Pl.
8, b), and a partitioned room apparently
facing west was placed on the southeastern
part of this platform (Pl. 9, b, c). Later, a
room ca. 4 by 4 m. with a narrow doorway
facing north was added in front of the re
cessed stairway (Pls. 6, a; 8, d).
Structure J-H7a2 (Fig. 15)

The southern end of the I-HS primary
platform was completely enclosed at this time
with a wall which now carried the apron and
basal molding feature completely around the
structure (Fig. 2A; Pls. 7, a; 12, e, f). This
new wall, which was placed very close to the
existing wall on the south and east, added
about 3.5 m. to the rear of the western sur
face of the primary platform where it elimi
nated the remaining l-H9 lateral stairway
(Pls. 5, a; 7, a). No apparent change was made
to the 1-HS temple, but the secondary east
platform was enlarged to a width of 6.75 m.
A new floor, .05 m. above the existing one,
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was laid over this platform, and a new room
was apparently placed on the south to re
place the previous one. Another small room,
ca. 3 by 2 m., was added to the east side of
the room in front of the recessed stairway.
The burned condition of the floors of this
substage suggests that a fire destroyed it, per
haps connected with the initiation of the
subsequent construction. It is our belief that
at this time Tomb 5 experienced the first of
two violations, made through the three me
ters of fill which overlay it (page 44). Tomb 4
was also robbed at the same time (Pl. 20),
and Caches 1-6 and 1-7 (Pl. 31, c, f) seem to
have been intruded through the floor of the
central temple structure.
Structure 1-H7al (Fig. 16)
Following the robbery of Tombs 4 and 5,
the secondary east platform was enlarged to
a width of 7.20 m. and raised to the height
of the central temple platform. After the
deposition of the 1-6 and 1-7 dedicatory
caches, a new floor was laid over the entire
construction, making it a single platform
with a new south wall ( Pis. 8, a; 9, a, d). The
bases of what appeared to have been two
rectangular masonry stone columns, found
placed upon the undisturbed section of the

l-H7a2

RECONSTRUCTION

old I-H8a2 frontal platform (Pl. 8, c) sug
gest that the remaining disturbed part, which
constitutes approximately one-half, had also
sustained two matching columns. These col
umns probably supported the overhanging
roof of a temple building, the only other
evidence for which were small remnants of
the frontal base-walls (Pl. 21, a). The base
walls of the two side rooms at the east were
covered over to form a low auxiliary plat
form (Pl. 9, e).
At the close of the occupation of this struc
ture, Tomb 5 was robbed for the second time
(Pl. 21, a), very likely just prior to the Stage
I activities (see page 44).
Structure 1-H6 (Fig. 2A)
The evidence for Str. 1-H6 is quite scanty
but sufficient to postulate that the forepart
of the primary platform underwent a lateral
enlargement of 2 m. on the east and west
sides. On the west a stairway approximately
2 m. wide was placed about 8 m. south of
the front wall to give secondary access to the
platform surface (Pl. 6, e). This modification
probably took place soon after the construc
tion of the I-H7 enlargement.
As indicated above, the I-H6 to I-HI ad
ditions to the primary platform have not

-- __ ,,.,,,
Figure 16.
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HORCONES PHASE

been related to parallel changes in super
structures or their building platforms. But
since these additions did increase the amount
of platform space available, and did alter
the appearance of the whole unit, we have
considered each of these primary platform
enlargement phases as separate structures.
Other building activity took place on the
surface of these structures, in addition to that
of the central temple construction described
above, but the fragmentary evidences left of
this by subsequent building activity have
made it impossible to determine much of its
nature, other than that it consisted of low
platforms and buildings as indicated by rem
nants of floors and base-walls (Figs. 17, d;
57; Pl. 6, d).
Structure 1-H5 (Fig. 2A)
An extension of about 4 m. made to the
southeast section of the primary platform
seems to have been the first construction for
Str. l -H5. Probably at the same time the
southwest corner section was enlarged with
a parallel enlargement, the walls of which
were 5 m. distant from the west and 3 m.
from the south side of the l-H7 walls (Pl. 7,
a). Cache 1-8 (Pl. 32, a) was placed in the fill
over the H6 wall prior to placing the H5
floor. Caches 1-9 to 1-13 seem to have been
intruded into the H9 and H6 structure sur
faces as dumps of ritual vessels during the
use of Str. H5 (Fig. 57; Pls. 32, c; 34, a-i).
Structure l-H4 (Fig. 2A)
Parallel 3.75 m. lateral extensions on the
west and east sides of the front of the primary
platform are attributed to Str. l -H4. The
southern limits of these addition walls were
built into the northern walls of the l-H5
segments (Pl. 6, c, e, h). The l-H6 stairway
on the west was covered by this enlargement
and there is no evidence of any secondary
means of access to the platform during this
substage. It is probable, however, that the
rebuilding of the frontal stairway took place
at this time (Figs. 2B; 3), adding enlarged
dimensions to this feature in keeping with
the added breadth of the front face of the
structure. This stairway seems not to have
been changed in any manner other than size,
as all of its characteristics were simply re
peated and the rebuilding amounted to little
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more than a refacing operation raising the
height of the capstones (Pls. 4, a; 7, c).
Structure l-H3 (Fig. 2A)
A 4 by 9 m. platform addition placed
against the west walls of the western l-H4
and l-H5 segments seems to be the only plat
form change characterizing Str. l-H3. A nar
row stairway less than 2 m. wide flanking the
side of l-H5 led up to the surface of the ad
dition (Figs. 17, d; 57; Pls. 6, g; 7, a). This
restored a secondary access to the platform
court complex functioning on the surface of
the now extensive primary platform.
Cache 1-14 was buried in the fill of Str.
l-H6 apparently before the building of these
platforms (Figs. 57; 58; Pl. 35, e).
That a small structure was built at the base
of the l-H3 stairway is evidenced by the
presence of low base-walls there (Figs. 17, d;
57).
Structure 1-H2 (Fig. 2B)
Comprising the final a d d i t i o n s to the
north or front face of the original l-H9 plat
form, Str. l-H2 involved the construction of
parallel 3.50 m. extensions at the northwest,
northeast and southwest corners, an action
that maintained the near symmetry of the
structure. As with the l-H4 additions, the
enlargements of the north wall were made
with care and show no evidence of the bond
ing of separate wall segments (Pls. 7, b; 10,
h), except for the upper and lower apron
molding stones of the older structures which
were left in place. The sloped end faces of
these stones alone remain to indicate the
presence of the former corners.
The construction of the eastern l-H2 segment
required the leveling of a portion of the
1-HHl structure which had apparently fallen
into disuse. The lower course of stones of the
l-H2 wall passes above those of Str. 1-HHl,
indicating that considerable fill had accumu
lated in the interval between the construction
of the two complexes (cf. Pl. 4, c). Cache 1-18
may have been intruded into the surface of
1-HHl as a terminal offering at this time (Pl.
36, h).
The H2 prolongation southward of the H3
segment resulted in the covering of the l-H3
stairway after Cache 1-16 was placed on the
uppermost step (Fig. 57; Pl. 35, b). This was
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For the plan view of Sections D-D' and E-E' (continuation of a above) see Fig. 57. Field stone
walls in a, b, and care "fill walls" for retention of the Str. l-12 fill.

compensated for with the construction of a
small flight of stairs against the west face of
the l-H2 segment (Fig. 57; Pls. 7, a; 10, d).
None of the step� of this had survived. As
seen in Pls. 6, f, and 7, a, the south wall of this
l-H2 segment has a solid, insloping face and
lacks the apron and basal molding. The aban
donment of the latter wall type may have re
sulted from a general dissatisfaction with its
poor structural qualities, since there is evi
dence of slumping in various of the structures
having this wall form (Pls. 6, h; 12, a, e). This
possibility is further suggested by the events
of the following, and final, Stage H modifica
tion.
Caches 1-17, 1-19 to 1-21 appear to have

been interred during this structural phase
(Figs. 57; 60; 61, b; Pls. 32, b; 33; 35, a-d; 36,
e-f).

Structure I-HJ (Fig. 2A)

A number of factors seem to have figured
in the construction of the unusually large 8m.-wide 1-Hl addition to the south and east
sides of the l-H2 platform court. First, it
seems obvious that there was a need for more
space. Second, the death, or imminent demise,
of an important personage apparently re
quired the construction of an appropriately
ensconced tomb (Pl. 17). Third, the collapse
of a long section of the south wall of Str. l-H7
at this time suggested a logical placement for

ISTMO PHASE

this tomb. And fourth, the manifest instability
of the apron-and-basal-molding type of wall
dictated that this new wall be made differ
ently, and accordingly its builders reverted to
the unbroken batter wall. It is very likely that
the artisans were well impressed by the sound
appearance of the I-H9 wall of this type, as
it was exposed to view by the collapse of the
l -H7 wall-note Pis. 12, e, f; 17, b.
The careful construction of a massive re
taining wall from the inside base of Wall I-HI
through the breach in Wall l-H7 (Pl. 12, d)
and the placement of another of similar nature
on the east of the breach (Pl. 12, t) suggest
that a passage was kept clear for the prepara
tion of Tomb I (see page 39) within the south
wall of I-H9. As postulated for Tomb 6, it
seems probable that construction of the new
platform walls went ahead elsewhere for some
little time while the tomb remained exposed
awaiting expected use. Support for this prob
ability is provided by the presence of the first
course of stone blocks laid out for the west
and north faces of Str. I-HI which appears to
have been abandoned for a period of time,
following which the Str. 1-12 wall was laid
over it in very poor alignment (note sections,
Fig. 17, and Pl. 10, a, c). It seems that con
struction of this portion of the I-HI platform
was stopped after the death and interment of
the Tomb I pernonage.
Following the sealing of Tomb I and the
completion of the rear I-HI walls and fill,
a floor was laid over the structural addition,
but post-building destruction and erosion have
made it impossible to determine the nature
of any associated superstructures. Cache 1-22,
of which only the Usulutan vessel fragments
reconstructed as Fig. 62 were recovered, was
destroyed by the digging of the modern lime
kiln trench (Fig. 2B). Apparently it was placed
in the I-HI fill several meters south of and
approximately one meter above the level of
Tomb I. Caches 1-23 to 1-25 were placed in
the I-HI fill during the course of this phase
(Figs. 63; 64; Pis. 34, j; 36, a-d).
The I-HI wall was connected with the rear
wall of Str. 1-HHI, beginning the incorpora
tion of this structure. But we believe that,
before the wall on the north which was de
signed to conclude this incorporation could be
erected, some lapse in construction took place,
as noted above. In this interim lstmo ceramics
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made their first appearance, notably in a dump
between the l -H2 and 1-HHI walls, and for
this reason we assign the encompassing wall
to Stage I.
I
As indicated earlier (page 11), the lstmo
phase saw a commingling of Horcones traits
with new elements apparently arriving from
outside the region. The destroyed state of the
Stage I primary platform walls and the com
plete absence of any intact stairways make it
more difficult to visualize the architecture of
this stage. We are particularly lacking in data
for the earlier substage, which seems to have
been essentially one of transition, probably in
many respects closer akin to the previous Hor
cones phase than to the following develop
ments.
STAGE

Structure 1-12 (Figs. 2A, 18)
The outer wall of Str. 1-12 encompassed the
1-H and 1-HH structures on the east, west,
and north, including their frontal stairways.
The 1-HH stairway was destroyed entirely and
Cache 1-26 was interred in the fill (Pl. 36, i-k).
Only the bottom several courses remain of the
1-12 wall except for a small section on the
front (Fig. 3; Pis. 12, b; 16, h), and larger sec
tions on the east (Pis. 7, a; IO, g). These show
that the wall was insloping with a tall apron
molding (Pl. 10, f). The 1-12 wall on the west
and northwest was placed over the bottom
course of the I-HI wall which was never com
pleted (Fig. I7; Pl. I0, a, c). It appears that
the Stage I steps were removed entirely by the
subsequent Stage J builders but the eastern
base of the frontal stairway may be seen in
Pl. 16, h, lower right, and the western equiva
lent is seen in Fig. 17, b. The basal walls of
the 1-1 stairway were found also at 4.90 m.
north of the l -H4 balustrade (Pl. 29, h; also
Pl. 4, a, right foreground). Burial 21 was
found below these stone foundations, appar
ently interred as a dedicatory offering (Fig.
55A; Pl. 30, k).
Caches 1-27 and 1-29 to 1-31 seem also to
have been interred during the 1-12 substage.
These were composed of both Late Horcones
and lstmo phase vessels (Pl. 37, b-7).
A true supplementary platform seems to
have resulted for the first time during the 1-12
substage, but few indications remained either
of it or of the building platform and temple
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that it supported. The scanty vestiges suggest
a low supplementary platform (l-I2a) with
gently insloping exterior walls (Fig. 2B). The
building platform (l-I2aa) was represented by
a single vertical wall stub (Pl. 37, a). The
temple structure in Fig. 18 is based upon a
single base-wall present on the east of the cen
tral platform unit (Pls. 8, a; 11, e). The l-I2c
platform on the west of the frontal stairway
was represented by fragmentary base-walls
(Figs. 17, a, c; 57; Pls. 11, f; 37, c). Of the l-I2b
platforms on the east of the stairway only ves
tiges of former wall faces were present (Fig.
21; Pl. 11, a, c). The small stairway on the
southwest corner of the prim2ry platform was
deduced from what appeared to be a base for
such a feature, though all steps were lacking
as a result of surface erosion (Pl. 12, c).

Structure 1-11
The extension of the primary platform's

1-12

RECONSTRUCTION

southeast and southwest corners by the addi
tion of the 1-11 walls (Fig. 2A) were minor
modifications, accompanied by the deposition
of Cache 1-28 (Pls. 12, c; 37, k). These enlarge
ments added a comparatively small area to the
already great surface expanse, but the erection
of supplementary and building platforms
upon this surface underwent radical change,
indicating that the full impact of the Istmo
influences had been felt by this time. Build
ing platforms of the 1-12 substage were leveled
or covered over by new constructions. For the
first time in the history of Mound I, hard
limestone boulders and sandstone blocks began
to make their appearance in minor numbers
in finished walls together with the faced blocks
of softer limestone.
Supplementary Platform 1-Ila (Fig. 19)
Though definite evidence is lacking, the
I-Il a supplementary platform and its super-

ISTMO PHASE
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Figure 19. STRUCTURE 1-11 PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION
Supporting primary platform same as for Fig. 18, except for modification of southeast and
southwest corners (see Fig. 2A). Looking southeast. For scale of this and succeeding platform
court reconstructions see Fig. 21; for vertical position compare Figs. 2B and 34.

imposed 1-Ilaa building platform built at this
time seem to have persisted with no appreci
able change through two succeeding Stage J
remodelings of the eastern extremities of the
platform court. Prior to the erection of the
1-Ilaa building platform, Burial 59 was placed
in the 1-Ila supplementary platform fill (note
Fig. 2B; Pl. 29, b).
The 1-Il a supplementary platform, about
18 by 15 m. in area, had straight exterior walls
about 1 m. high. An inset stairway about 6 m.
wide gave access to the surface and a small one
no more than 1 m. wide flanked the east side
(Pl. 14, b). This structure supported a T
shaped building platform (1-Ilaa) with slop
ing walls, a vertical basal molding, and a slop
ing apron molding (Fig. 20; Pl. 16, a). Al·

Figure 20.

BUILDING PLATFORMS 1-Ilaa AND l-J2aa,
SECTIONS C-C' AND D-D'
(See Fig. 21.)

though no stairway remained, one or two steps
were undoubtedly once present in order to
provide access to the platform which probably
supported a single-room temple building.
Burial 17 seems to have served as the dedica
tory offering for this structure (Fig. 54; Pl. 29,
c-g), placed after filling a shaft dug to rob
Tomb 1 (pp. 39, 40). Cache 1-32, placed beneath
the northeast comer of the platform (Pl. 37,
a), may have been another dedicatory offering.
Structure 1-11 b (Fig. 19)
A small temple, facing north, was built on
the southeastern corner of the primary plat
form terrace (Pl. 7, a). It was composed of an

inner and an outer room, each approximately
4 m. long and 2 m. wide, with a dividing
doorway (Fig. 21). The base stones of round
masonry columns remained on either side of
the wide entrance (Pl. 11, d). The temple
structure was supported by a well-plastered
building platform, slightly wider beneath the
outer room. Its walls were constructed with
vertical basal molding, a vertical wall section,
and a vertical apron molding slightly sloping
on the front. Four steps spring from a broad
frontal platform or plinth to give access to the
temple rooms (Pl. 11, d).
Burial 32 was placed in a cyst of stone slabs
beneath the floor of the inner room (Pl. 30,
f-J) and may be considered as a dedicatory
offering.
Building Platform I-lid (Fig. 19)
The l-I2b structure on the east of the fron
tal stairway was destroyed and replaced by a
much larger building platform, 1-Ild, facing
south. This once-imposing construction rested
upon a low supplementary platform and had
a vertical basal molding, insloping wall sec
tion, and sloping apron moldings originally
decorated with inset panels bearing a stucco
motif modeled in high relief (Fig. 22; Pl. 11,
a-b). Although only the lower half of the de
sign remained, it appears to have been a rep
resentation of the cipactli or dragon monster
(cf. Agrinier, 1960). Although only the remains
of one sculptured panel were found, it is prob
able that two were once placed symmetrically
on each side of a central stairway whose orig
inal presence is indicated by the absence of
stucco on the platform face (Pl. 15, a).
Building Platform I-Ile (Fig. 19)
A small building platform, I-Ile, was built
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Figure 21. PLAN OF THE STAGE 1-1 AND STAGE 1-J PLATFORM COURT STRUCTURAL REMNANTS
For Section A-A' see Fig. 24; Section C-C' and D-D', Fig. 20; Section E-E', Fig. 34.
For position over earlier Mound I structures note the location of Strs. Il and HI (upper left)
in Fig. 2A.
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dose to the east edge of the primary platform
surface. This structure measured approxi
mately 5 by 3 m. and had a vertical wall and
basal molding and a sloping apron molding
(Pl. 15, e, g). The eastern extremities of the
platform were missing due to erosion of the
mound surface, and there were no suggestions
of any superstructure.
Caches 1-33 to 1-37 are additional dedicatory
offerings believed to have been placed during
building operations of the 1-11 substage (Pl.
38, a-e) and Cache 1-38 and the Cache 1-39
fireplace may represent terminal offerings for
the period (Fig. 65; Pl. 38, t).
1-11 Auxiliary Structures

On the ground level in front of the east face
of the Str. 1-12 primary platform, a series of
poorly defined Stage I constructions were un
covered (Pl. 10, h-j). These were apparently
the remnants of auxiliary buildings con
structed during the Istmo occupation. Note
worthy in the complex was a small stone
walled chamber, once apparently covered by
a sandstone slab (Pl. 10, i) and associated with
a huge limestone boulder found nearby (Pl.
10, 7). The chamber was empty when discov
ered, undoubtedly looted anciently, as the
misplaced slab cover would indicate. The
boulder had two connected basins about 25
cm. in diameter chiseled into its upper sur
face, suggesting that it may once have had a
part in rituals involving ablutions or animal
sacrifice. Either prior to construction or dur
ing use of these structures, Burial 52A was
placed in a shallow depression between the
1-12 wall and an auxiliary wall (Pl. 30, a).
STAGE

J

once extended across the front or north face
of the Mound 1 complex. It is seen to have
been a terrace construction, having two or
three steps each over a meter high, and each
with a vertical apron molding. There is no
evidence that comparable walls were ever built
on the west, east, or south of the mound (see
below). The 1-J stairway was constructed of
poorly worked stones and boulders, and its
nearness to the mound's surface had left it in
very bad condition (Fig. 17, a-b; Pis. 10, a;
16, g). It was constructed over the fill walls
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1-Ild

STUCCO FRIEZE

REMNANT

(See PL 11, b.)

exposed by removal of the 1-12 stairway (Fig.
I 7, b ). The remains of the building platforms
on the primary platform surface above, while
also much eroded, were on the whole in a
better state of preservation. The less impres
sive late constructions of the western portion
of the mound, however, were largely unintel
ligible, and the following descriptions are of
the structures on the south and east sides of
the 1-J platform court only (Fig, 21). The
south wall of a small Stage J platform on the
northwest side of the court may be seen in
Pl. 11, f, uppermost construction. Cache 1-48
(Pl. 39, g) is the only Jiquipilas offering found
in the western extremities of the mound.
Structure 1-]6 Platform Court (Fig. 23)

Fortunately, a small portion of the exterior
wall of the 1-J primary platform remained
intact (Fig. 3; Pis. 12, b; 16, h), providing suf
ficient evidence of the manner in which it

Figure 23.
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l-J6

As stated above, the I-Ila supplementary
platform and 1-Ilaa building platform on the
south of the platform court seem to have con
tinued unchanged through the early Stage J

PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION
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substages, but a new building platform, l-J6d2,
was added facing west (Pl. 15, a). It occupied
most of the space between the existing I-Ile
and 1-lld platforms (Pl. 13) and was merged
with the eastern part of I-lid, the top of which
was cut down to conform to the height of the
new platform (Pl. 15, b). Curiously, a small
portion of the original 1-Ild apron molding
was preserved; this was plastered over and
retained through ensuing substages in the
form of a small bench protruding through the
surrounding floor (Pis. 1 4, a; 15, a) and was
perhaps used as an altar. A series of narrow
steps (Pl. 15, c) were added to the southeast
ern corner, flanking the northern side of the
new structure; these steps gave access to the
"altar" area. This modified structure we have
labeled l-J6e. The eastern platform court floor
was partly raised, enclosing the I-lid supple
mentary platform and covering Cache 1-44
on the approach axis to Str. l-J6d2 (Pl. 39, e)
and Cache 1-39 on the I-lib plinth (Pl. 38, f).
Modified by the covering of its plinth, the
latter structure is labeled l-J6b.
Building platform l-J6d2 was a north-south
structure with a wide vertical basal molding, a
vertical apron molding, and a sloping wall sec-

Figure 24.

BUILDING PLATFORMS l-J6d,
SECTION A-A'

l-J5c,

AND

l-J4c,

(See Fig. 21.)

tion (see section, Fig. 24). One step, flanked
by short balustrade walls and supported by
a broad bench, gave access to the surface dur
ing the platform's final phase (Pis. 13; 15, d).
Earlier, however, there had been three steps
lacking any sidewall extensions. Plate 15, a,
shows traces of the modifications made to the
front of this platform. On each side of the
stairway the platform wall was ornamented

Figu re 25.
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I-JS

with an inset panel (Pl. 15, a, d). Eventually
a new face (J6dl ) was added to the front of
1-J6d2, carrying this platform an additional
.75 m. westward, but few wall stones remained
(Pl. 13).
To the western side of I-Ile was added a
new segment with a vertical wall having ver
tical basal and apron moldings (Pl. 15, e).
This addition ( l-J6c) rested upon the raised
floor and projected slightly over the limit of
· the old wall on the north (Pl. 15, g). A drain
was constructed between the l-J6c and l-J6d2
platforms prior to laying this raised floor sec
tion (Fig. 21; Pl. 15, e, i).
Structure 1-]5 Platform Court (Fig. 25)
Building platforms l-J6c, l-J6dl , and l-J6e
were soon united by a single wall to form the
new structural unit l-J5c2. This structure had
a sloping wall with vertical basal and sloping
apron moldings (Fig. 24; Pl. 13). The small
bench protrusion from I-lid remained above
the floor of the platform and the small stair
way behind the same structure continued func
tioning. An additional section of the platform
court floor was raised also, eliminating the l-J6
drain, and covering Cache 1-41, placed on the
axial line of the I-J5c structure (Pl. 39, b).
The rear of the I-lib temple platform was
also surrounded by the raised floor level at
this time.
The 1-J5c2 platform was consecutively ex
tended westward 1.5 m. by the erection of a
similar wall (J5cl) in front of the previous one
(Figs. 21; 24; Pis. 13; 15, f, h). Neither of these
walls retained any trace of a stairway.
Structure 1-14 Platform Court (Fig. 26)
A fifth enlargement by means of a similar
wall but with all vertical faces was added to
the eastern building platform (Figs. 21; 24).
This time, however, the west wall extended
farther to the north (the east-west wall on the
north was not present) and encompassed the

PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION

JIQUIPILAS PHASE

Figure 26.

STRUCTURE

l-J4
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PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION

old l-J6e platform (Pl. 14, a). A stairway lo
cated at its approximate center was composed
of two steps flanked by balustrades with slight
ly insloping walls and vertical apron moldings
on their forward faces (Pis. 13; 14, a; 15, f).
The northeast steps were covered during this
substage, and the central floor of the platform
court was raised and Caches 1-40 and 1-43
placed beneath it (Pl. 39, h-i, d-d').
Structure 1-]3 Platform Court (Fig. 27)
A building platform extension over the
southeast corner of the court with a vertical
wall joining the east side of the central sup
plementary platform to the west side of the
eastern platform I-J4c unified those two struc
tures and completely enclosed the 1-Ilb temple

platform (Pl. 13). Burial 31 was covered by
the floor of this enlargement. The addition
of low bench-like constructions to its north
east and northwest corners modified the cen
tral 1-Ilaa building platform.
Structure 1-]2 Platform Court (Fig. 28)
Structure l-J2a represents a major change
in the central supplementary platform which
was now faced with a new wall having a slight
batter. A projecting stairway seems to have
been added to replace the old inset one. The
east side of the l-J2a wall abutted on the south
against the l-J3 wall that connected the cen
tral and eastern platforms (Pis. 13; 14, b).
The wings of the central building platform
as well as its front had new vertical walls

-----------

Figure 27.

STRUCTURE

l-J3

PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION

Figure 28.

STRUCTURE

l-J2

PLATFORM COURT RECONSTRUCTION
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(J2aa; see Fig. 20; Pl. 16, a). Two broad steps
were placed against the center of the facade
(Pl. 16, i). The frontal addition was placed
slightly lower than its older counterpart, thus
forming a third step at the joining of the two
structures (cf. Fig. 2B). A small room with an
eastern entrance was built into the angle
formed at the east of the projecting portion
of the T-shaped platform (Fig. 21; Pl. 15, l).
An addition projecting westward was built
at the north end of the 1-J4c platform but
little of this segment was left intact (Pl. 14, c).

perishable material (Pl. 15, j). The 1-Jlaa
building likely served a partly domiciliary func
tion (see below). Only slight traces of the 1-Jl
building platform walls had survived perhaps
1500 years of abandonment, erosion and cul
tivation of the mound (Pl. 14, c). The nature
of the western arm of the platform (1-Jla) is
unknown, as only the base of a sweatroom and
a fragment of the upper floor remained (Figs.
2B; 21). Burial 7 was placed beneath the dis
turbed steps of Str. l -J2aa prior to covertng
with this final floor (Pls. 16, i; 29, i).

Structure 1-Jl Building Platform (Fig. 29)
In this final reconstruction, the entire exist
ing platform court complex was covered and
new walls were built to form an L-shaped
building platform, the eastern sector of which
supported a multi-roomed superstructure (Pl.
15, k). Cache 1-42 was placed on the old 1-J6d 2
floor prior to covering it (Pl. 39, c), and Cache
1-45 was found within the building base-walls
(Fig. 66; Pl. 39, a). Some rooms had walls of

Strttctttre 1-Jla Sweatroom (Figs. 30, 31)
The 1-Jla sweatroom was an almost square
construction 4.70 by 4.50 m. in floor area con
structed in an excavation into the l-I2a, 1-Ila,
and 1-J2a supplementary platforms (Figs. 21,
31). Its walls were laid up of small stones
originally covered with lime plaster and their
remains as discovered stood to a height of about
1 meter (Pl. 16, e). The floor was constructed
of large field stones covered with thick plaster.
Dividing the floor exactly in half was a trough-
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SWEATROOM

like canal or "sink" 90 cm. wide, 4 m. long,
and about 70 cm. deep (Pl. 16, f). The walls
of the sink were plastered cobblestones and
the floor was covered with a layer of plaster.
The rounded edges of the sink near the center
bore signs of rubbing and in one place the
plaster was well polished as from wear, sug
gesting use as a bench.
The rounded eastern end of the sink was
separated from the east wall of the room by
about 50 cm. This area of the sink was burned
and it is assumed to have been the fireplace.
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PLAN AND SECTION OF THE STRUCTURE

1-Jla

SWEATROOM

On the western end of the sink was a narrow
channel about 30 cm. long and 10 cm. wide
communicating with the exterior; we consider
this to have been a drain. The bottom of the
sink does not have a uniform level; from the
fireplace it sloped down toward the center and
from there it rose slightly for a short distance
and then sloped down again toward the drain.
This is assumed to have been a device to cap
ture temporarily the water for heating which,

Figure

32.

SECTION

OF

SWEATROOM

DEMONSTRATING

FUNCTIONING OF FIREPLACE AND RESERVOIR

after use, could be swept down the second
slope and out through the drain (Fig. 32).
The floor of the sweatroom sloped slightly
towards the sink. All the corners of the room
were rounded, even where the walls and floors
met, apparently to facilitate draining of the
water formed by the condensed steam.
No evidence of a doorway could be found
and we are left with a choice between three
assumptions: (1) That the entrance was
through the end of the sink (Fig. 33, a); (2)
that the entrance was through one side (Fig.
33, b); or (3) that the entrance was through
the roof (Fig. 33, c). In view of certain obvious
objections to the latter possibilities, we believe
the first assumption to be the most probable.
No special construction for the heating sys
tem was noted; it seems that the fire was sim
ply built on the floor of the sink at its eastern
end. The burned area here covered about
75 by 90 cm. of the floor plus part of the sink
walls, showing that a substantial fire had been
used. The plaster was deeply calcined around
a slight depression where ashes and a few
round hard stones bearing fire marks were
found. Stones such as these were probably
used to store the heat; when sufficiently hot
they may have been sprinkled with water to
produce the steam or were simply pushed into
the nearby water. The condition of the struc
ture as discovered did not permit speculation
as to presence or absence of a draft hole.

Figure

33.
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It is assumed that the roof of the sweatroom
was made of some material such as adobe and
plaster supported by wooden timbers. There
is no evidence as to the height of the ceiling
but, had it been more or less at the level of
the flanking temple platform surface, a height
of approximately 1 .70 m. from the ceiling to
the floor of the sweatroom proper would have
been likely. This is sufficient height for an
average man. In addition to that height was
the 70 cm. depth of the sink, on the sides of
which the occupants very likely sat, thus giv
ing a total estimated height of approximately
2.40 m. This amount of overhead space for
the seated occupant should have been satis
factory for effective use of the steam. This
would agree in proportions with the sweat
house examples described by Satterthwaite at
Piedras Negras (195 2).
Structure 1-]1 Primary Platform

Except on the north or front side of the
mound, no evidences of Stage J primary plat
form walls were found. The fact that only
the bottom few courses of the 1-Hl, 1-12, and
1-Il walls are present even where they are
deeply buried indicates that these walls were
purposely destroyed and there is little doubt
that their stone blocks were re-utilized, first
in the 1-Il and later again in the 1-J supple
mentary and building platforms. It also seems
that no attempt was made to replace the cut
stone walls on the east, west, and south of
the primary platform by the Stage J occupants.
The solid nature of the fill walls in the 1-Hl,
1-12, and 1-Il fill was adequate to maintain
the primary platform reasonably intact and
to keep the platform court structures from
collapsing. This situation is verified on both
the west and east sides of the mound (see be
low). The failure to find many fallen stone
blocks at the base of the 1-Hl, 1-12, and 1 -I l
wall stubs leaves n o doubt that the stones
from the destroyed walls were at once removed
and probably at once re-utilized. Only the
fact that considerable debris had accumulated
at the base of these walls prior to their removal
contributed to the preservation of their lower
courses (Figs. 17, b-d; 34).
The best indication of the ruin-mound state
of the rear sections of Mound 1 well before
the end of the Stage J occupation was found
on the east approach to the southeast corner

(Fig. 34; cf. Pl. 7, a). Here a great amount
of Jiquipilas debris was found in a manner
indicative of a primary refuse deposit rather
than post-occupation slumpage. The potsherds
in the talus tended to be large and to have a
parallel orientation indicative of gradual ac
cumulation. They were, in addition, clustered
over the stub of the pillaged 1-Il wall. The
best interpretation of this situation seems to
be that the 1-Hl wall had been removed to
ground level and replaced with fill walls for
Structure 1-Il. The latter wall was then ap
parently removed by the close of the l-J2 occu
pation, and, following a certain slumpage of
the interior fill, the area was used as a dump
ing spot for the final 1-Jl occupation of the
platform court above. For examples of pot
tery from this refuse deposit, see Lowe, 1959b,
Fig. 37. Included in the base of this refuse
zone were Caches 46 and 47 (Pl. 39, f, 7).
It seems probable that by the 1-Jl substage
the Mound 1 structures were serving a semi
residential function, albeit a priestly or kingly
one. It does not seem probable that the multi
roomed 1-Jlaa superstructure was strictly a
temple, and the mass of apparently occupa
tional debris on the eastern slope of the
mound is more suggestive of palatial refuse.
Structure 1-J Western Stairway

A narrow stairway was built up the west
side of Mound 1, more or less in line with
the south wall of the l-H3 addition (Figs. 17,
d; 57; Pl. 16, b, c; cf. Pl. 7, a). The relation
ship of this stairway to the structural walls
through and over which it passes implies that
these western walls also were in ruins prior
to its building, and indicates that only the
ruin slope was present here during at least the
final portion of Stage J. The closeness of the
underlying 1-12 fill wall and l-H2 and l-H3
facing walls (Pl. 10, d) prevented immediate
collapse and rapid erosion of the west side of
the mound once the 1-12 wall was removed.
FINAL OCCUPATION

Arched Cyst (Pl. 16, d)
An indication of occupation of the eastern
Mound 1 ruin slope after partial erosion of
the Jiquipilas structures was a small arched
cyst located in fill east of the remaining walls
of Structure l-J6c (Fig. 34). The cyst con
tained nothing in the way of an offering and
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postulated to have been occupied by the rear
walls of the l-J6c-l-Il c platform.

Figure

34.

SECTION

E-E', SOUTHEAST
MOUND l

CORNER OF

See Fig. 21. X's indicate areas of Jiquipilas phase
potsherd accumulation.

its certain dating or purpose is unknown. Its
position and nature indicate that it was in
truded into the ruin mound slope after the
Jiquipilas phase, since it was within the area

Surface Terracing
In the surface level of the northeastern cor
ner of the ruin mound a number of wall rem
nants consisting of single courses of stones
were found running :it odd angles to the intact
structures within the mound (Fig. 21). We
have postulated on page 12 that these final ter
racing works may pertain to the Laguna phase,
but no ceramics definitely later than the Jiqui
pilas phase were identified in the Mound I
sherd lots. Since these stone lines were laid
after the partial destruction of the Stage J
structures, it can only be surmised that they
are the work of post-Jiquipilas occupants
whose stay was brief and undistinguished by
the use of distinctive ceramic vessels.

IV

THE MOUND 1 TOMBS AND BURIALS
PIERRE AGRINIER
GARETH

w.

The five tombs and eleven burials associated
with the Mound I structures represent two
quite distinct treatments of the dead. The
tombs, here arbitrarily defined as carefully
walled and roofed chambers adequate in size
to receive the deceased and appropriate burial
offerings, seem with little question to have
been constructed and placed in a manner in
tended to honor the occupant. The non-tomb
burials, on the other hand, were with a single
exception placed in the structural fill with no
grave provisions and with no or few offering
objects, and were with little question in the
nature of dedicatory offerings themselves. The
five tombs are of the Horcones Phase. Skeletal
material in most instances was too badly
crushed and distintegrated to permit objective
measurements; its unfortunate and inadvert
ent destruction during storage prevented in
tended examination of the salvaged teeth and
bones.
MOUND 1 TOMBS

Tomb 1
The final Horcones Phase interment in
Mound I, Tomb I was placed within the al
ready buried l-H9 structure (Figs. 2A; 2B),
a feat apparently facilitated by the collapse
of a portion of the south face of Str. l-H7
(see pp. 26, 27 and Pl. 12, a, e-f). A section of
the thus exposed l-H9 wall was removed and
the floors of l-H9al, l-H7a2 and l-H7al were
cut to permit construction of the tomb (Pl.

I'
'

.

Figure 35. NORTH-SOUTH SECTION, TOMB I
Stippling indicates adobe bricks.
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17, a-c). The chamber was placed below the
level of the remaining undisturbed portion
of the l-H9 wall (Fig. 35). The placement of
the tomb was accompanied by the final Stage
H enlargement (I-HI). Two massive retain
ing walls for this structure were erected on
either side of the Tomb I emplacement. That
on the west extended through the breached
l-H7 wall and rested against Str. l-H9 (Pl.
12, d, e). That on the east came to rest against
the still-standing stub of the l-H7 wall (Pl.
12, I). These retention walls apparently per
mitted free access to the Tomb I area while
construction of the 1-Hl walls went forward.
The tomb chamber measured 2.93 m. by
1.40 m. (Fig. 36); its walls were made of large
adobe bricks and reached a height of 1.05 m.
(Pl. I7, a, I). The earth on the floor of the
tomb had been pounded solid and over it a
fine coating of gray clay was laid. The walls
must originally have been spanned by timber
beams which supported irregularly shaped
sandstone slabs, forming the roof. With even
tual decay of the timbers, these slabs had col
lapsed inward against the walls, where they
providentially smashed or covered many of
the objects in the burial offering (Pl. I7, d),
thus saving them from subsequent molesta
tion by grave robbers. The falling-in of the
adobe brick wall at the east end of the tomb
also seems to have attributed to collapse of
the roof (Pl. I7, g). It is probable that Str.
1-Hl was completed immediately upon the
sealing of Tomb I and that it was in use only
a few years before the collapse of the latter's
roof. And with little doubt the tomb was
vandalized soon after this, following a settling
of the superimposed I-HI and 1-12 floors over
the tomb excavation. The robbers dug down
directly from the surface above and the shaft
of this violation was essentially that of the
original interment and that followed by our
own excavation in discovering the tomb (Pl.
17, a-c). This appears to have been robbed at
the time of construction of the 1-Ilaa build-
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ing platform (page 29). Fragments of a single
vessel of the tomb offering (Pl. 19, b) were
scattered through the fill over the violated
tomb and a few were in the fill with Burial I 7,
thought to have been the dedicatory offering
for Str. 1-Ilaa.
The interment of an important male per-

sonage in the tomb at the north side of the
great opening left within the new I-HI addi
tion was surely accompanied by an impressive
ceremony. The man was laid to rest with his
head to the east, fully extended on his back
(Fig. 36). The body rested upon a mat or some
type of litter, evidenced by a thin coating of
A
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Figure 36. PLAN OF TOMB I AND CONTENTS

I. Prismatic obsidian spearhead (Pis. 17, e; 18, f;

19, c, c').
2. 56 shark teeth lining shank of the spear-shaft
(Pis. 17,e; 18,f; 19,d).
3. Carbonized spear-shaft (Pis. 17, e; 19, d).
4. Lime fragment.
5. Limit of cinnabar stain.
6. Matrix of wooden vessel covered with red, white,
and green stucco paint.
7. Soapstone rod (Pl. 18, q).
8. Elaborately carved human femur (Bone I, Agrinier,
1960:2, Fig. I) (Pl. 18, k).
9. Worked human femur (Bone 2, Agrinier, 1960:2,
Fig. 16, b) (Pl. 18, k).
10. Plastered sherd base for shell mosaic (Pl. 18, h).
11. Elaborately carved human femur (Bone 3, Agrinier,
1960:2, Fig. 9) (Pl. 18, k).
12. Worked human femur (Bone 4, Agrinier, 1960:3,
Fig. 16, d) (Pl. 18, k).
13. Edge of fallen sandstone slab partly protecting
offering.

14. Usulutan spouted tetrapod pottery vessel (Fig. 37,
a; Pl. 18, c).
15. Ivory-ware tetrapod pottery vessel (Fig. 37, b;
Pl. 18, d).
16-27. 87 pieces of shell and nacre mosaic (cf. #!!7;
Pis. 18, o; 19, a).
28. Vessel fragments of:
Brown storage jar (Fig. 37, c; Pl. 18, b).
Orange standing-wall bowl (Pl. 18, J).
White-slip incurved-rim bowl (Pl. 18, r).
29. Jade beads (Pl. 18, l).
30. Worked oyster shells (Pl. 18, p).
31-32. Earspools with hematite mirror mosaic (Pis. 18,
m; 19, e).
33. Water-worn pebble (moonstone).
34. Charcoal concentration.
35. Limit of cinnabar stain.
36. Tetrapod vessel of fine-grained limestone (Fig. 37,
g; Pl. 18, a).
37. Pieces of shell or nacre mosaic (cf. Nos. 16-27;
Pis. 18, o; 19, a).
38. Fallen adobe blocks.

TOMB 1

-_
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Figure 37. TOMB 1 OFFERING VESSELS (HORCONES PHASE)
a: Usulutan tetrapod. b: Ivory-ware tetrapod. c: Brown storage jar. d: Brown. e: Orange.
f: White-slip brown. g: Fine-grain limestone. a-b originally stucco-painted with red, green,

yellow and purple geometric designs. Compare PI. 18.
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carbonized material found beneath the skele
ton. At his right hand was placed a cane
shafted, perhaps ceremonial, lance; this was
fitted with a huge prismatic obsidian blade
measuring 31 cm. from its ground stem to its
unretouched tip (Pls. I 7, e; 19, c, c'). The
apparently cruciform shank of the lance was
studded with 56 shark teeth (Pls. 18, f; 19, d).
A few of these teeth bore double perforations,
but most seem to have been attached to the
shaft by means of a cement or gum of some
sort.
The body appears to have been sumptuously
attired. In the lobes of the ears had been
spool-shaped earplugs with thin mosaic hema
tite mirror facings (Pl. 19, e). Over the chest
may have been a pectoral of carved nacre
mosaic (PL 19, a), intricately cemented over a
lime and pottery base (PL 18, n). The cement
had decomposed and the nacre elements were
dispersed by the time the offering was dis
turbed, the 87 recovered components being
well scattered over the floor of the tomb at
the time of excavation (Fig. 36). Rodents had
undoubtedly scattered the smaller objects prior
to the time of human vandalizing, as the fallen
roof slabs covered many of them. It is reason
able to suppose that the deceased had worn
a necklace and bracelets or other ornaments,
but if so, only a few small jade and limestone
beads and a single non-perforated pearl were
overlooked by the robbers.
In the southeast corner of the tomb was
a deep rectangular limestone vessel with four
nubbin feet (Pls. 17, g; 18, a). Along the south
wall at the left side of the corpse several pot
tery vessels had been placed, all badly smashed
by post-interment events. These included two
tetrapod vessels (PL 18, c, d) which had been
stuccoed and painted with bright red, green,
purple, and yellow colors in interlocking
geometrical patterns. With these vessels were
placed two worked human femurs, one of them
with elaborate carving of mythological beings.
Near the left foot was a similar pair of worked
human femurs, one carved in the same style
as the above (Pls. I 7, e; 18, k; see Agrinier,
1960; Dixon, 1958, 1959). In the northeast
corner of the tomb was the stucco covering
of a container of perishable material and be
side it a gray soapstone hexagonal rod (Pl.
18, q).
The corpse and the lance apparently were
covered with red cinnabar at the time of in-

terment, and red pigment was spread over
many of the offering�. The surface of the
tomb floor was almost completely covered with
a very thin coat of charcoal and the lance
shaft was completely carbonized though paper
thin; some end bones of the right hand were
found charred nearby. It is probable that in
cense was left burning in the chamber of the
sealed tomb which soon ignited all readily
combustible materials. Low oxygen content
in the tomb contributed to the carbonizing
action and failure to affect the less-combustible
items.
When the roof slabs were in place, a last
offering appears to have been placed on their
northern edge. This consisted of two complete
and one incomplete vessels (Pl. 18, g-i) placed
in what was probably a basket containing cin
nabar. The offering was disturbed by the sub
sequent rotting and collapse of the roof beams
but the vessels still rested on the slab stub over
the uppermost adobe of the north wall of the
tomb.
Skeletal Remains
None of the bones in the tomb were fit for
measurement; all were broken and the skull
was completely smashed and scattered. The
mandible, in a fair state of conservation, was
denuded of its teeth, and the alveoli had been
totally absorbed. They seemed to have en
dured a severe infection resulting in a total
loss of dentition. On the buccinator the in
fection had disintegrated the bone as far as
the level of the mental foramen.
Two molars, one pre-molar, one canine and
four incisors were found from the absent
maxilla. Since these teeth do not show much
wear, the individual might not have been as
old as the toothless mandible suggests.
The long bones were particularly massive
and heavy, bearing strong muscle attachments.
Tomb 4
Prior to construction of the l-H8a l second
ary eastern platform, a large section of the
l -H8a2 floor was broken out and Tomb 4
placed in the fill below (Pls. 8, b; 20). Con
structed against and perpendicular to the east
ern l-H9 wall, Tomb 4 is the smallest of the
tombs found in Mound I and seems to have
been built rather hastily, probably as a result
of an immediate and unforeseen need.
The chamber measured 2.40 m. by .82 m.

TOMB 4
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Figure 38. NORTH-SOUTH SECTION, TOMB 4.
Stippling indicates adobe bricks, oblique hatching
limestone blocks, cross-hatching sandstone slabs, and
mixed hatching earth (cf. Figs. 39, 40).

The walls were about 60 cm. high; the south
ern and northern ones were made of adobe
bricks and cut stones combined (Figs. 38; 39),
while the western one consisted of horizontal
and vertical blocks laid into a disturbed sec
tion of the east wall of Str. H9 (Pl. 20, d). No
wall was erected at the east end, where the
original fill served instead (Fig. 40). The roof
was of irregularly shaped thin sandstone
slabs apparently originally placed over small
wooden timbers (Pl. 20, a, b).
The body was fully extended on its back,
the feet to the east, the hands reposing over
the pelvis. The discovered offerings were few
and of relatively poor quality; placed on the
left side of the lower left limb were seven small

Figure 39. DETAIL OF SOUTH (a) AND NORTH (b) WALLS
OF TOMB 4

bowls and one small jar (Fig. 40; Pl. 20, c, e).
One miniature jade bead in the form of a
duck bill or alligator head was found at the
end of the left ulna. Robbery of the western
portion of the tomb removed the entire con
tents there (Pl. 20, c). The skeleton lay upon
a layer of red pigment and charcoal which
suggests, as in the other tombs, post-interment
burning.
After sealing the tomb, Floor 1-HSal was
laid over it, and this was followed by the
l-H7a2 rebuilding, soon after which the roof
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Figure 40. PLAN OF TOMB 4 AND CONTENTS
1-3, 5-7. Coarse buff standing-wall bowls (Pl. 20, e).
4. Red-slip jar (Pl. 20, e).

8. Brown round-side bowl, polished below rim (Pl.
20, e).
9. Miniature jade "duck-bill" pendant.
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over the tomb undoubtedly collapsed (Pl. 20,
a, b). At this time, a shaft was dug from above
into the western end of the chamber and the
total contents there removed, including all
bones encountered. It is probable that jade
earplugs and necklace beads adorned the man
and that it was necessary for the vandals to
remove both bones and earth to ensure total
recovery of these valuable objects. Failure to
disturb the remainder of the tomb suggests
that the robbers were well acquainted with
the nature of its offering.
Skeletal Remains
The bones were all in decomposed state.
The skull, right humerus, clavicles, and head
of the left humerus had been removed by the
robbers. Estimated stature for the individual,
probably male, was 1.62 m.

Tomb 5
As described on pp. 20, 21, the placement of
Tomb 5 seems to have been the first step to
ward erection of the l-H9 platform. An ex
cavation to receive the tomb was made through
the 1-Hl l and l-Hl2 platform additions and
through the slumped l-Hl4 floor, well to one
side of the central axis of these structures (Fig�.
2A; 2B).
The tomb walls were laid up of large adobe
bricks to a height of just less than one meter
(Fig. 41; Pl. 21, k). The chamber of the tomb
measured 2.30 m. by 1.25 m. and was floored
with a thin cap of gray clay.
Twice looted anciently, the Tomb 5 con
tents were thoroughly disturbed by the time
of the modern excavation (Fig. 42; Pl. 21, b, c).
The interred person seems to have been laid
out upon his back, feet to the south (Pl. 21, J).
The major portion of the offering had been
robbed, but a single jade bead between the
first and second toe of each foot and two other
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Figure 41.
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EAST-WEST SECTION, TOMB

5

jade beads and bits of nacre on the tomb floor
remain of the original adornment. A pair of
shallow offering bowls on either side of the
feet (Pl. 21, e) and a bridge-spout ivory-ware
vase lay at the left (Pl. 21, c, d). Four more
elaborate vessels had been broken during the
looting and their fragments scattered through
fill of the burglary shaft (Fig. 43; Pl. 21, f-i).
Red pigment had stained the skeletal remains
and covered the entire area of the interment
(Fig. 42).
Tomb 5 was roofed over with thin sandstone
slabs (Pl. 21, c) and seems to have experienced
the same post-interment carbonization of com
bustible objects as Tombs I and 4. Sections
of carbonized wood may represent either a
litter or roof beams (Fig. 42). But the roof
appears to have remained intact through the
construction of Strs. l-H9 and l-H8, a suffi
ciently long time to permit decomposition of
the corpse and disarticulation of the bones
prior to the first robbery which took place at
the close of the l-H7a2 structural substage
(p. 24). The looters drove a shaft at an angle
from the east, removing both a section of the
l-H9a l wall (Pls. 8, b; 20, d) and most of the
east wall of Tomb 5 (Pl. 21, b, c). The adobe
bricks from the tomb wall were removed from
the clandestine excavation, the roof apparently
remaining largely in place. The trunk and
skull of the skeleton were disturbed, a portion
of the bones being thrown to the foot of the
tomb where they rested upon a layer of dirt
sifted in from the roof (Pl. 21, c). It is prob
able that at this time only a major offering
object was sought, and that minor objects
were ignored. Following the desecration of
this tomb and Tomb 4, apparently carried
out at the same time, the enlarged Str. l-H7al
floor was placed over the filled shafts.
At the close of the l-H7al substage and
prior to construction of the 1-Ila supplemen
tary platform, Tomb 5 was again pillaged,
this time by means of a shaft dug directly
above it (Fig. 2B; Pl. 21, a). As the roof of
the tomb was now collapsed the vandals made
no further disturbance at the foot of the tomb,
but completely sacked the portion encountered
by their shaft, removing the probably already
smashed offering vessels and scattering the
fragments through the earth used to refill the
burglary pit, as noted above (Fig. 43; Pl. 21,

f-i).
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TOMB 5
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Figure 42. PLAN OF TOMB 5 AND CONTENTS
18,
1. Decomposed wood.
7. Right femur.
19.
2. Part of sphenoid bone.
11, 12, 22. Potsherds.
20.
3. Bridge-spout ivory-ware jar coated
13. Mandible.
21.
with red pigment (Fig. 43, d; Pl. 21, d). 14. Part of pelvis.
4, 28. Nacre ornaments.
23,
15. Part of humerus (right).
5-6, 8-IO. Coarse buff standing-wall
24.
16. Part of humerus (right).
17. Parietal and frontal bones. 30.
bowls (Pl. 21, e).

. . .... .. . . . . . .. .
N

25-27. Jade beads.
Part of maxilla.
Left femur.
Part of left humerus.
29. Carbonized wood.
Right and left tibia and fibula.
Limit of cinnabar concentration.
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Figure 43. TOMB 5 OFFERING VESSELS (H0RCONES PHASE)
a: Incised polished black tetrapod. b: Usulutan tetrapod, originally stucco-painted. c: Carved
ivory ware. d: Ivory ware. a-c were recovered from fill of robber's shaft over tomb. Compare
Pl. 21, d, g-i.
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Skeletal Remains
The mandible was intact except for the in
cisors; the maxilla held seven teeth. The den
tition suggests an individual in the prime of
adulthood, probably around twenty-five or
thirty years of age. Dental deformation (filing)
had been performed on the canines of the
mandible and on the four premolars and two
canines of the maxilla. It is the only individ
ual with dental mutilation found in Mound 1.

Tomb 6
The unusual circumstances associated with
the placement of Tomb 6 in the Str. l -H9
platform have been described in the architec
tural section (page 21). Built upon the Str.
1-HIO floor, the tomb measured 1.95 m. by
.90 m. on the inside. Its north wall was com
posed of three courses of adobe blocks each
about 30 by 20 by 23 cm., and the south by
five courses of smaller adobe blocks or bricks,
and both walls were capped with a course of
limestone blocks (Fig. 44). The east and west
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Figure 44. NORTH-SOUTH SECTION OF TOMB 6 AND EAST
WEST SECTION OF OVERLYING STRUCTURE l-H9.
ends of the tomb were laid up of faced lime
stone blocks (Pl. 22, a). The tomb had been
capped with thirty thin sandstone slabs (Pl.
5, d), apparently laid over wooden beams as
in the other tombs.
The deceased had been placed in the tomb
with his head to the west, lying upon his back,
hands over the waist (Fig. 45). The relatively
large amount of jade worn by this person and
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Figure 45. PLAN OF TOMB 6 AND CONTENTS
15. Two round-side bowls (Pl. 23, a).
I. Coarse buff storage jar (Pl. 23, a).
16. Miniature hemispherical bowl (Pl. 23, a).
2-3. Four coarse buff standing-wall bowls (Pl. 23, a).
17. Stemmed alabaster vessel (Pl. 23, f).
4. White-slip restricted-orifice bowl (Pl. 23, a).
18. Shell beads (Pl. 23, d).
5, 14. Potsherds.
19. Polished stone slab.
6. Shell pectoral.
20, 21. Stone slab fragments.
7, IO. Jade earplug flares (Pl. 23, d).
22-29. Polished stones (PL 23, b).
8. Jade and shell beads (PL 23, d).
30. Limit of cinnabar concentration.
9, l l-13. Jade beads (Pl. 23, d-e).
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TOMBS 6 AND 7

polishing tools but seem more likely to have
been of some intrinsic worth. Small areas only
of charcoal and red pigment were located on
the floor of this tomb.
Following the placement of the heavy Str.
l-H9 clay fill over Tomb 6 (Pl. 5) its walls
slowly began to collapse outward under the
weight of the overburden (cf. Fig. 44; Pl. 22,
a). But no attempt was ever made to vandalize
this tomb.
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Skeletal Remains
The bones in Tomb 6 were in very poor
condition, especially the skull, completely flat
tened by the weight of the overburden (Pl. 22,
b). The individual was certainly a male, per
haps 1.5 m. in stature. The few teeth which
had not disintegrated indicated little wear and
probably belonged to a young adult.
Tomb 7
The Tomb 7 interment seems to mark the
beginning of the Horcones occupation of the
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Figure 46. DISTRIBUTION OF JADE OBJECTS ABOUT HEAD
AND FOREARMS, TOMB 6

the impressive situation of the tomb in the
great cavity left within the Str. l-H9 walls
(Fig. 11) indicate that he was a person of
importance and suggest that his entombment
was accompanied by an appropriately notable
ceremony. The head was adorned with two
jade earspools and a necklace of thirty jade
beads and a jade "duck-bill" pendant (Fig. 46;
Pl. 23, d, e), twenty-seven shell beads, and a
bivalve marine shellfish pectoral or mouth
piece (Pis. 22; 23, c, d). The arms of the de
ceased apparently wore bracelets of jade beads
(Fig. 46; Pl. 23, d) and at the foot of the tomb
was a cluster of shell beads (Pis. 22, b; 23, d).
On the right side of the deceased were
placed a storage jar, a restricted-orifice bowl,
and two sets of standing-wall offering bowls
placed lip to lip (Pis. 22, b; 23, a). At the foot
of the tomb were placed a stemmed alabaster
vessel (Pl. 23, f), and a small hemispherical
bowl containing cinnabar. At the left of the
deceased was a pair of round-side bowls (Pl.
23, a). Beneath the slumped adobes of the
north wall was a group of eight highly polished
stones (Fig. 45; Pl. 23, b). Of dense nature
and various colors, these stones may have been
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Figure 47. PLAN AND SECTION OF STRUCTURE 1-HIOal
AND SECTION OF TOMB 7
Stippled area is black swamp mud from Structure l-H9
fill. Cf. Fig. 2B; Pis. 2, c; 5, b.
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southwest quadrant of the Chiapa de Corzo
site, as noted previously (page 16). For con
struction of the tomb, an excavation was made
through the 1-Fl and l-F2 floors, through the
Francesa refuse accumulation, and into the
soft limestone bedrock (Figs. 2B; 47; Pl. 24, d;
cf. Pl. 2, b). Sixteen separate tool impressions
noted in the soft bedrock and hard earth
forming the lower sides of the tomb reveal
the form of the digging sticks utilized by the
ancient excavators. They were of two sorts,

0

,s.....

one long and slender, with a sharp point, from
I to 2 cm. in width, and the other with a
broad, flat, rounded point up to 5 cm. wide.
The digging implements presumably were of
hard wood (cf. Shook and Kidder, 1952: 119;
Fig. 55). The cut into the limestone measured
3.25 m. by 1.45 m. These dimensions were re
tained for the tomb by constructing the upper
east and west walls upon the edges of the cut.
Four courses of adobe bricks measuring ap
proximately 10 by 50 by 40 cm. were used
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Figure 48. PLAN OF TOMB 7 AND CONTENTS
I. Polished red florero (Fig. 53, c).
2, 5, 23-24, 32. Five oxidized-rim smudged-black
bowls (Fig. 52, a; Pl. 27, 7).
3. Polished red bowl (Fig. 53, j; Pl. 28, i).
4. Polished red bowl (Fig. 53, k; PI. 27, s).
6. Polished red florero (Fig. 53, g; Pl. 28, a).
7. Polished red florero (Fig. 53, e; PI. 27, b).
8. Stucco-painted Usulutan effigy whistling vessel (Fig.
50, d, d').
9, 10, 18, 28-29a. Six incised-rim black-brown roundside bowls (Fig. 52, b-d; PI. 27, k).
I I . Polished red "cuspidor" vessel (Fig. 53, i; Pl. 27, q).
12. Polished black jar (Fig. 52, e; PI. 27, d).
13. Polished red composite vessel (Fig. 53, h; PI. 27, c).
14. Polished red tall fluted vessel (Fig. 53, b; PI. 28, b).
15. Usulutan spouted effigy jar (Fig. 50, c, c'; Pl. 28, f).
16. Shallow Usulutan tetrapod bowl (Fig. 50, a; PI. 28,

e).

I 7. Polished gray bridge-spout face-neck jar (Fig. 51,
a, a'; Pl. 28, h).
19. Polished brown bridge-spout face-neck jar (Fig.
52, f; Pl. 27, i).
19a. Worked sherd lid for 19 (Pl. 27, a).
20. Polished gray bridge-spout face-neck jar (Pl. 27, a).
21. Polished gray bridge-spout face-neck jar (Fig. 51,
b; PI. 28, d).

N

22. Stucco-painted Usulutan effigy whistling vessel (Pls.
27, e; 28, g).
25. Polished red plate (Fig. 53, l; PI. 27, h).
26. Polished red "cuspidor" vessel (Fig. 53, f).
27. Polished red florero (Fig. 53, d; Pl. 28, c).
30. Polished red bridge-spout jar (Fig. 53, a; PI. 27, f).
31. Polished brown vertical-wall bowl (Fig. 52, g; Pl.
27, g).
33. Stucco-painted Usulutan tetrapod vessel (Fig. 50, b).
34. Limestone rod.
35. Worked bivalve shell fragment.
36. Sheet of mica (Pl. 25, c).
37. Pair of worked mammal bones (ulna) (Pl. 27, r).
38. Mold of hard-shell tropical fruit (?).
39. Stucco from gourd or wooden vessel (Pl. 26, d).
40. Charcoal rings; carbonized reed containers or posts
(?).
41. Ten smooth pebbles.
42. Four tear-shaped nacre ornaments.
43. Shell pectoral or mouthpiece (Pis. 26, e; 27, l).
44. Jade beads (Fig. 49, a; Pl. 26, c).
45. Jade earplug flares, resin earspool and shell cruciform component (Fig. 49, a, b; Pl. 26, e-g).
46, 47. Carbonized planks (?).
48, 50. Chalcedony spearheads (Pls. 25, d; 27, n).
49. Obsidian blade (Pl. 27, p).
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TOMB 7

for constructing these walls. The north and
south ends of the tomb were closed by upright
slabs (Fig. 47).
The Tomb 7 occupant appears to have been
laid to rest, head to the south, upon a litter
of wooden planks of which only zones of char
coal remain (Fig. 48). A row of carbon circles
at the head of the tomb averaging 8.5 cm. in
diameter and .5 cm. in thickness suggests the
former presence of reed posts or receptacles
(Fig. 48). As in Tombs I, 4 and 5, post-inter
ment ignition resulting from smoldering in
cense in the burial offering seems the best
explanation for the carbonized state of easily
combustible items in this tomb. Areas of car
bonized planks overlying the skull and over
one of the offering vessels suggest that some
of the timbers supporting the sandstone roof
slabs also ignited.
Personal adornment of the deceased in
cluded a pair of composite jade, resin and shell
earplugs, a jade necklace, and a carved and
perforated bivalve sea shell placed in the
mouth or over the chin (Fig. 49; Pl. 26). Over
the forehead were the carbonized remains of
a rectangular object, 10 by 4 cm. (Fig. 49).
The thin layer of charcoal was very smooth
and fine grained without striation. Other areas
of the same fine charcoal but without distin
guishable form were found over the jaw-per
haps all were the leather fastenings of a head
dress. Additional artifacts of stone in the
burial offering were two chalcedony spear
points and a heavy obsidian blade placed with
pottery in the northwest corner (Pls. 25, d; 27,
n-p), a limestone rod, ten smooth pebbles, and
a small obsidian blade (Pl. 27, m) with a plate
of mica (Pl. 25, c). Also with the sheet of mica
were a small unworked oyster shell filled with
mica and a perforated fresh-water snail shell.
An oval mold in the floor of the tomb (Fig.
48, # 38) showed a netted or veined surface
and may have resulted from a hard-shelled
fruit such as the zapote colorado, and suggests
that food was included in the offerings.
Thirty-five pottery vessels composed the
ceramic offering in Tomb 7 (Pls. 25; 26, a),
all apparently imported from other regions
of Mesoamerica. These include five stucco
painted Usulutan vessels, probably from El
Salvador (Fig. 50; Pls. 27, e; 28, e-g); three
polished gray bridge-spout face-neck jars from
Oaxaca (Fig. 51; Pls. 27, a; 28, d, h); six oxid-
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Figure 49. HEAD ORNAMENTS, TOMB 7
a: Distribution of head ornaments (PL 26, e). b:
Restoration of earplugs (Pl. 26, e-g), showing jade flare,
resin spool and inner plug, shell cross component, and
pin of organic material (latter restored from earthen
matrix).

ized-rim smudged black and six incised-rim
black-brown round-side bowls probably from
Veracruz, and a brown bridge-spout face-neck
jar, a polished black low-neck jar, and a brown
vertical-wall bowl possibly from Veracruz (Fig.
52; Pl. 27, d, g, i-k); and twelve highly polished
heavy red floreros, vases, and bowls probably
from Chicane! or Arena! Phase sites in Guate
mala (Fig. 53; Pls. 27, b, c, h, q, s; 28, a-c, i).
The presence of such a quantity of trade or
tribute vessels in a single tomb is unusual and
demonstrates the widespread cultural inter
change that influenced the inception of the
Horcones occupation.
Skeletal Remains
The skull was completely crushed by the
collapse of the roof slabs. The teeth, however,
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Figure 50. STUCCO-PAINTED USULUTAN VESSELS FROM TOMB 7 OFFERING (EARLY HORCONES PHASE)
a: Tetrapod bowl, solid nubbin feet (Pl. 28, e). b: Tetrapod, solid nubbin feet. c: Effigy (Pl. 28,
f). d: Effigy whistling vessel, four nubbin feet.

were in fair condition and showed little wear,
indicating a young adult. The long bones of
the arms bore traces of burning. The bones
were so badly crushed and splintered that they
were of no use for study. Measurements taken
in situ oi the deteriorated bones suggest a
stature between I.70 and I.SO m.
MOUND 1 BURIALS

Burial

7

Location. Intruded beneath disturbed center
tread stones of Str. l-J2aa (Fig. 2B; Pl. 16, i).
Period. Str. 1-Jlaa, late Jiquipilas Phase.
Grave. Simple interment with stone blocks of
steps replaced over head.
Position. Extended, supine, head to south, face
to east. Lower portion disturbed (Pl. 29, i).
Age. Youth.

Furniture. None.
Remarks. Probably dedicatory offering.

Burial 17
Location. Approximate center of Str. 1-Ilaa
building platform, below floor (Fig. 2B).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Grave. Simple interment in fill.
Age. Youth.
Position. Flexed, on right side, head to north,
trunk and lower extremities disturbed by modern
kiln construction in mound. Remaining bones
badly crushed by stones in fill (Pl. 29, c).
Furniture. Rudely made buff bridge-spout effigy
jar (Fig. 54, a; Pl. 29, g). Double-chambered effigy
whistle with two finger holes (Fig. 54, b; Pl. 29, f).
Pair of clay earplugs (Pl. 29, d). Shell pendant
with three perforations, two showing wear (Pl. 29,
e). Marble drill core, 1.2 by 4 cm.

TOMB 7

Figure 51. POLISI-IED GRAY VESSELS FROM TOMB 7 OFFERING (EARLY HoRCONES PHASE)

a-a': White stucco-covered face-neck jar (Pl. 28, h). b: Red-stained face-neck jar (Pl. 28, d).

Figure 52. MISCELLANEOUS VESSELS FROM TOMB 7 OFFERING (EARLY HORCONES PHASE)

a: Oxidized-rim smudged-black bowl (Pl. 27, J). b-d: Incised-rim, black-brown round-side bowls

(Pl. 27, k). e: Polished black jar (PL 27, d). f: Polished brown bridge-spout face-neck jar (Pl. 27,
i). g: Polished brown (Pl. 27, g).
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Figure 53. POLISHED RED VESSELS FROM TOMB 7 OFFERING (EARLY H0RC0NES PHASE)
(See Pis. 27; 28.)

BURIALS

53

Age. Youth.
Position. Apparently east-west and supine but
no skull or articulated bones encountered and
probably secondary. Vessel placed above bones
(Pl. 30, d).
Furniture. Single smudged black, oxidized-rim
flaring-side bowl (Pl. 30, e).
Remarks. Possibly dedicatory offering.

Burial 31

Figure 54. BURIAL 17 POTTERY OFFERING (ISTMO PHASE)
a: Buff-ware bridge-spout effigy jar (Pl. 29, g). b: Buff
ware bird-effigy whistle (Pl. 29, f).

Location. Southeast corner of Str. 1-J3 building
platform, 63 cm. below floor.
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Grave. Simple interment in fill.
Age. Adult.

Remarks- Probably dedicatory offering, made
after looting Tomb I.

Burial 21
Location. Within foundation stones of Str. 1-12
frontal stairway (Pl. 29, h; cf. Pl. 4, a, b).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Grave. Simple interment beneath stone slabs of
foundation.
Age. Adult.
Position. Tightly flexed, upright, face to south.
Pottery vessels piled over knees and head.
Furniture. One small, poorly fired black jar,
8 cm. high, not restorable. Two smudged black
flaring-wall bowls with oxidized rims (Fig. 55A,
a·b). Two coarse orange bowls (Fig. 55A, c-d).
The two coarse orange bowls contained 73 small
rounded volcanic tuff pebbles (Pl. 30, k).
Remarks. Probably dedicatory offering.

Burial 24
Location. On 1-Fl floor at base of Str. l -Hl5
fill (Pl. 29, a).
Period. Early Horcones Phase.
Grave. Simple interment with stone slab and
pottery vessel fragment protecting the head.
Age. Small child.
Position. Extended, supine, head to west and
facing south.
Furniture. Fragment of polished red vessel (Pl.
29, a').
Remarks. Probably dedicatory offering.

Burial 25
Location. In fill of building platform I-I2c at
northwest corner of Str. 1-12 primary platform (Pl.
30, d; cf. Pl. 11, f).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Grave. Simple interment in fill.

Figure 55A. BURIAL 21 OFFERING VESSELS (ISTMO PHASE)
Oxidized-rim, smudged-black flaring-wall bowls;
c-d: Coarse orange flaring-wall bowls (for associated
volcanic tuff pebbles see Pl. 30, k).

a-b:

Position. Flexed, head to south, much disturbed,
fragmentary and partly cremated.
Furniture. None.

Burial 32
Location. Placed 50 cm. below center of floor
in inner room of 1-Il b temple.
Period. lstmo Phase.
Grave. Slab-lined and roofed crypt about 50 by
90 cm. in area (Pl. 30, f).
Age. Infant.
Position. Extended, fragmentary, head to south.
Only teeth remained of skull.
Furniture. A jade bead was found with the teeth,
and two others in the fill. An oxidized-rim smudged
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Figure 55B. BURIAL 32 OFFERING VESSELS (ISTMO PHASE)
a: Oxidized-rim smudged-black flaring-wall bowl (Pl.
30, h); b: Smooth buff bowl (Pl. 30, g); c: Polished
black jar (Pl. 30, !).

black vessel (Fig. 55B, a; PI. 30, h) at the foot of
the skeleton contained bones of a small animal and
an obsidian flake blade 10 cm. in length. Inverted
over this vessel was a larger oxidized-rim smudged
black flaring-wall bowl (Pl. 30, i). Beneath these
vessels were a smooth buff bowl and a polished
black jar (Fig. 55B, b, c; PI. 30, g, j). A badly
deteriorated mammalian long bone about 15 cm.
long and a large cat claw found against the west
side of the crypt suggest that a feline animal was
included in the cache.
Remarks. Probably dedicatory offering.

Burial 52A
Location. At base of northern 1-12 wall, east of
frontal stairway (Pl. 30, a).
Period. Late Istmo.
Grave. Shallow pit in fill below three structural
walls (Pl. 30, a; cf. Pl. 10, h, left center, for view
of area above interment).
Age, sex. Adult male.
Position. On back, head to the west and raised
as though supported at time of burial; legs crossed
and upright, arms at sides (Pl. 30, b, c).
Furniture. None.

Burial 59
Location. East side of Str. I-Il a supplementary
platform, 25 cm. below the north wall of the 1-Ilaa
building platform (Fig. 2B).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Grave. Simple interment in fill.
Age, sex. Middle-aged male.
Position. Extended, supine, head to north, face
tilted slightly to the east (Pl. 29, b). Hands beneath
pelvis. Lower limb sections missing as a result of
recent disturbance.
Furniture. Two small bird bones with worked
ends, placed near the head.
Skeletal material. The whole skeleton was in
very poor condition. Even the long bones, though
it was possible to preserve them during the exposi
tion, were impossible to remove in any serviceable
shape. Reconstruction of the skull and the long

bones proved to be worthless due to too much
earth-pressure deformation. The skull, as it is
shown in the photo (Pl. 29, b'), apparently had
"fronto-occipital" deformation, though part of this
might have occurred after inhumation. The su
tures showed advanced synosteosis on the most
posterior region of the sagittal and were completely
obliterated on the posterior part. The medial part
was found open at the time of exposure. The lamb
doid suture closest to the lambda was well closed
but still perceptible; the medial region was not
as tightly united as the former, and the suture was
not yet fused near the asterion. Apparently the
whole coronal suture was never fused since it was
found separated.
The mandible had 13 teeth; a gap was present
on the front, due to one missing incisor, which
was completely healed. The upper part at the
symphysis was very thin and formed a fossa above
the chin where the wall of the removed tooth's
socket had met and fused. The canine, the two
premolars, and two of the three molars were pres
ent; the third was missing and no traces remained.
Except for the incisors, all the teeth were very
worn.
The maxilla had 16 teeth. The third molar was
present but short; the other two molars were deeply
worn and the rest of the teeth were very worn.
All the long bones, except the left femur, were
crushed, and pieces had been carried away by ani
mals or seepage. In most cases the bone heads
were disintegrated. A measurement in situ of the
left femur from the extreme point of the head to
the medial condyle yielded 45.2 cm.
Remarks. This is one of the few skeletons found
at the Chiapa de Corzo site with apparent cranial
deformation. The hands tied (?) behind the back
suggest that it represents a victim who had been
sacrificed as a dedicatory offering during the con
struction of the platform.

Burial 63B
Location. Along east side of south extremity of
Str. I-DI western wall foundation (Fig. 3; Pl. 29, h).
Period. Dili Phase.
Grave. Simple interment in fill. Laid upon large
pottery fragments.
Age. Adult.
Position. Extended, head to south, badly dis
turbed, trunk and skull not present (Pl. 29, h,
inset).
Furniture. None.

Burial 99
Location. Fill for Str. I-HS (?).
Period. Unknown.
Grave. Simple interment in fill.
Age. Adult.
Position. Secondary, partly cremated.
Furniture. None.

V
THE MOUND 1 CACHES
GARETH

W.

We have used the term cache as defined by
Smith (1950: 91) and adopted by Coe (1959:
78-79) as applied to one or more objects which
appear to have been buried as a votive offer
ing unassociated with a burial. Caches at
Chiapa de Corzo fall principally into two
classes or types, 1) dedicatory offerings, and
2) terminal offerings, the latter seemingly con
fined to the Horcones and lstmo occupations.
In Mound 1 there is little difference in con
tent between these types, and the distinction
may be partly artificial. However, the dedi
catory caches are always definitely related to
a structural stage and consist of vessels placed
upright or in a meaningful context, and fre
quently include numbers of small water-worn
pebbles, always of the same volcanic tuff and
of unknown significance. The terminal ofler
ings, on the other hand, rarely include the tuff
pebbles and include both complete and frag
mentary vessels and other objects deposited
together with little order in structural fill.
The terminal offerings in Mound 1 are
essentially ceremonial dumps of paraphernalia
apparently once used in ceremonies and re
jected for further use. There seems to have
been some deliberate smashing of the objects.
Burying of the ritual objects seems to have
taken place prior to rebuilding operations
though there is nothing suggestive in this of
the periodicity implicit in the 52-year cycle
of rebuilding and demolition said to be char
acteristic of later Mexican peoples. It may be
questioned whether such dumps should be
considered caches. Coe, in his ample discus
sion of Mesoamerican caches, suggests that
terminal offerings be considered as a third
type of intentional deposit, ranked with caches
and burials (ibid.: 94-95). However, it seems
certain that the Mound 1 terminal offerings
were "votive" and that their burial in cere
monial structures was ceremonially induced,
and thus they seem to fit within the accepted
definition of a cache. Furthermore, it is quite
probable that in most instances the terminal
offering vessels were used in rites inaugurat-
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ing the start of new building operations, and
that completion of the ritual required burying
the vessels in the fill of the buildings to which
they were dedicated. It is an academic ques
tion whether such offerings were propitiatory,
pleading forgiveness for desecrating existing
structures, or dedicatory, seeking blessings for
the new structure. Probably they served both
purposes. We have distinguished the type of
cache where possible.
With two exceptions, no formal repositories
were prepared for the Mound 1 caches. Most
of the Horcones caches and a few of the later
ones were intrusive into contemporary or
older structures. The majority of the discov
ered Horcones caches were in the surface zone
on the western side of the mound, rarely much
below the buried structural surfaces (Figs. 17,
d; 57). The fact that eight horizontal addi
tions were made on the western side of the
original l-H9 structure with an over-all in
crease in height of only about 60 cm. has
made it difficult to relate the caches to par
ticular architectural additions. Floors remain
ing so close to the surface suffered from both
later construction activities and root action
and were entirely absent over most of the
caches. Nevertheless, in the preceding text
and in the following descriptions we have in
dicated the probable architectural relation
ship for each cache.
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Figure 56. CACHE 1-1 VESSELS (EARLY HoRCONES PHASE)

a: Coarse buff inner-horn burner bowl. b: Coarse buff

inner-horn incensario, base missing. c: Polished red
brown. d: Polished red-brown. c-d probably from
earlier period, reused as bases for the burner bowls.
(Compare Pl. 31, e.)
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STAGE H, CACHES 1-1 TO 1-25
Cache 1-1

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Against east and north sides of small
I-Hl3a platform. Contemporary with Cache 1-2
below. Both covered by l-Hl2 fill.
Period. Early Horcones Phase.
Contents. Two coarse buff inner-horn burner
bowls, one polished brown vertical-wall bowl, and
one polished brown everted-rim bowl (Fig. 56; Pl.
31, e).
Cache 1-2

Contents. Three coarse buff vessels: an incurved
rim bowl inverted inside a cylindrical bowl rest
ing upon a shallow inner-horn burner bowl (Pl.
31, c', c").

Cache 1-7
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. In hole through l-H7a2 floor (Pl. 31,
f'). Beneath l-H7al fill.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Ten smooth volcanic tuff pebbles in
coarse buff cylindrical bowl covered by inverted
coarse buff inner-horn burner bowl (Pl. 31, f).

Cache 1-8

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. West side of l-Hl3a platform (see
Cache 1-1 above). Partly destroyed by disturbances
over Tomb 7.
Period. Early Horcones Phase.
Contents. Two fragmentary polished brown
bowls-one with standing wall, concave bottom,
23 cm. diam., the other with round sides, 25 cm.
diam. Both bowls 8 cm. high. Not restored.

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intrusive over southwest corner of Str.
l-H6 (Fig. 57; Pl. 32, a). Probably deposited in
connection with construction of Str. l-H4.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Coarse buff vessels: two vertical-wall
bowls, six inner-horn burner bowls, four standing
wall bowls (Pl. 32, a', a").

Cache 1-3

Cache 1-9

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. In fill beneath Str. l-H9al floor. As
sociated with section of fallen l-H9a2 wall (Pl.
31, a). Lying in bed of ashes.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Six or more shallow coarse buff inner
horn burner bowls from 15 to 20 cm. in diameter,
and 16 coarse buff vertical-wall bowls from IO to
20 cm. in diameter (Pl. 31, a, a'). Not restored.

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intrusive through Str. l-H7 floor at
upper edge of buried west wall of l-H9 (Figs. 17,
d; 57; Pl. 34, g). Fill of l-H5.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Smashed and unrestorable, poorly fired,
heavy coarse buff inner-horn burner bowls.

Cache 1-4

Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. Intrusive in hole through l-H9al floor
(Pl. 31, d, d').
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Single coarse buff cylindrical vessel,
22 cm. diam., 35 cm. high (Pl. 31, d'). Not restored.
Cache 1-5

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. On uppermost stone blocks of Str.
l-H9 wall, southeast corner. Apparently placed
during l-H8a2 enlargement.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Incomplete inner-horn burner bowl of
polished black ware with unique fret design for
vent (Pl. 31, b).
Cache 1-6

Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. Beneath broken area of Str. l -H7a2
floor (Pl. 31, c; cf. Pl. 31, f').
Period. Horcones Phase.

Cache 1-10
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intrusive behind west wall of l-H9;
capstone broken and replaced over cache (Fig. 57;
Pl. 34, b, c, h). Fill of Str. l-H5 or later.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Several s m a s h e d and fragmentary
coarse buff vertical-wall bowls (Pl. 34, a9, c), stand
ing-wall bowls (Pl. 34, a6, d), and inner-horn
burner bowls (Pl. 34, a8). Two polished red angle
shoulder jars (Pl. 34, al -2). Two fragmentary coarse
buff incurved-rim bowls (Fig. 61, a; PI. 34, a3).
Two fugitive-white-slipped storage jars (Pl. 34,
a4-5, c'). One incomplete chalky slipped exterior,
polished red-buff interior tetrapod (PI. 34, a7). One
polished buff gutter-handle from ladle (Pl. 34, c',
lower right). Miscellaneous sherds including a
carved, stucco-painted example (Pl. 34, e).
Cache 1-11

Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intrusive in west wall of Str. l-H9
(Fig. 57; Pl. 34, b, f, h). Fill of l-H5 or later.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Three coarse buff incurved-rim bowls,
inverted (Pl. 34, f).
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CACHES, STAGE H
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Figure 57. PLAN OF STRUCTURAL REMNANTS, WITH CACHES, SOUTHWEST CORNER OF MOUND
For Sections D-D' and E-E' see Fig. 17, d.

Cache 1-12
Type. Terminal offering.

Cache 1-14
Type. Terminal offering.

Location. Intrusive in western Str. l-H7 fill (Figs.
17, d; 57). Probably related to construction of
l-H5 or later.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Lot of fragmented poorly fired coarse
buff vessels, including several standing-wall bowls,
one spouted jar, and a large incurved-rim bowl
(Pl. 34, i).

Location. Intrusive about I m. through floor of
western Str. l-H6 segment (Fig. 57; Pl. 32, a). Prob
ably deposited in connection with the construc
tion of Str. l-H3.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Dump of smashed coarse buff vessels
(Pl. 35, e) including remnants of one standing-wall
bowl, IO vertical-wall bowls, one incurving-rim
bowl, and 14 inner-horn burner bowls (Fig. 58).
Quantities of black ashes.

Cache 1-13
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intrusive against west capstones o{
Str. l-H7 (Fig. 17, d; 57; Pl. 32, c). Fill for l-H5
or later.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Group of coarse buff vessels including
six standing-wall bowls, two incurved-rim bowls,
two vertical-wall bowls, two inner-horn bowls and
a thick-walled mud-ware jar (Pl. 32, c'-c").

Cache 1-15
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Intruded 90 cm. from surface inside
of northwest corner of Str. l-H5 (Fig. 57). Prob
ably deposited in connection with construction of
l-H2 addition.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Three smashed and incomplete tetra-
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Figure 58. CACHE 1-14 COARSE BUFF VESSELS (HORCONES
PHASE)
pod round-side bowls with chalky white slip, pol
ished red-brown interiors and red band at rim (Fig.
59, a; PI. 36, g4). Fragmented coarse red storage
jar (Fig. 59, b; PI. 36, gl). Vertical-wall, round
and flaring-side bowl fragments (Fig. 59, c; PI. 36.
g2·3). Deer antler, 16 cm. tip to root.

Cache 1-16
Type. Dedicatory offering (?).
Location. Left and right sides of top step of
Str. l-H3 stairway (Figs. 17, d; 57; Pl. 35, b). Pos
sibly dedicatory offering for southwest segment of
Str. l-H2.

Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. One coarse buff inner-horn burner
bowl and one deep round-side bowl of hard-fired
metallic-luster orange ware, similar to Pl. 33, f.

Cache 1-17
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. Along south side of the southwest cor
ner of Str. l-H7, level with the capstones (Fig. 57).
Intrusive deposit made after construction of l-H5.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Two coarse buff inner-horn burner
bowls (Pl. 36, e-f).

Cache 1-18
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. In fill of Str. 1-HH (Pl. 36, h). Prob
ably made in connection with construction of
minor building platform after partial destruction
of 1-HHl primary platform at time of the con
struction of east l-H2 segment.
Period. Horconcs Phase.
Contents. An unusually large coarse buff verti
cal-wall deep bowl, ca. 25 cm. diam. with several
smaller bowls of similar shape (Pl. 36, h).

Cache 1-19
Type. Trash dump.
Location. In fill of low platform built over Str.
l -H3 floor (Fig. 57; Pl. 35, a', d).
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Great mass of sherds (Pl. 35, a, a'); no
restorable vessels. Representative vessel shapes and
wares are indicated in Fig. 60. A fragment of a
fine-grained limestone carving found in the sherd
mass (Pl. 35, a, left inset) bears motifs similar to
those of the carved bones found in Tomb 1 (Dixon,
1958: 55-56, Fig. 2, c; 1959a. Cf. Agrinier, 1960,
Figs. 3; 11).
Remarks. While this may be a terminal offering,
or dump of ceremonially significant objects, the
fact that no restorable vessels were included has
led to the conclusion it was probably no more than
a trash dump for objects originally broken and
partly discarded elsewhere. The accumulation of
so large a quantity of sherds in a confined area
(originally somewhat larger than shown in Pl. 35,
a') is, however, a unique situation for a ceremonial
complex and suggests special circumstances.

Cache 1-20

Figure 59. CACHE 1-15 VESSELS (HoRCONES PHASE)
a: Tetrapods with chalky white slipped exterior, red

lip band, and polished red-brown interior (Pl. 36, g4).
b: Coarse red storage jar (PI. 36, gJ). c: Coarse buff.

Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. Stone-lined repository through floor
of Str. l-H3, in fill over destroyed l-H4 wall (Fig.
57; Pl. 35, c, d). The chamber was 70 by 50 cm.
in area and 125 cm. deep, faced with worked stones
on east and field stones on remaining three sides,
with no floor other than the fill material. The
faced wall rose 60 cm. above the floor level. This
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Figure 60. REPRESENTATIVE CACHE 1-19 RIM SHERDS (HORCONES PHASE)
a: Coarse buff to orange storage jars. b: Coarse buff bridged and unbridged spouted jars;
b': Orange-slip spouted jars; b": Perforated lug from b'. c: Polished black-brown with chalky
white exterior slip. d: Orange-slip flaring-wall flat-bottom bowls. e-e': Coarse buff vertical-wall
bowls. f: Coarse buff standing-wall bowls. g-g': Coarse buff to orange incurved-rim bowls;
g": Rude ring base from g. h: Metallic-luster orange ware. i: Coarse buff inner-horn burner bowls.
(See Pl. 35, a.)
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corner of Str. l -H5 (Fig. 57). Apparently was in
a fire pit of black ashes within fill of a low plat
form related to Str. l -H2 (Pl. 32, b, b').
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Large coarse buff inner-horn burner
bowl (Pis. 32, b; 33, a). Rudely made coarse buff
inner-horn burner bowl (Pl. 33, b). Small coarse
buff vertical-wall bowl (Pl. 33, c). Fugitive-white
slipped storage jar (Pis. 32, b; 33, d). Polished red
brown flaring-wall bowl with chalky white slip on
exterior (Pl. 33, e). Round-side deep bowl of hard
fired metallic-luster orange ware (Pl. 33, f).

Figure 61. COARSE BUFF INCURVED-RIM BOWLS, CACHES
1-10 AND 1-20 (HORCONES PHASE)
a: Cache 1-10 (Pl. 34, aJ). b: Cache 1-20 (Pl. 35, c).

placement suggests preparation for a ritual observ
ance.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. At the bottom of the chamber was an
inverted incomplete incurved-rim bowl of hard
fired coarse buff ware (Fig. 61, b; PI. 35, c). Over
this was found a set of small, almost transparent
obsidian blades (Pl. 35, c'). Scattered through the
fill of the chamber were several other partially
restorable vessels, broken human bones, and four
white marble earspools (Pl. 35, c').
Remarks. Nature of the chamber fill indicates
that it may have contained a burial and its offer
ing, later robbed and destroyed, with the material
returned in fill earth.
Cache 1-21
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. Above Str. l -H3 floor over northwest

Cache 1-22
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. According to the owner of the Mound
I property, a small stone-lined chamber was lo
cated in the Str. 1-Hl fill several meters south and
approximately one meter above the level of Tomb
I. He had in his possession fragments of an Usulu
tan vessel said to have been with two others in
this chamber and totally destroyed since discovery.
Excavation in the vicinity of the reported cache
produced additional fragments of the Usulutan ves
sel and validated the landowner's account.
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Only recovered example of three re
ported vessels was the Usulutan effigy tetrapod
bowl shown in Fig. 62.
Cache 1-23

Type. Terminal offering.

Location. Over south wall of western Str. I-H5

segment, in Str. 1-Hl fill (Fig. 57; Pl. 34, 7).
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Two coarse buff incurved-rim bowls
inverted over fragment of coarse buff standing-wall
bowl and fragments of polished red effigy jars
(Pl. 34, 7).
Cache 1-24

Type. Terminal offering.

Location. Over south wall of western Str. l-H5

'---��-' 5cm.

Figure 62. USULUTAN TETRAPOD EFFIGY VESSEL FRAGMENTS, CACHE 1-22 (HORCONES PHASE)
Originally covered with red, yellow, and white stucco paint.
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CACHES, STAGE I

segment, in fill for Str. I-HI (Fig. 57). Scattered
within and without two roughly circular rings of
stone blocks (Pl. 36, b-d).
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Mass of smashed vessels including
coarse buff standing-wall bowls, incurved-rim bowls,
shallow dishes, inner-horn burner bowls, vertical
wall bowls, and bridge-spout jars, one with effigy
face on the neck (Fig. 63; Pl. 36, al-5, 7, b-d). Non
restorable vessel fragments included smudged black
round-side bowls with oxidized rims (Pl. 36, a6)
and deep round-side bowls of hard-fired metallic
luster orange ware (Pl. 36, a8). Four obsidian flake
blades, a thin white marble earspool, and small
quantities of black ash were found associated with
the vessels.
Caches 1-25, 1-25a
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. In fill of Str. I-HI, below 1-12 floor
(Fig. 57).
Period. Horcones Phase.
Contents. Gutter-handle ladle of frying-pan type
in polished buff ware (Fig. 64, a). In close associa
tion were paired coarse buff bowls of Cache l-25a
placed lip to lip (Fig. 64, b).
STAGE

I,

CACHES

1-26

TO

1-38

Cache 1-26
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. In fill of Str. 1-HHI, apparently after
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Figure 63. COARSE BUFF VESSELS FROM CACHE 1-24
(HORCONES PHASE)
(Compare Pl. 36, a.)
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Figure 64. BUFF VESSELS FROM CACHES 1-25, l-25a
(HORCONES PHASE).
a: Polished buff gutter-handle ladle, Cache 1-25.
b: Coarse buff standing-wall bowls, Cache l-25a, as
found placed lip to lip.

destruction of its northern portion and perhaps
at the time of the construction of the l-H2 eastern
addition or else the north wall of Str. 1-12 (cf. Pl.
36, h).
Period. Late Horcones or Early Istmo Phase.
Contents. Two small coarse buff vertical-wall
deep bowls with cut-down inner-horn bowls as lids
and fragments of a third coarse buff vertical-wall
bowl and shallow dish lid (Pl. 36, i-k').
Cache 1-27
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. In l-H2 fill flush with capstones of
western l -H5 wall (Fig. 57), probably interred in
connection with construction of Str. 1-12.
Period. Late Horcones or Early Istmo Phase.
Contents. One complete and one fragmentary
coarse buff standing-wall bowl (Pl. 37, h, i), and a
vertical-wall bowl with reworked inner-horn burner
bowl cover (Pl. 37, J).
Cache 1-28
Type. Terminal offering.
Location. With foundation stones of west wall
of southwest corner of Str. 1-11 (Fig. 57).
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Type. Terminal offering.

Location. In surface level fill, six meters south
of upper edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway.
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Coarse buff vertical-wall deep bowl,
filled with small rounded pebbles of volcanic tuff
(Pl. 38, a).

Location. On Str. l-H6 floor between Str. l-I2

Cache 1-35

Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Two fragmentary medium brown flat
base flaring-wall bowls, including Pl. 37, k.

Cache 1-29
building platform walls on northwest corner of
the l-I2 primary platform (Fig. 57; Pis. 37, c-e; II, f).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Lot of coarse buff vessels, all badly
smashed, including incurved-rim bowl 38 cm. in
diameter, vertical-wall deep bowl and three stand
ing-wall bowls, plus a medium brown flat-bottom
round-side bowl (Pl. 37, t). Twelve smooth vol
canic tuff pebbles and charcoal were scattered with
the sherds (Pl. 37, e).

Cache 1-30
Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. Within southeast corner of Str. l-I2c

building platform addition on northwest corner
of l-I2 primary platform (Fig. 57; Pl. 37, b'). Offer
ing was just below and partly destroyed by Stage J
building platform wall (behind scale in Pl. 37, c;
cf. Pl. II, f).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Coarse buff incurved-rim bowl with
coarse-netted-fabric marking on interior, and small
medium red inleaned-rim bowl (Pl. 37, b).

Cache 1-31
Type. Terminal offering.

Location. Intrusive in fill over northeast corner

of I-HS addition (Pl. 37, g).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Four coarse buff vertical-wall deep
bowls. Skeleton of feline animal (Pl. 37, g).

Cache 1-32
Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. Beneath northeast corner of Str. l-Ilaa

building platform (Pl. 37, a).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Coarse orange low-necked storage jar.

Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. In surface level fill 6.80 m. south of
upper edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway (Pl. 38, b).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Coarse buff vertical-wall deep bowl,
filled with small rounded pebbles of volcanic tuff
(Pl. 38, b').

Cache 1-36
Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. In surface level fill, 7.80 m. south of
upper edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway (Pl. 38, d).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Two coarse buff vertical-wall bowls
filled with rounded volcanic tuff stones (Pl. 38, d).

Cache 1-37
Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. In surface level fill, 6 m. south of

upper edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway (Pl. 38, e').
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Medium brown flaring-wall bowl with
two red-painted rectangular areas on exterior and
filled with nine smooth volcanic tuff pebbles (Pl.
38, e, e').

Cache 1-38
Type. Terminal offering (?).

Location. Against fill wall for Str. l-I2 frontal
stairway (cf. Pl. IO, a, b).
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Two incomplete heavy smudged black
tetrapod bowls with solid supports, basal bulge
and flaring walls (Fig. 65).

Cache 1-33
Type. Dedicatory offering.

Location. Inverted over stones in fill beneath
north steps of Str. l-J2a (Pl. 38, c'). Believed to
be contemporary with Str. I-Ila.
Period. Istmo Phase.
Contents. Polished oxidized-rim smudged black
flaring-wall bowl, 40 by 16 cm., and rude coarse
buff offering bowl, IO by 4 cm. (Pl. 38, c, c').

Cache 1-34
Type. Dedicatory cache.

Figure 65.

SMUDGED-BLACK TETRAPOD FROM CACHE
(ISTMO PHASE)

1-38

CACHES, STAGE
STAGE

J,

CACHES

1-39

TO

1-48

Cache 1-39
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. On northwest corner of Str. 1-llb
plinth, below 1-J6 floor (Pl. 38, f).
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Sherds of heavy medium brown flar
ing-side bowl in bed of charcoal and ashes (Pl.
38, f).

Cache 1-40
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. In surface level fill, 7 m. south of up
per edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway.
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Smudged black flaring-wall bowl with
oxidized, beaded rim (Pl. 39, h), and small, coarse,
poorly fired offering bowl (Pl. 39, i).

Cache 1-41
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. Beneath Str. l -J5 platform court floor
under subsequent l -J5cl wall (Pl. 39, b; cf. Pl. 15,
h) on central axis of platforms.
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Fifteen rude, poorly fired offering
bowls (Pl. 39, b), associated with smooth volcanic
tuff pebbles.

Cache 1-42
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. On Str. 1-J5d2 floor, below 1-Jlaa
floor (Pl. 39, c).
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Rude, coarse buff flaring-wall bowl
containing seven rounded volcanic tuff pebbles
covered by rude coarse buff offering bowl, and two
similar rude offering bowls at one side (Pl. 39, c).

Cache 1-43
Type. Dedicatory offering.
Location. Intrusive in surface level fill 7.50 m.
south of upper edge of Str. l-H4 frontal stairway
(Pl. 39, d).
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Coarse orange vertical-wall deep bowl

J
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with effigy bowl lid (Pl. 39, d'). Vessel contained
48 smooth volcanic tuff pebbles averaging 6 cm. in
diameter.

Cache 1-44
Type. Dedicatory cache.
Location. In Str. l -J6 fill over eastern l-H2 wall
(Pl. 39, e).
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Three small coarse buff offering bowls,
one containing bones of small animal, and six
rounded volcanic tuff pebbles (Pl. 39, e).

Cache 1-45
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. On floor of 1-Jlaa room (Pl. 39, a';
cf. Pl. 15, k).
Period. Late Jiquipilas Phase.
Contents. Two incomplete polished black fine
buff-paste flat-bottom low-neck jars with raised in
cised horizontal bands and incised designs on shoul
ders (Pl. 39, a; Fig. 66). One rude coarse buff flar
ing-side bowl with pinched base (Pl. 39, a, top
center).

Cache 1-46
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. Near base of eastern mound slope, in
Jiquipilas refuse deposit (cf. Fig. 34).
Period. Jiquipilas Phase, or later.
Contents. Three miniature, rude, medium buff
effigy vases (Pl. 39, j).

Cache 1-47
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. East slope of mound in fill.
Period. Jiquipilas Phase.
Content. Coarse buff ladle with gutter-handle
(Pl. 39, f).
Remarks. May be simple refuse rather than
cache.

Cache 1-48
Type. Terminal offering (?).
Location. Intrusive over western l-H7 wall.
Period. Jiquipilas Phase (?).
Contents. Coarse red vertical-wall deep bowl
with medial ridge and shallow dish lid (Pl. 39, g).
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Figure 66.

b

INCISED POLISHED BLACK JARS FROM CACHE

(See

Pl.

39, a.)
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Plate I. GENERAL VIEWS OF THE SOUTHWEST QUADRANT, CHIAPA DE CORZO
a: Looking southeast-Md. 11 with water tank in foreground, Mds. 12 and 7 at left on either
side of the Chiapa-Acala road, and Mds. 5 and 1 in center (excavated structures 5-H and 1-H;
cf. Pl. 7). b: Same general area as a, but looking southwest with strand of the Grijalva River
seen at upper right. c: Mound I prior to excavation in 1955, looking southeast.
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Plate 2. STRUCTURES l-Hl5 TO l-H9
a: Interior of Md. 1 (b at right) showing eastern surface of Str. l-Hl5 with base-wall in foreground and l-Hl3a platform at rear
(cf. Fig. 4); step in fo1eground is built over a row of adobe bricks (Pl. 3, a). Caches 1-1 and 1-2 were pla<:ed on this floor, east
and west of the l-Hl3a platform. b: Same as a, showing Tomb 5 excavation behind wall of Str. l-Hl2 at left rear, l-Hl4 western
bem.h and base-wall at right, and at rear the south retaining wall and fill of Str. l-H9 (see Fig. 11-debris at right is recent);
excavation at center is area of Tomb 7 (Pl. 24), and small trench in left foreground is over dedicatory Burial 24 (Pl. 29, a).
c: Excavation over Tomb 7 through Str. 1-H!Oal (Fig. 47) with the retaining wall for Str. l -H9 at rear (Fig. 11; see Pl. 24, a for
view after removal of the 1-H!Oal "altar" platform).
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C

Plate 3. STRUCTURES I-Hl5 TO 1-H!J
cr,
<.O

a: Adobe bricks serving, at left, as the I-Hit, step, and, at right, as fill for Str. l-Hl3; see Fig. 2B. b: Same as Pl. 2, a, b, after
further clearing-base-wall and bench of Str. 1-H 14 at left foreground; rear floor and base-wall is of Str. 1-H 10a2 /d. Fig. 'I).
Rubble wall at center and earth fill at far right are recent. c: View of I -H!0a2 base-wall seen in /J, looking west.
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Plate 4. STRUCTURES 1-D AND 1-HH
a: Str. 1-D foundation in foreground, Str. I-H9 balustrade and l-H4 stairway at rear (cobblestones are restoration), with l-H4
balustrade remnants at center (Fig. 3). Stubs of stone foundations at right foreground are of 1-12 stairway and locale of Burial 21
(cf. Pl. 2 9, h). Looking south. b: Structure 1-D foundation, looking west (Fig. 3). c: Str. l-HH2 platform at left foreground (cf. Pl.
IO, h), 1-HHl wall at left center and l-H2 wall at right. Cobblestone wall at rear is modem retention for Str. 1-Hl wall (cf. Pl. IO, f,
rear). Looking south. d: Str. 1-HHI at rear, 1-12 wall remnants in foreground. e: Southeast corner of Str. 1-HHI. f: East wall of
Str. l-HH2.
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Plate 5. STRUCTURES l-H9 TO 1-Jl
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AND

TOMB 6

a: Panoramic view of excavations in Mound l, 1957. Stairway of Str. l-H 4 is at left foreground, l-J4c platform at left rear, l-Ilb
temple platform at rear center, l-Jla sweatroom behind man on plank, and at right the faced wall of Str. l-H9 and the modern
retention wall for Str. l-H7. Below tin roofing in center is Tomb 5 excavation, and the buried roof slabs of Tomb 6 can be seen
at center foreground. See Pl. 2, [, for view after removal of fill and Tomb 6. b-d: Uncovering Tomb 6 in Str. l -H9 (Pis. 22; 23);
tomb rests upon Str. 1-HI0 floor (sec Fig. 11).
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!'late 6. PRIMARY PLATFORMS, STRUCTURES l-H9 TO l-H2
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See Fig. 2A. a: Lateral stairway on east side of Str. l-H9 as uncovered; note sections of stucco
on lower steps. b: Same as a after restoration (cf. Pl. 7, a). c: Below, eastern l-H4 wall butted
against l-H5 wall; above left, Str. l-J4c steps. d: Base-walls at head of the l-H3 stairway
(g, below). e: At left, western stairway for Str. 1-H6 after consolidation; note sandstone slab
treads. At right, northwest corner of l-H5 wall with stub of Str. l-H4 southwest corner after
consolidation (see h below); remnant of l-H3 wall in foregrou11d. /: Southwest wall of Str. l-H2
butted against southwest corner of Str. l-H5 (cf. Pl. 7, a). g: Western approach stairway for
Str. l-H3 before restoration (cf. Pl. 7, a). h: Same as e above before consolidation. i: Lateral
stairway on west side of Str. l-H9 prior to restoration; tunnel at base was means of discovering
buried Str. 1-HI0.
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Plate 7. AERIAL AND FRONT VIEWS OF THE 1-H AND 1-I STRUCTURES
Fig. 2A. a: Aerial view of Str. 1-H. 1-HH and 1-I enlargements from their rear; small structure
on right surface is I-lib temple platform with restored base-walls. Str. 5-H is seen in the
background, trench A-100 in the foreground. b: Str. 1-H seen from the northeast; note the
1-Ilb temple platform over the east wall. c: Capstones of Str. l-H4 east balustrade, consolidated
but not restored (Pl. 4, a).
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Plate 8. BUILDING PLATFORMS 1-HSa l , l- H7al AND l- I 2aa
a d auxili ray
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Plate 9. Bun.DING PLATFORMS l-H9a!, l-H8al AND l-H7al
-1
(.,l

a: Remnant of south plalfonn wall for Str. I-H7al (cf. cl below and Pl. 8, a). Ii, c: Base-walls of Str. I-H8al (cf. Fig. 14). rl: Same
as Pl. 8, a after removal of the l-12aa base-wall. The l-H9al base-wall is seen at the rear (see f at right). e: Covered base-walls or

small room north of auxiliary east platform of Str. I-H7al (cf. Fig. 16). f: Base-wall and floor of Str. l -H9al (Fig. 12).
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Plate 10. STRUCTURES 1-12 AND I-II

a: Remnants of Str. 1-12 laid over I-HI foundation (foreground)
at the northwest corner o[ Mound 1 (Fig. 17, a-c). At left center,
west wall of Str. 1-.J stairway (Pl. 16, g). Structures at lower left
and center are fill wa.lls for Str. 1-12 built over the l-H4 stair
way (see b at right). b: Str. 1-12 fill walls placed over the l-H4
stairway and its destroyed western balustrade; looking southeast.
v\Tall stubs in right foreground are of Str. 1-12 (see section, Fig.
17, b). c: 1955 trench into west side of the northwest corner of
Mound 1 showing in foreground the 1-12 wall base lying over
and behind the first course of the uncompleted 1-HI western
wall. In center is the partly collapsed wall of Str. l-H2 and at
rear the intact wall of Str. l-H4. d: Looking south along the
Str. 1-12 western wall stub (in trench) and eroded Str. l-H2 wall
at left. e: Str. 1-12 fill wall between 1-HHl and l-H2 walls,
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looking south (see h below and Pl. 4, c); note l-HH2 Aoor and
base-wall at center left. /: Looking east at the juncture of Str.
1-12 (at right) against Str. I-HI (at rear) after consolidation and
partial restoration (cf. g at right); remnants of 1-Il wall in fore
ground and left center (cf. Pl. 7, a). g: South wall o[ Str. 1-12
before restoration (see / at left). showing nature of fill wall. h:
Looking south across 1-I auxiliary building foundations and
offering box (foreground-cf. j at right), with 1-12, 1-.J, and l-H2
walls in the background. i: View from southwest across h after
further excavation; slab is thought to have been roof of offering
box behind waH. left of center (j at right). j: Close-up view of
offering box seen in h and i at left, and reverse side of bouider
"altar" thought originally to have been associated with the
offering box.
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Plate 11. BUILDIN(; PLATFORMS, STRUCTURES 1-1 2 AND I -II
a: Str. I-lid seen from the southeast (see b at right), with buried Str. l-I2b platform wall
partly excavated in the foreground. b: Str. 1-Ild, showing partially destroyed stucco frieze
(Fig. 22). c: Surviving southwest corner of l -I2b platform (Fig. 18). d: Consolidated and
partially restored Str. I-lib looking southeast (Fig. 19; Pl. 7, a). e: Str. l-l2aa base-wall, looking
south (Fig. 18; Pl. 8, a). f: Wall remnants of Str. l-12c overlain by 1-.J platform, looking north;

Cache 1-29 at rig·ht center on floor (Pl. 37, c-f).
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Plate 12.

C

STRUCTURES I-HI AND 1-12

a: Stone blocks from collapsed l -H7 wall as excavated beneath Str. 1-Hl fill (d below); cobblestone wall is mo.dern consolidation for
Str. l-H7 wall stub (see left side of e below). b: Stub-end of Str. 1 -12 north wall (center) buried beneath Str. 1-J wall construction
(Fig. 3; Pl. 16, h); in the foreground workman is removing base of Str. 1-J stairway (cf. Pis. IO, a; 16, g). c: Base of rear access
stairway at southwest corner of Str. 1-12, looking east (see Fig. 18). Foundation stones in foreground are of Str. I-II. d: Removing
cellular fill wall of Str. I-HI at the west side of Tomb I-see a and e for conditions before construction. e: Breached Str. l-H9
south wall for Tomb I intrusion (at right) as exposed after removal of the Str. I-HI fill (cf. d at left, f at right); note that the
l -H9 wall was originally exposed by the collapse of the Str. l -H7 wall (stubs seen at right and left) and that no attempt was made
to reuse the old wall stones (a above). f: Same area as e but looking northeast, showing stub of collapsed l-H7 wall and east fill wall
for Tomb I intrusion (designed to support fill for the Str. I-HI wall seen in foreground and at right) (cf. Pl. 7, a, after partial
removal of fill).

Plate 13. STAGE J PLATFORM COURT STRUCTURES
---J
<O

See Fig. 21. Looking south, the 1-J6d2 platform is at left, followed by I-J5c2, 1-J5cl, and I-J4c; at rear center is l-J6c platform,
and at right are 1-J3 and 1-J2 walls. Behind the workman with pick is the I-lib temple platform before restoration (cf. Pl. 11, d).
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Plate 14. STA(;F J PLATFORM COURT STRUCTURES
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a: Str. l-J4c looking northeast (Fig. 26); note plastered "altar" remnant of earlier 1-Ild structure
at rear center. b: Central platform complex l-J2a (supplementary platform) and l-J2aa (building
platform), looking southwest; note remnants of I-Ila east access steps behind the l-J3 wall at
left center. c: l-J2 lateral extension to the l-J4c platform (Fig. 28); stones at extreme left and
center foreground are remnants of the I-JI building platform (Fig. 29).
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Plate 15. STALE J PLATFORM COURT STRUCTURES
a: Looking northeast at Str. 1-J6d2 constructed against Str. I-lid
(left center). /J: Close-up view showing destruction of the I-lid
stucco frieze at union of the 1-J6d2 platform floor. c: Rear
access stairway at north end of Str. I-J6e; eminence at top left
is the I-lid apron-molding remnant which appears to have been
preserved as an altar (see PI. 14, a). d: Face of Str. I-J6d2 show
ing inset panel and at left the late version of its stairway balus
trade (cf. a above). e: Corners of Strs. I-J6d I (left) and I-J6c
(right), looking east over dram between the lwo structures (g, i
below; Figs. 21, 23). f: View looking northeast over east or front
walls of 1-J4c, I-J5cl, and l-J6d2 platforms. g: Str. I-J6c, center,

I

... :...�.

after removal of drain (e), and corner of Str. 1-11b at right after
removal of wrrounding Stage J floors. Ii: Str. l -J5cl after re
moval of superimposed l -J4c wall (fat left); Cache 1-41 (Pl. 3!J,
/J) is located beneath wall at left. i: Slab-covered drain after
clearing (e above). j: Str. 1-Jlaa floor with edges turning up
against once-present walls of perishable material, probably canes;
area is at rear of base-walls in k at right. k: Str. 1-J laa base
walls for long room. looking northeast (see Fig. 29). l: Small
room against northeast corner of the l-J2aa platform (Fig. 21);
excavation in center produced only fragme11ts of a poorly fired
offering bowl.
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Plate 16. LATE STAGE J

82

C

CONSTRUCTIONS

a: Northeast corner of eastern wing of Str. 1-Ilaa (right) and Str. I-J2aa (left); see Fig. 20.
b: Looking north along western wall of Strs. I-H3 and I-H2 at beginning of excavations;
note the I-JI access stairway at right (see c). c: I-JI stairway, apparently built over ruins of
previous structures, looking southeast (see Figs. I7, d; 57). d: Small empty arched cyst in east
slope of Mound I (see Fig. 34). e: 1-Jla sweatroom (Figs. 21, 30-33; Pl. 'i) looking east (cf.
Pl. 34, h for view before excavation). f: Canal or sink of 1-J la sweatroom, looking west across
drain. g: Str. 1-J stairway (left) with steps of l-H4 stairway seen at center covered by Str. 1-12
fill walls (cf. Fig. 17, a, /J; Pl. 10, a, /J). h: Str. 1-J walls constructed over 1-12 wall remnant
(l'ig. 3; Pl. 1 2, /J). i: Str. l-J2aa steps, disturbed in center for placement of Burial 7 (Pl. 29, i).
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Plate 17. TOMB 1
11: Tomb I after removal of contents; the adobe bricks were removed from the rear wall by the
robber's shaft. b: Breach in south wall of Str. l-H9 made for Tomb I interment; note stub of
collapsed l-H7 wall at right (cf. Pis. 7, a; 12, e, f). c: View of I-H9al, J-H8a2, and l-H7al
(ioors cut by ancient excavation for Tomb I interment; circular excavation in foreground is of
modern limekiln (Fig. 2B). d: Tomb I prior to clearing; note undisturbed roof slabs at rear,
I-H9 wall in foreground. e: Floor of Tomb I; note carved human femurs (Pl. 18. k) at left with
pottery mosaic base (Pl. 18, n) and obsidian spearhead with carbonized shaft dampened
for photography at right (Pis. 18, /; 19, c, d). f: Southwest corner of Tomb I interior showing
irregular size of adobe bricks. g: Collapsed wall of adobe bricks at east end of Tomb I; note
corner of rectangular limestone vessel at lower right-hand corner (Fig. 37, g; Pl. 18, a).
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l'latc 18. To�rn I CONTENTS
a: Tetrapod vessel of fine-grain limestone. b: Brown storage jar. c: Usulutan spouted tetrapod (originally stucco-painted). d: Ivory
ware tetrapod (originally stucco-painted). e: Dark brown stirrup-spout effigy doughnut vessel (problematical restoration-see Pl. 19,
b). f: Prismatic obsidian spearhead with shark teeth from shank of lance (Pl. 19, c-d). g: Brown bowl with vertical polish striations.
h, r: White-slip bowls. i: Orange standing-wall bowl. j: Standing-wall bowl fragments. k: Worked human femurs. l: Jade and
limestone beads. 111: Earspools with hematite mirror mosaic (Pl. 19, e). n: Shere! base, originally plastered, apparently for nacre mosaic
(o; Pl. 19, a). a: Pieces of nacre mosaic (Pl. 19, a). p: Worked oyster shells. q: Soapstone rod. Approximate scale: a-d, I /5; e, 1/4;
f-r, I /6. Compare Figs. 36, 37.
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11: Nacre mosaic pieces, originally probably "dragon-monster" or serpent motif; scale y2 • b: Stirrup-spout effigy doughnut vessel,
partly from robber's shaft (before restoration-cf. Pl. 18, e); scale y2 . c: Prismatic obsidian spearhead with ground stem; blade edges
are unretouched and apparently unused-transparency prevents their showing in photograph; scale 1 /3. c': Obverse of c. d: Shark
teeth along carbonized shank of spear (cf. Pis. 17, e; 18, f). e: Earspools of jet-black material with hematite mirror mosaic surfaces;
scale 2/3.
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Plate 20. To�rn 4 AJ\.D CONTENTS
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a: Tomb 4 as discovered, looki(lg east. b: Tomb 4 after partial clearing, looking west, Str. l -H9
west wall at rear. c: Tomb 4 after clearing; note absence of shoulders and skull, removed by
ancient vandals. d: Tomb 4 after removal of all but south and west walls; note disturbance of
I-H9 wall for tomb construction. e: Offering vessels from Tomb 4---smal! vase is red-slipped,
remainder coarse buff except lower right is polished brown below the rim; scale I /5. Compare
Figs. 38-40.
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Plate 21.

To�rn 5 AND CONTENTS

a: Ancient disturbance made through floor of Str. I-H7a I for vandalizing Tomb 5 for second
time; looking east. b: Tomb 5 at bottom of robber's shaft; note missing portion of tomb wall
at left. c: Tomb 5, after partial clearing: note disturbed nature of contents and stubs of roof
slabs at right. See j below after final clearing. d: Bridge-spout ivory-ware jar covered with
red pigment. e: Coarse buff standing-wall bowls. f-i: vessels from fill of robber's shaft-/,
polished black composite bowl fragments; g, g', carved ivory-ware vessel, red pigment in inci
sions; h, Vsulutan tetrapod with mammiform supports and originally stucco-painted; i, incised
polished black tetrapod, red pigment in incisions. Scale of d-i, I /5. j: Undisturbed lower
extremities of skeleton. k: Adobe brick wall at south end of Tomb 5 (rear of c, j above).
Compare Figs. 41-43.
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Plate 22. Tmrn 6
a: Tomb 6 after removal of roof slabs and clearing of contents (see Pl. 5, b-d). b: Close-up view of a. Compare Figs. 44-46.
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Plate 23.

TOMB

6

CONTENTS

a: Pottery vessels; scale I /-5. h: Polished pehbles; I /5. c: Bivalve sea-shell pectoral or mouthpiece (see Pl. 22); I /4. d: Jade and
00
<.O

shell beads and jade earplug flares; 1/:i. e: Jade necklace (Fig. 4(i); 3/',. f: Alabaster "stemmed" vessel, partially restored with
wax; 1/5.
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Plate 24. TOMB 7 AND FEATURE X
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a: Opening through Str. 1-HIO floor made anciently for purpose of robbing Feature X (see
Pl. 2, c for view prior to removing 1-H!0al "altar" platform); note western retaining wall for
Str. I-H9 at rear (Fig. II). b: Collapsed roof slabs over Tomb 7 in foreground and Feature X
roof slabs superimposed at left and at rear; note tortoise scapula beyond uppermost slab (see c
at right). c: Scapula of giant tortoise "Tortuga parlarma" (chelone mydas). Scapula is welded
by chemical action to underlying slab of limestone overlying an adobe brick at edge of the
Tomb 7 excavation, and may have been a tool or a cultic object (for scapulimancy?). d: Excava
tion after removal of Tomb 7 revealing excavation into bedrock made for its reception (looking
south); small transverse chamber was apparently made anterior to that of the tomb and appears
to be unrelated as it was filled with sterile earth. Compare Fig. 47.
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Plate 25. TOMB 7 CONTENTS
a: Tomb 7 after clearing, looking south. b: Offering at foot of the deceased. c: Sheet of mica
seen at rear center of b above. d: Placement of obsidian blade and chalcedony spearheads over
vessels in northwest corner of tomb (actually beneath vessels at upper left in b above). e: Group
of offering vessels on west side of skeleton. Compare Fig. 48.
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Plate 26. TOMB 7 CONTENTS
a: Offering at head of deceased; note areas of charcoal. b: Decomposed wood under roof slab. c, c': Jade beads from necklace.
d: Small stucco vessel with fragile unrestorable design. e: Skull and ornaments (Fig. 49, a). f: Close-up of jade earplug flare and
resin tube seen at left in e. g: Resin tubes and jade flares of earspools (Fig. 49, b).

g

Plate 27. OBJECTS FROM TOJ\lB 7
a: Gray-black face-neck jar. b: Polished red (Fig. 53, e). c: Polished red (Fig. 53, h). d: Polished black (Fig. 52, e). e: Usulutan
whistling vessel, stucco-painted (Pl. 28, g). f: Polished red (Fig. 53, a). g: Polished brown (Fig. 52, g). h: Polished red (Pl. 53, l).
i: Polished brown (Fig. 52, /). j: Oxidized-rim smudged black, smoothed exterior, polished interior (Fig. 52, a). k: Incised black
brown round-side bowls (Fig. 52, b-d). l: Shell pectoral or mouthpiece (Pl. 26, e). m: Obsidian flake blade. n: Chalcedony spear
heads. o: Stucco vessel fragment, conserved in plaster (Pl. 26, d). p: Obsidian blade. q: Polished red (Fig. 53, i). r:•Worked mammal
bones (ulnae). s: Polished red (Fig. 53, k). Scale ca. I /6 to I /7. Compare Fig. 48.
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Plate 28. OnJECTS FROM T0�1B 7
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a, b,
scale
scale
scale

c: Polished red (Fig. 53, g, b, d); scale 1/5. d: Gray-black face-neck jar (Fig. 51, b);
1/6. e: Usulutan tetrapod bowl (Fig. 50, a); scale 1/7. f: Usulutan effigy vessel (Fig. 50, c);
½- g: Usulutan effigy whistling vessel, stucco-painted (closely similar to Fig. 50, d);
1/3. h: Gray face-neck jar with stucco-covered face (Fig. !,I, 11); scale 1/7. i: Polished red
(Fig. 53, j); scale 1/5. Compare Fig. 48.
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Plate 29. MOUND l BURIALS 24, 59, 17, 21, 63B, AND 7

a, a':

Burial 24 on Hoor of Str. I-Fl at base of Str. J-Hl5 fill (note excavation trench in Pl. 2, b).
b: Burial 59 in fill of the 1-Ila platform (Fig. 2B). b': Close-up of deformed skull of Burial 59.
c: Burial 17 in fill of 1-Ilaa platform. d, e, f, g: -Clay earplugs, shell pendant, bird effigy whistle
and effigy vase from Burial 17 (Fig. 54); scale ½ except g, I /3. h: Stone paving and foundations
of Str. 1-12 stairway, with Burial 21 in opening at right center (Fig. 55, A; Pl. 30, k); note
Burial 63B at base of the I-H4 balustrade at rear center (sec inset str ip al left). i: Burial 7.
intrusive in steps of Str. I-J2aa (Pl. I G, i).
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Plate 30.
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MOUND

I

llURIALS

52A, 25, 32,

AND

21

a: 13urial 52A in niche between Str. 1-12 wall remnants (left center; cf. b, c at right and l'l.
JO, h). /1: 13urial 52A. c: Burial 52A seen from above. d: Burial 25 in fill of Str. l-I2c building
plalfonn fill. e: Smudged black flaring-wall bowl with oxidized rim from 13urial 2!i. f: Lower
part of Burial 32 in 1-11b temple platform (Pl. 11, d). g-j: Vessels from Burial 32 offering (Fig.
,;5, B)-g, smooth buff; h-i, smudged black with oxidized rims; j, polished black. Scale: g, j,
I /4; h-i, I /5. k: Volcanic tuff pebbles from 13urial 21 offering (Fig. 55, A); scale I /5.
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Plate 31. HORCONES PHASE CACI-IFS 1-1 TO 1-7
a: Cache 1-3 with section of fallen J-H9a2 wall at left. a': Coarse buff. vertical-wall bowls and
inner-horn burner bowls of Cache 1-3 shown in a. b: Cache 1-5 inner-horn burner bowl of
polished black-brown ware with fretwork vent; diameter 19 cm. c: Cache 1-6 as discovered.
c': Cache 1-6 after removal of outer vessel. c": Cache 1-6 vessels (coarse buff); scale ca. 1/6.
d, d': Cache 1-4 in floor I-H9al. e: Cache 1-1 inner-horn burner bowls with supporting polished
brown vessels (Fig. 56); scale ca. I /6. f: Cache 1-i inner-horn burner bowl, vertical-wall bowl,
and ten pebbles from within latter; scale ca. I /6. Burner bowl is reversed from position in
which it was found over upright bowl intrusive in l-H8a2 floor (/').
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Plate 32. HoRCONES PHASE CACHES 1-8, 1-13, 1-21
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n: Cache 1-8, intrusive over southwest corner of Str. l-H6 (center); Cache I-Li was behind wall
at right and Cache 1-14 was in hole in the foreground (Fig. 57). a': Close-up view of Cache 1-8.
a": Typical coarse buff vessels from Cache 1-8; scale 1/5. /,: Cache 1-21 in bed of black ashes
in l-H2 platform fill (upper center in /,' below); see Pl. 33 . c: Cache 1-13, intrusive over
western J-H7 wall. c': Cache 1-13 after further clearing. c": Coarse buff vessels from Cache
1-13; scale 1/5.
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e

Plate 33. HoRCONES PHASE CACHE 1-21
See Pl. 32, b. a: Well-smoothed, smoke-stained coarse buff inner-horn burner bowl; diam. 40 cm.
b: Rudely made burner bowl; diam. 32 cm. c: Vertical-wall bowl; diam. 10 cm. d: Fugitive
white-slip coarse buff storage jar; diam. 20 cm. e: Polished black-brown bowl with white chalky
exterior slip and red band on rim; diam. 26 cm. f: Bowl of metallic-luster orange ware; diam.
19 cm.
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Plate 34. HoRCONF.S PHASE CACHES 1-9 TO 1-12, 1-23

11:

Vessels from Cache 1-10 (c, c' below), scale 1/6-1/7-J, 2, red-slip angle-shoulder jars;

3, coarse buff incurved-rim bowl (Fig. 61, a); 4, 5, fugitive-white-slip storage jars; 6, coarse buff
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standing-wall bowls; 7, tetrapod slipped chalky white on exterior and polished red-brown on
interior with painted red band on exterior rim; 8, 9, fragmented coarse buff inner-horn burner
bowls. b: Surface of west wall of Str. l-H9 showing intrusive caches 1-11 (foreground) and 1-10
(beneath slabs behind basket, center); cf. h below and Pis. 5, a; 6, i. c: Cache 1-10 (a above)
partially uncovered. c': Cache 1-10 after partial removal of contents; vessel in center is 4 in a
above. Note gutter-handle from ladle (cf. Fig. 64, a). d: Coarse buff standing-wall bowl from
Cache 1-10. e: Carved sherd, originally stuccoed, from Cache 1-10; scale ca. ½- f: Cache 1-11
(at left in b above), three coarse buff incurved-rim bowls. g: Cache 1-9 smashed fragments of
coarse buff inner-horn burner bowls intrusive along western capstones of Str. l-H9; note edge
of severed l-H7 floor at left (cf. h at right). h: West edge of Str. l-H9 showing location of
intrusive caches (b above). Cache 1-9 (g at left) has been removed; round hole in center con
tained no objects. Undisturbed mound slope at right covered final occupation 1-.Jl a sweatroom
(Pl. 16, e). i: Cache 1-12 coarse buff incurved-rim bowl; scale 1/6. j: Cache 1-23 in fill of Str.
1-Hl, looking west.
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Plate 35. HORCONES PHASE CACHES 1-14, 1-16, 1-19, AND 1-20
a: Cache 1-19 (a' below) rim sherds; see Fig. 60. Left inset is associated carved limestone object;
5 by 6.2 cm. In right inset are carved sherds with red pigment in the incisions; scale ca. ½·
a': Cache 1-19 sherd dump (foreground), seen from the west. b: Cache 1-16 at head of Str. l-H3
stairway; coarse buff inner-horn burner bowl at left and metallic-luster orange bowl (similar to
PI. 33, /) at right. c: Cache 1-20 at bottom of offering chamber in fill of Str. I-H3; inverted
vessel is incurved-rim bowl, Fig. 61, b. c': Marble earspools and set of translucent obsidian flake
blades from Cache 1-20. d: Surface of Str. l-H3 looking south after removal of Cache 1 -19
(a' at left; offering chamber for Cache 1-20 (cat left) was in disturbed section of floor at right.
e: Mass of broken coarse-ware vessels in Cache 1-14; see Fig. 58.
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Plate 36. H0RCONES PHASE CACHES 1-15, l-17, 1-18, 1-24, AND 1-26
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a: Cache 1-24 vessels (b-d below and Fig. 63)-J, coarse buff standing-wall bowls; 2, coarse buff
round-side bowl; 3, coarse buff face-neck jar; 4, coarse buff bridge-spout jar; 5, fragments of
coarse buff inner-horn bowls; 6, oxidized-rim smudged black round-side bowl fragments; 7, coarse
buff vertical-wall bowls; 8, metallic-luster orange-ware deep bowls. b: Cache 1-24; note face
neck jar in foreground (a3 above; Fig. 63). c: View of Cache 1-24; note obsidian flake-blades in
center. d: Group of smashed coarse buff inner-horn burner bowls in Cache 1-24 (a5 above).
e, f: Partially restored coarse buff inner-horn burner bowls of Cache 1-17; diameters 25 and
17 ems. g: Cache 1-15 vessel fragments (Fig. 59)-J, coarse orange storage jar; 2, coarse buff
round-side bowl; 3, base of medium brown flaring-side bowl; 4, tetrapod similar to Pl. 34, 117.
h: Cache 1-18 in fill of Str. 1-HHI; looking west, l -H4 stairway at rear. Note vertical-wall bowl
at center left, smaller vessels in fill face beyond it; Cache l -26 (i-k' at right) came from fill area
immediately to right of view. i-k': Cache 1-26 coarse buff vertical-wall bowls with reworked
inner-horn burner-bowl lids; diameters of bowls i and k 10 and 12 ems.
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Plate 37. lSTMO PHASE CACHES 1-27 TO 1-32

a: Cache 1-32 coarse orange storage jar; diameter 40 cm., height 30 cm., neck diameter 20 cm.
Str. l-12aa wall seen behind vessel. b: Cache 1-30 coarse buff incurved-rim bowl (diam. 40 cm.)
and medium red inleaned-rim bowl. h': Cache 1-30 within corner of Str. l-12c building platform,
looking southwest (locale is that beneath scale in c at left below). c-e: Cache 1-29 in Str. l-12c
platform fill (cf. Pl. 11, 1)-c, five separate platform faces visible at southeast corner of Str. l -12c
with Cache 1-29 behind wall at lower right (d, e at right); d, Cache 1-29 as found; e, partial
clearing of Cache 1-29 showing volcanic tuff pebbles and smashed vessels (f below). f: Vessels
from Cache 1-29-1, medium brown bowl; 2, coarse buff vertical-wall bowl; 3, coarse buff stand
ing-wall bowls; scale 1/6. g: Cache 1-31 showing· coarse buff vertical-wall bowls and feline skull
(at right). h-j: Cache 1-27 coarse buff standing-wall bowls (scale I /6) and vertical-wall bowl
with reworked inner-horn burner-bowl cover (diam. of deep bowl 14 cm.). k: Cache 1-28
medium brown flaring-wall bowl; scale I /6.
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Plate 38. Isn,10 PHASE CACHES 1-33 TO 1-37; J!QUIPILAS PHASE CACHE 1-39
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a: Cache 1-34 coarse buff vertical-wall bowl in surface level of Mound l; diameter 18 cm. b, b':
Cache 1-35 coarse buff vertical-wall bowl filled with 43 volcanic tuff pebbles; diameter of bowl
28 cm. c: Cache 1-33 smudged black flaring-wall bowl with oxidized rim (c' at right); diameter
40 cm. c': Cache 1-33 in situ; note small rude offering bowl against right side of the larger
vessel. d: Cache 1-36 coarse buff vertical-wall bowls in surface level of mound. e, e': Cache 1-37
medium brown flaring-wall bowl filled with small volcanic tuff stones; surface level of mound.
Row] diameter 30 cm. f: Cache 1-39 fireplace on plinth of Str. I-lib; sherds,are of heavy medium
brown flaring-wall bowl.
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Plate 39. JIQUIPILAS PHASE CACHES l-40 TO l-48
a: Cache l-45 fine-paste incised-black flat-bottom jars (Fig. 66), rude coarse buff flaring-wall
bowl (upper center) and obsidian flake-blade. a': Cache 1-45 as found on floor of Str. 1-Jlaa
room (cf. Fig. 29; Pl. 15, k). b: Cache l-41 coarse buff offering bowls beneath Str. l-J6 platform
court floor; wall above floor is Str. I-J5cl (Pl. 15, h). c: Cache 1-42 rude coarse buff offering
bowls over Str. l-J6d2 floor in Str. 1-Jlaa fill. d, d': Cache 1-43 coarse orange vertical-wall bowl
with effigy-bowl lid; diameter of bowl 26 cm. Bowl contained 48 volcanic tuff pebbles. e: Cache
1-4 4 in fill below l-J6 platform court floor; the stone blocks beneath the coarse buff offering
bowl and the volcanic tuff pebbles are capstones of the eastern l-H2 wall. /: Cache 1-47 coarse
buff ladle with gutter-handle (part missing); scale l/5. g: Cache l-48 coarse red vessel with medial
ridge, and shallow dish lid; diameter 12.5 cm. h: Cache l-40 fine-paste smudged black flaring
wall bowl with beaded and oxidized rim; diameter 26 cm. , height 7.5 cm. i: Cache 1-40 rude
coarse orange offering bowl; diameter ll cm. j: Cache 1-4 6 miniature effigy pots from talus
on eastern slope of Mound l; scale ca. l/5.
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MOUND 12, CHIAPA DE CORZO
MOUND

Tof

known as Mound 12 consists
a long north-south mound with a
smaller and higher mound at its front center,
and a small isolated low platform (Mound
12a) located at its left front. The first probably
represents the ruins of a long, high, fl.at plat
form, the second that of a superimposed pyra
mid with its center much to the front (east)
of that of the long mound. Before excavation

12

all was overgrown with brush and a few trees,
the slopes not abrupt-those of the pyramid
steeper-and with no masonry evident (Pl. 1,
a). The platform mound at least had been
cultivated and plowed at various periods. Fig
ure I shows the general shape and position of
the complex on the western edge of the prin
cipal ceremonial court (see also Lowe and
Agrinier, 1960), and Figure 3 shows recon
struction drawings of it at three periods.

HE COMPLEX

THE PLATFORM MOUND
was dug up the eastern slope of the pyramid,
connecting with A-92 at the apex. The junc
tion of the platform mound with the southern
side of the pyramid mound was also excavated
and examined (Trench A-94).

In present maximum dimensions the long
platform mound measures about 140 meters
north to south and about 34 meters east to
west. Like very many other structures at
Chiapa de Corzo it is oriented 21 ° east of
magnetic north. The maximum height is
about 4 meters. The western edge is somewhat
steeper than the eastern slope, having appar
ently been partly plowed away to increase the
arable area at its base. A modern house at the
southern end covers or destroyed any features
that may have been there. The surface is of
course convex east to west, the apex arising
only 25 cm. in a distance of 11 meters; the
maximum slope to the east is about 20 ° . The
lower parts of the slope are, necessarily, ero
sion wash from above.

EXCAVATIONS
The long platform mound was only par
tially examined by trenches rather than thor
oughly excavated. This was done under my
supervision in April, 1958. Three trenches two
meters wide were dug across the mound from
east to west. Trench A-90 was not far south
of the center of the mound and of the pyra
midal mound, Trench A-93 at 50 meters north
of it. Trench A-92 was about in the central
axis and was run from the western edge of
the platform mound up the western slope of
the pyramid mound. A fourth trench, A-91,

Figure 1. COURT OF MOUNDS 7, 12 AND 13
Showing Trenches A-90, A-91, A-92, and A-93 in
Mound 12 and two trenches in Mound 13. (For de
tails of trenches see plan, Fig. 2.
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Trench A-90, 30 m. long, was dug at 26-28 m.
south of the east-west axis of the pyramid
(Fig. 2, a). It began at EI2, 20 cm. above
datum level, the average level of the surround
ing fields, and sloped upward gradually for
14 m. to about W2 where the height is 3.5 m.,
just as in the northern Trench A-93 at this
same point. From here the slightly convex
flat top of the mound runs 14 m. to an equal
height at WI6, the maximum height being
4 m. at about W9. West of WI6 the slope be
comes more steep, but no investigation of this
area was made.
Trench A-92, NS-0 to S2, ran from the apex
of the pyramidal mound 20 m. westward.
Naturally, instead of a convex surface, as in
the cases of Trenches A-90 and A-93, there is
a continuous slope upward to the east over
the pyramid mound. The surface is relatively
level in the western 8 m., at which point the
slope begins to accentuate. The easternmost
features are considered in the description of
the pyramid.
Trench A-93 was dug near the northern end
of the platform mound, N50-52, 50 m. north
of the axis of the pyramid. It was 32 m. long,
from WS to E24. Because of a modern prop
erty line it included little of the top of the
mound. The maximum elevation is about 4 m.
at the western end. The surface is almost level
from there for 5 m. to W3, from which point
the descent is steeper, about 18 ° , for 9 m. to
a height of I m. at E6 and then slighter for
4 m. to a height of 70 cm. at EIO (Fig. 2, b).
Further east the soil level again rises be
cause of the low platform (Mound 12a) which
is described separately (pp. 15, 16).
At the eastern base of the mound soft lime
stone bedrock was found at depths of 40 and
50 cm. below soil level respectively at the
ends of Trenches A-90 and A-93. The even
ness of the bedrock surface suggests that it
might have been leveled, and it may also have
been plastered when the site was occupied.
The soil above is quite soft, loose, and dark
in color, evidently erosional wash.
The interior of the mound consists mainly
of hard-packed earth with frequent potsherds.
In several places, especially in pits dug to
depths of 1.30 and 1.80 m. in Trench A-92,
a differentiation in earth was noted, light gray
above about I m. depth, darker mottled gray
below. In Trench A-90, the earth on the upper

eastern slope was several times noted as gray,
not black, that on the top and western slope
as black, brown or dark.
Occasionally, hard-baked fragments of clay
with reed impressions were found in the fill,
demonstrating the use of wattle-and-daub
houses. Some fragments of lime plaster, one
of them painted red, were found in Trench
A-90. Except for one accumulation, insuffi
cient for radiocarbon analysis, only specks of
charcoal were encountered.

STRATIGRAPHY
The potsherds gathered during the excava
tions in Trench A-90 indicate that the north
south platform mound was built almost in
its entirety during the early Chiapa de Corzo
periods. (The sequence followed herein is that
of Lowe and Agrinier, 1960; all pottery identi
fications were made by Lowe.) The sherds
presumably were gathered up with surface
earth during the process of building; the lat
est sherds found in any part of the mound
therefore may be presumed to represent the
earliest possible period of building of that
section.
Throughout many parts of the long mound,
even in the upper levels, sherds of the Dili
phase were in the great majority, and some
sherd lots consisted exclusively of examples
of the Cotorra and Dili phases. Francesa phase
sherds were found only close to the surface
or on low levels to west and east. At the top
of the mound, at about WI0 in Trench A-90,
a pit was carried down to sterile sand at a
depth of 4.2 m. The potsherds below 2.5 m.
were exclusively of the Cotorra and Dili
phases, with the Cotorra predominating below
3 m. Above a depth of 2 m. a few sherds of
the Escalera phase were found, and a few lots
at lesser depths had some sherds of the Fran
cesa phase. Sherds from the lower eastern
slope are mainly of the later phases. Those
from the fill between the lowest two walls are
of the Horcones and earlier phases, and those
east of the lowest and outer wall are prevail
ingly-and in some lots exclusively-of the
Istmo and Horcones phases.
The potsherds in Trench A-92 from all
depths west of the outer high pyramid wall
at about W7 are prevailingly early. Six of the
fifteen lots pertained only to the Cotorra and
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Dili phases, and seven more had nothing later
than the Francesa phase. (See also Francesa
caches from this trench, p. 17.)
No deep excavations were made in Trench
A-93, only one to a depth of over I m. Ex
cavations in the summit produced only sherds
of the early Dili to Francesa phases, and two
caches (12-1 and 12-4) were of the latter phase
(p. 17), suggesting that this part of the plat
form was constructed in that phase. On the
higher slope the few and relatively shallow
excavations afforded mainly sherds of the later
phases, Francesa to Istmo.
Of the eighteen sherd lots from the excava
tions at the south side of the pyramid in
Trench A-94, all contained examples of the
later phases; only six had any Dili sherds, and
none any of the earliest or Cotorra phase. On
the contrary, only four of the lots contained
no Istmo or Jiquipilas sherds. Four of the five
lots from between the walls had Istmo pot
sherds, one, between the higher walls, Hor
cones.
The sherds from the less well investigated
western slope indicate a late period for that
area also.
As will be seen from the discussion of build
ing stages below, the aspect indicated by the
sherd lots is one of central or core structures
of Escalera and Francesa date which deter
mined the present height of the entire long
platform. Later architectural modifications
were mainly horizontal widening of the plat
form through the addition of new facing
walls, with little added height.

CONSTRUCTION STAGES
Due to the absence of observed plaster or
clay floors-except for a few traces in Trench
A-93- and the scarcity of relatively intact
walls, reconstruction of the architectural his
tory of the long Mound 12 platform is a difficult
task. It was examined by only three trenches,
and in only one place was the excavation car
ried to the bottom. The general build-up may
be assumed to be identical throughout the
length of the platform, but not the architec
tural details.
ESCALERA AND FRANCESA STAGES

The inner portion of the mound-possibly
two-thirds or even more of its bulk-was ap-
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parently built in the Escalera phase with Dili
phase refuse; there were no records of any
sherds of later phases found below a depth of
about 2 m. No sherd lot was exclusively of the
Cotorra phase; that from the lowest level was
about equally Cotorra and Dili. Probably the
rude lines of untooled field and stream stones
at about 2 m. depth in Trench A-90 (Pl. I, c)
represent retaining walls of the Escalera struc
ture. The Francesa caches near the surface in
Trenches A-92 and A-93 indicate that the
earth around them must be at least that old,
and there is little doubt that they represent
a Francesa structure erected over the earlier
Escalera one. The nature of the outside walls
of the structures at this early period is un
known; probably they were of boulders faced
with clay.
Below the thick Jiquipilas stone layer near
the surface in Trench A-90 there is almost
invariably a depth of I to 1.5 m. in which no
such large stones are found, but below this
depth they are frequent, generally as single,
one-course lines crossing the trench from
north to south. These doubtless pertain to the
Escalera or Francesa phases. They seem to
have no regularity or architectural pattern,
and possibly were aids in the retention of fill,
though the possibility that they were archi
tectural features of earlier buried structures
is not precluded. They occur mainly on the
slopes, east of W4.5 and west of Wl3, to
depths of 2.5 m. Similar lines were found in
the central Trench A-92 (Pl. I, b).
Remains of what must have been an early
structure or wall were found in Trench A-90
at a depth of 1.5-2.0 m. below the surface of
the practically level top of the mound. The
part excavated-and re-covered-consists prin
cipally of an east-west line of stream stones
about 10 m. long from W3. 9 to Wl3. This is
in places more than one row in thickness and
of several stones in height, though very irre
gular, and with several extensions at right
angles across the trench (Pl. I, c). The largest
of these latter, at W7-7.5, consists of stones
piled to a height of 70 cm., their tops at 1.2 m.
from the surface. The rounded stones are
both medium large and small. The top deep•
ens from 1.5 m. below the surface at the east
(W8) to 2 m. at the west (Wl2), the bottom
from 1.90 to 2.25 m. From WIO to WI3 it is
50-60 cm. wide, but east of WI0 is narrower
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and higher. To the east of the transverse wall
at W7 it is built mainly of small stones, thin
ner, more regular, and with a straight south
ern face, 1.7 m. below the surface. It doubt
less represents the base of an early structure
of some type. A very similar feature, probably
of contemporary age, was found in Mound 8
(Lowe, 1957, Fig. p. 20; for fuller account see
Lowe, in preparation).
To east and west of this structure are trans
verse north-south lines of large field stones,
of only one course, that may have an archi
tectural connection. To the east are four, rela
tively equidistant, at progressively higher
levels which follow the slope of the surface
at 1.8-1.4 below it (Pl. I, d). Immediately west
of the long east-west stone structure are sev
eral other features of lines and groups of
stones, but they are at several different levels
and probably not connected with it architec
turally.
HORCONES STAGE

In the earlier Escalera and Francesa stages
the presumably narrower and possibly lower
long platform mound probably was faced and
floored with mud or clay. In the Horcones
stage it was probably widened and the new
sides given a facing of stone blocks. Architec
tural details are uncertain but the walls ap
parently consisted of an upper insloping
apron molding and a lower vertical wall of
cut stone blocks. Such a wall was found in
good condition on the east face of the mound
in the corner where it meets the south wall
of the later pyramid. There it is the highest
and westernmost of three parallel north-south
walls. The excavated portion apparently rep
resents the upper half of the wall; digging did
not proceed deep enough to reveal the lower
section. The plaster of the south wall of the
pyramid covers the adjacent stones of this
north-south wall, but examination was not
made to verify the presumption that the for
mer was built over the latter.
The discovered Horcones wall was of 1.8 m.
vertical height, with a slight batter, the top
at about surface level, the base about 2 m.
above soil-level datum. It consists of about
fifteen courses of small well-tooled stone
blocks, their front faces laid parallel with the
batter.
In identical north-south position, but at a

level 1.5 m. above datum, two courses of stone
blocks were found in the northern trench
A-93. This is probably the base of the apron
molding of the same Horcones wall; excava
tions were not made beneath it. The masonry
is inferior; it is made of selected, roughly rec
tangular, not well tooled, large stone blocks,
the lower course of thicker stones than the
upper (Pl. 1, e). In about the same position
in Trench A-90, at about 2.2 m. and 1.8 m.
above datum, parts of two two-course walls
were found, 60 cm. :ipart. They may represent
parts of this wall, but the masonry is inferior,
with selected rectangular or rudely tooled
stones (Pl. 1, f).
ISTMO STAGE

Sometime in the lstmo stage the platform
mound was again enlarged laterally by the
addition of fill with a facing of tooled stone
blocks, the surface plastered. This of course
succeeded the earlier construction of the Istmo
pyramid, against whose southern wall this
eastern wall of the long mound abuts. The
lower half of the new wall face projected with
a terrace at the top, and both halves were
battered, with apron moldings (see reconstruc
tion, Fig. 3, b).
As noted above, the eastern facing wall of
the platform mound was found in good con
dition built against the southern wall of the
pyramid (Pls. 1, g; 3, a). The lower part may
lie on a basal molding (not noted) at datum
level. It is of 1.5 m. vertical height, battered,
and consists of I I courses of large well-tooled
stone blocks laid at an angle with their fronts
parallel to the battered face. The lower half
retains its plaster. The upper four courses
formed an apron molding 45 cm. high. The
terrace at its top is just about 1 m. wide, at
which point a similar batter wall of 1.4 m.
height, with a projecting apron molding,
reaches to the top of the southern wall of the
pyramid (q.v.), suggesting that this was its
maximum height. It consists of nine courses
(including two for the apron molding), of
unusually thick and well-tooled blocks.
This wall doubtless ran the entire eastern
length of the platform mound on both sides
of the central pyramid. It was found in
Trench A-90, 9 m. to the south, as a batter
wall of seven courses of thick, rectangular
well-tooled blocks of I m. vertical height (Pl.
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1, h). Basal molding and apron molding are
missing. No plaster floor was observed at top
or bottom. About I m. to the west and at
about the height of the missing apron mold
ing is a two-course wall that probably repre
sents the base of the upper terrace wall. The
blocks are large and thick, relatively uniform,
with good front faces.
Far below this, on datum level, is a wall
that was probably the basal molding of an
earlier Istmo wall that was not found any
where else. It consists of two courses of well
tooled blocks covered with two of more irre
gular shape, possibly with only the front faces
tooled. The height is 45 cm.
Also in the northern Trench A-93 this east
ernmost wall was found at exactly the place
(E3.6) expected, thus demonstrating the exac
titude of the orientation of the site with which
the grid was aligned. This wall was traced on
the surface for at least 4.5 m. farther north,
and was also located at 14 m. farther south.
It is a vertical three-course wall of large, thick,
rectangular, well-tooled stone blocks (Pl. 1, i),
30 cm. high. The verticality and the presence
of a plaster floor at its eastern base suggest
that it is the basal molding of the wall. The
floor extends only about 30 cm. eastward and
ends with a sharp edge, evidently intention
ally broken away. The floor and the base of
the wall, however, are at a level about 1 m.
higher than in southern Trench A-90. This
difference in elevation being too great for pur
poses of drainage, it is likely that an undis
covered step is involved.
Patches of two superimposed plaster floors
were observed in Trench A-93 at the upper
edge of the slope at depths of 60 and 90 cm.,
about 2.5-3 m. above datum level. These

doubtless pertained to floors of the Istmo
stage.
Istmo sherds were latest found in the fill
behind these walls in both places, suggesting
that the masonry belongs to this Late Proto
classic period. Since almost all the walls are
of slight height, and since no tooled blocks
"\\ere found loose in the excavations, it is
probable that the upper courses were removed
for use in later constructions.
JIQUIPILAS

STAGE

Being the outermost, most of the structures
of the Jiquipilas stage have distintegrated and
must be theoretically reconstructed from the
debris. At the time that the high supplemen
tary platform was placed on the pyramid, a
similar lower one, with a fill consisting largely
of rounded field and stream stones, may have
been erected on the platform mound, at least
on the south side, suggestions of which remain
in a rather even and thick layer of these stones
just below the surface. There is nowhere any
trace of the outer walls or of floors that were
once supported by this fill material. The use
of the platform ruin for frequent crops of
com has destroyed any other identifying fea
tures of this architectural stage that may have
been there.
The distribution of the boulder layer is not
entirely even, however. In Trench A-90 there
are three places of 1.5-2 m. width east to west
where practically no s,tones are found (Fig. 2,
a), and in each case the stones to the west of
the area are at a deeper level. This may be
entirely fortuitous, or may have some relation
to the details of the former fill or structures.
In the northern Trench A-93, the top of the
mound is relatively free from stones.

THE PYRAMID MOUND
from a little west of the apex to the eastern
foot, exposing a stairway on the eastern slope,
and several of the upper temple floors. His
excavations reached to the uppermost of the
lower floors, Floor 6 (Figs. 4, 5 [back pocket]),
3 m. from the mound top, and in the 2-meter
fill above that he discovered two burial cham
bers, Tombs 2 and 3, each containing a num
ber of pottery vessels and other grave furni
ture. The trench was refilled at the end of
his work. Some of Golden's notes, plans and
photographs are incorporated in the present
report, but without implying his responsibil
ity for the correct interpretation of his notes.
In April-June, 1958, I recommenced the ex
cavation of this mound as well as of the long
platform mound at its rear. The rubble that
had filled Golden's trench above Floor 6 was
removed, but not that covering the eastern
stairway. This trench, renumbered A-91, was
continued deeper until danger of rock fall
from the sides required cessation at a depth

The pyramid of Mound 12 was erected in
the approximate medial east-west axis of the
long platform mound, but it projected con
siderably to the east of it (Fig. 1). The apex
of the actual "temple" mound is about 10 m.
east of that of the long platform mound and
near the projection of its eastern retaining
wall, while the apex of the platform mound
is close to the western wall of the pyramid
superstructures.
Before excavation the ruin appeared as a
high mound, its apex 8.2 m. above the level
of the flat field to its east, with relatively level
top, and slopes bearing several trees with a
rather large one near the top, but without
any observable architectural features (Pl. 1, a).
The maximum dimensions then were about
46 m. north to south, 40 m. east to west.

EXCAVATIONS
In the summer of 1957 Bernard Golden ran
a trench (A-58) 2 m. wide down the east side

Figure 3. RECONSTRUCTIONS OF THE ISTMO AND JIQUIPILAS STAGES
a: Stage 12-14. b: Stage 12-13. c: Stage 12-J. As the details of the Platform Mound are very
uncertain, it is shown only in b. The same being true of the substructure of Str. 12-J, only
the supplementary platform and the base walls of the edifice are shown in c.
(For plans and cross-sections see Figs. 4, 5, the latter inside back cover)
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of about 4.5 m. from the top of the mound.
Probably this was below the level of the low
est structure, but there may be floors at a
greater depth. This trench was also pushed
westward until it met Trench A-92 run across
the long platform mound and up the west side
of the pyramid mound. Shorter trenches were
also run in from north and south, the upper
floors were cleared for a considerable area,
the south-side junction with the front eastern
face of the long platform mound was exa
mined, and the northwest quarter excavated
to a considerable depth and peripheral exten
sion. The northeast quarter was left un
touched. The incomplete excavation of the
mound left many architectural points uncer
tain.
Floors were naturally numbered serially as
they were encountered in excavation, from
No. I at the apex to No. 15, the lowest found,
and for convenience these numbers have been
retained. Likewise, since there is no assurance
that this lowest floor actually represents the
lowest and earliest structure of the pyramid,
and since there is the possibility that excava
tion may sometime be recommenced and car
ried to a lower level here with discovery of
lower and earlier features., the sequent archi
tectural phases will also be numbered in in
verse temporal order, from Jl, the uppermost
and latest, to 15, the lowest and earliest.
(Stages are named after the cultural phases to
which they correspond, following Lowe and
Agrinier, 1960.) The structures will be de
scribed, however, in proper temporal order
of architectural sequence, i.e., in the order in
which they were constructed.

STRATIGRAPHY
The temporal relationships of the long plat
form mound and the pyramid are partly
hypothetical. For safety reasons, the trenches
in the summit of the pyramid were not car
ried down below a level of 3.4 m. above
datum, beneath which there may be remains
of structures, or at least a stairway, of the
same early date as the inner structures of the
platform mound.
Whatever may be the relationship of the
hypothetical earliest phases of the temple sub
structure to the long platform mound which
apparently was made mainly in an early
period, all discovered architectural features,
floors and walls of the pyramid apparently
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belong to the latest Chiapa de Corzo temporal
phases, Istmo and Jiquipilas. The two tombs
encountered and their associated offering
caches are of the latter period, and the re
mainder of the discovered caches, including
those under the lowest floor, belong to the
former. The original pyramid base was there
fore obviously built in the Late Protoclassic
period, probably before A.D. 200. A number
of subsequent building stages and substages
can be distinguished, with a final construc
tion in the Early Classic, before A.D. 400.
It is a tempting hypothesis to compare these
periodical enlargements with those made by
the Aztec at the end of 52-year calendar-round
periods, but there is no evidence that this
practice obtained during the Classic period
here or anywhere.

CONSTRUCTION STAGES
Except for possible undiscovered earlier
underlying structures, there were two main
stages in the architecture of the pyramid, each
with four or five substages of superpositional
enlargement. In the first, Stage I (for Istmo),
the superstructures supported by the pyramid
were rectangular buildings divided by a me
dial step into anterior and posterior rooms.
The floors were subsequently raised an aver
age of 35 cm. by a series of rebuildings (Fig. 4).
Then in Stage J (for Jiquipilas), the surface
level was raised nearly two meters and two
large tombs placed in the fill. Rectangular
structures were built on this new supplemen
tary platform, probably much like those of
Stage I but of smaller size (Fig. 3, c). These
were refloored several times. Due to the
greater post-occupational destruction, details
of the upper structures are less clear than in
the case of the earlier and more deeply buried
ones.
Excavation in the east-west trench A-91 of
the pyramid (Fig. 4) was carried to a depth of
70 cm. below lowest Floor 13, and 4.7 m.
below the surface when fear of injury to work
men from falling stones prevented deeper dig
ging. As this 70 cm. is much greater than the
distance separating any of the four floors im
mediately above, the pres1,1mption is that there
are no floors or structures below-at least of
Stage I. However, as this is still some 3.4 m.
above datum, the presumable base of the
mound, there is considerable possibility that
deeper excavation would have revealed a
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buried structure of an earlier period-or sev
eral of them. Two deeply buried walls found
in Trench A-94 up the south side of the
mound which were not tied in with any other
architectural feature may represent such
earlier structures, though it is possibly more
probable that they were walls for retention
of fill. Both are built of selected untooled
blocks or slabs. The southernmost is the tal
lest vertical wall found in the mound (Pl. 2,
a), ,the northernmost the only one of double
thickness (Pl. 2, b).
STAGE I {ISTMO)

The sequent superstructures of Stage I, the
lowest and earliest found, consisted each of a
large rectangular double room 14 to I 7 meters
in north-south length and 11 to 13 meters in
east-west width (Figs. 4, 5). Remnants of base
walls and floor edges indicate that these rooms
had walls to sides and rear (west), and a stair
way to the eastern front. The rooms were con
structed on a plinth that apparently rose from
the main broad pyramid floor which con
tinued over the surface of the long platform
mound. Excavations did not reveal whether
there was a partial wall with a central door
way at the eastern front, but this is presump
tive. The roofs were very probably of perish
able materials, but whether rooms of these
dimensions were covered by flat or gable roofs
is problematical.
The walls had in every case necessarily
been removed to - or practically to - floor
level before the erection of the structure of
the subsequent substage, but the occasional
turning-up of the plastered floors at their per
ipheries indicates the former existence of such
walls, even when they were missing, and testi
fies for each substage that we were not dealing
with simple platforms on which structures of
perishable materials were erected.
During all substages the "temple" structure
was divided into a higher, inner, western
room, and a lower, outer, eastern room by a
north-south step 25-45 cm. high. The posterior
western room was apparently slightly the
larger. The floor of the anterior room, being
at slightly less depth from the eroded mound
surface, was cleared by the exploratory trench
in all four substages, but the western end of
the floors of the posterior inner room was in
no case certain, for lack of complete excava-

tion because of the greater depth from the
surface.
The step dividing the floor into lower an
terior and higher posterior levels or rooms
was the most constant feature in all four
major substages, that of a subsequent struc
ture being built directly over that of the pre
ceding. Rarely an earlier rear wall was reused,
but more often it was rebuilt with ,slight
difference in location. The northern and
southern side walls were always rebuilt with
considerable difference in the width of the
rooms. The front to the east naturally varied
considerably, with the added height necessi
tating the addition of one or two more upper
steps to the stairway.
The masonry-such of it as is left-, never
more than three courses in height, is of rather
well tooled rectangular stone blocks of the
shape of very large bricks of 20-30 cm. max
imum length. There is no indication that any
wall or step was more than one block in
thickness, nor of any mortar used between the
blocks.
Floors were paved with lime plaster, and
little difference was noted between the qual
ity of earlier and later ones. Some are much
cracked and disintegrating, others hard and
smooth; some of the earliest are the best
preserved.
The close resemblances of the caches placed
under the various substage floors suggest
that the latter were not widely separated
temporally.
For the following descriptions of architec
tural features, see the sections in Figures 4 and
5, the latter in the back-cover pocket.
Structure 12-15

Structure 12-15, the lowest and earliest
building found, is represented by three plaster
floors at different levels, plus their peripheral
wall remnants. Floor 11, with a good, hard,
smooth plastered surface, is that of the rear
or western room of the structure at a level of
about 4.5 m. above datum, and 3.5 m. below
the apex of the mound. Though the western
details are uncertain, its east-west length was
probably 5.7 m., or about 6 m. including the
rear wall at W2.7-3. To the west of this wall,
at some 15 cm. lower level, a bit of plastered
floor, painted red, probably represents the
basal plinth. This plinth apparently lay on

CONSTRUCTION STAGE I

the broad pyramid floor at an elevation of
about 4 m.
Turning down over a step about 45 cm.
high at E2.9, plastered Floor 13 covered the
eastern or anterior room of the structure,
4.9 m. long east to west, making the total
length of the rooms 10.5 m. Cache 12-10 was
placed in the fill beneath this floor. At its
eastern end the floor descends over a step
some 15 cm. high to Floor 15. This probably
represents the broad pyramid floor at the
east. It was traced eastward for about 2 m. and
probably ended at the top of the stairway
that was cleared by Golden in 1957.
The excavated portion of this stairway (Pl.
2, c) was represented by ten or more groups
of two to four selected rectangular super
imposed stone blocks placed at relatively
regular intervals as regards height and set
back, obviously the risers of steps. The angle
is about 30 °, much less than that of Classic
Maya stairways, but closer to the norm for
similar stairs in Mound 1 at Chiapa de Corzo.
At the top the steps probably began at about
El2.5 at an elevation of 4.30 m., connected
with the structure by a floor 4 m. wide, and
continued to datum level at about E19. Treads
and risers are not of regular dimensions, but
the former average 48 cm., the latter 30 cm.
The stone blocks are only at the edge of the
risers, the rear third or half of the tread hav
ing no stone under the plaster. The lower
steps consist of two superimposed blocks, the
upper steps of three thinner ones, and the
uppermost of four. The width of the stairway
was not ascertained, nor the existence of balu
strades at the sides.
While no certain remains of a later cover
ing stairway were discovered, superimposed
structural remnants indicate that this one
was not the last and uppermost.
The southern wall of Structure 12-15 was
located at about S8. Though the interior floor
was not excavated in the northern sector, an
undiscovered north wall in symmetrical posi
tion would indicate the north-south width of
the room to have been about 15 m. No floors
were found to north and south of these walls,
but doubtless Floor 15 to the east at a height
of just about 4 m. surrounded the plinth plat
form and continued as the surface of the long
platform mound at the west.
Though proof is lacking, Martinez believes
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that the south wall of the pyramid uncovered
at S16-18.5 was built in this stage, and served
for all the later Istmo stages as well. This
would make a distance of 7.8 m. for the pyra
mid floor, Floor 15, from the southern wall
of the 15 structure to the edge of the sub
structure wall.
The southern pyramid wall (see recon
struction, Fig. 3, a) consists of a lower half faced
with large stream-worn rounded stones, and
an upper part faced with rectangular tooled
stone blocks (Pls. 1, g; 3, a, b). The topogra
pher's plan shows both parts to be battered
to 50 °, the blocks placed sloping so that their
narrow faces are parallel with the batter. Both
have projecting vertical moldings at their
bases. The lower boulder wall is just about
2 m. high, its lowest 30 cm. consisting of two
large vertical blocks that project some 20 cm..,
forming a basal molding. This molding and
some adjacent parts of the boulder wall are
covered with thick plaster which probably
once covered the entire wall. The upper sec
tion of blocks is of 1.8 m. vertical height and
probably originally extended for 2.2 m., the
lower 40 cm. of which consists of a projecting
molding of three larger-size vertical blocks.
The missing 40 cm. at the top may have been
occupied by a projecting cornice.
The pyramid wall was excavated for only a
distance of 2.7 m. at its southern base in a
recess formed between the long eastern north
south walls of the long platform mound which
were built against it (p. 4) and a short south
ern extension at the east.
At the eastern end of the excavated south
ern recess, at about E6.5, the wall juts 40 cm.
to the south with the same architectural fea
tures-the two-course basal molding of large,
well-tooled blocks, the batter boulder wall
above, and the upper half of tooled blocks
with molding below and possibly a cornice
at the top (Pl. 3, c). A well-plastered floor lies
at the base, on datum level, which may have
extended indefinitely. Excavation was not
continued eastward, but Martinez believes
that the wall continues about 5 m. to the
eastern front of the substructure in which the
same features of architecture and masonry
were probably employed.
The eastern face of the substructure was
nowhere exposed by excavation, except for
the stairway mentioned previously, but Mar-
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Structure 12-14

were doubtless duplicated at the unexcavated
northern side. A short section of floor was
found to the north of the presumptive north
wall of the structure of this phase, but at a
level 25 cm. higher than that to the south.

The alterations in the structure for the
following substage 14 were slight and regular
(see restoration, Fig. 3, a). The three floors 11,
13, and 15 were covered with a fill of about
30 cm. Caches 12-7 and 12-9 were placed, and
plastered floors 10, 12 and 14 laid over them
(Pl. 2, g). The step connecting Floor 10 with
Floor 12 was built directly over the step of
the preceding substage and the plaster was
continuous over the step. While the limits of
Floors 10 and 12 were not determined with
certainty, it seems that the rear wall of the
earlier structure was demolished and a new
rear wall built about 70 cm. farther west,
making the total east-west length of the room
about 11.2 m. These walls were 35-40 cm. wide
and built of superimposed rectangular stone
blocks about 15-20 cm. thick and the full
width of the wall. At the wall base was a
plinth about 35 cm. wide and high, both wall
and plinth showing a plastered surface. From
the base of the plinth a broad floor un
doubtedly extended westward, though not un
covered in the excavations. The plinth and
the outer floor must have surrounded the
structure on all sides, and the entire surface
of the platform mound may have been raised
by about 30 cm.
The front of the anterior temple room was
apparently at a step at E7.9, just as in the
preceding substage 15, the step raised about
30 cm. by the addition of two tiers of stone
blocks. From here Floor 12 turned down to
Floor 14 which was traced for only 60 cm. but
probably ran to the top of the stairway.
The northern and southern walls of the
12-15 structure were also demolished, and the
width of the rooms increased to about 16.6
m. by the building of new walls some 80 cm.
outside of the former ones. Beyond the south
wall, at a level of 4.10 m., a well-plastered
floor was traced for 2.8 m., almost certainly
the broad floor of the north-south platform
of this period, continuous with Floor 14 at
the eastern front. This presumably ran to the
top of the south wall of the pyramid substruc
ture as in the previous phase; this wall may
have been raised slightly. The same features

Structure 12-13
The next substage, 13, differs slightly from
the preceding, mainly by the raising of the
two main floors by about 45 cm. (Fig. 3, b;
Pl. 2, d-f). Two subphases, a and b, may be
posited, inasmuch as the floor of the anterior
temple room has two layers of plaster, that
of the western room only one. The upper floors
of Structure l2-13a were numbered Floor 8,
the lower floor of Structure 12-l3b Floor 9.
In other respects the two subphases are iden
tical; Structure 12-l3a apparently consisted
merely in the laying of new plaster on the
floor of the anterior room. Cache 12-11 was
placed in the fill beneath posterior Floor 8
(Pl. 5, h).
One burial was found during the excava
tion of this stage, in such poor condition that
much of it had been lost before its discovery
was reported, the data being thus deficient.
It was apparently jammed into the fill, face
down, the bones crushed by the stones. The
arm bones at least were articulated, the hum
erus resting in an almost vertical position.
It was found at about N4, E3, apparently
east of the medial step of an anterior room of
Stage I and in the fill over Floor 12. No grave
offerings were found with the burial.
The rear wall of the preceding structure
was apparently utilized, with the same plinth
and broad floor at its base. The step separa
ting the two rooms was set about 15 cm. to
the west of the earlier step below, as was the
step at the eastern end of the room. Another
step of the same height, about 30 cm., was
built at the east to allow for the greater
height and to permit the use of the same pyra
mid floor as in the preceding phase. This
floor probably led to the top of the eastern
stairway.
The width north to south of Structure 1213 is uncertain. No limiting walls were found,
but the floor seemed to end with a turn-up
of the plaster at about S7.7 and N6.6, sug
gesting the former presence of walls that
must have been entirely removed. The temple
rooms would therefore have been about 14.3

tinez estimates that its base was about at
El 1.3; it was apparently about 35.5 m. long
(Fig. 3, a).

CONSTRUCTION STAGE

m. wide, about 2.3 m. less than the room of
the preceding structure. This would have
required the entire removal of the north and
south walls of the earlier structure.
Structure 12-12
With minor vanat10ns, the structures of
substage 12 followed the pattern of the three
preceding, with the raising of the floors by
about 40 cm. in the anterior room and 30
cm. in the inner posterior room. There are two
definite subphases, as each floor has two
layers of plaster, the upper numbered Floor
6, the lower Floor 7 (Pl. 2, d, e, h, i). Cache
12-8 was placed beneath these floors. The
medial step was built immediately above that
of Structure 12-13, raising the upper floor to
a level of 5.5 m. above datum. The anterior
room was lengthened by almost 1 m. to about
5.8 m. length east to west, a new plinth was
built farther east, and the raised pyramid
floor extended to the top of the stairway to
which an additional upper step must have
been added.
The earlier substage I2b, that of Floor 7,
apparently utilized the same western rear
wall as that of the preceding substage 13, the
rear room being therefore of the same length
as before. The north-south width, however,
was increased to some 15.6 m. by the building
of walls about 80 cm. farther out. In substage
I2a these northern, southern, and western
walls seem to have been torn out and the
size of the room diminished by the building
of new walls on Floor 7, 60-70 cm. to the
interior, within which Floor 6 was laid. The
rooms were then about 14.7 m. wide north to
south. The removal of the walls of substage
12b must have left an external floor about 70
cm. wide surrounding the structure some 80
cm. above the plinth, below which the pyra
mid floor extended some 6.8 m. to the edge
of its substructure walls to north and south.
A third modification of Structure 12-12 was
the building of a low rectangular platform
over Floor 6 in the center of the inner room.
Little remained of this but a line of rectangu
lar stone blocks in two courses 4 m. long east
to west, with two blocks of the front north
south line at the southeast comer. A low
platform about 4.5 m. square is indicated by
the few data.

J

11

Structure 12-11
The last substage of Stage I is slightly
known or reconstructible, for apparently the
greater part of the floor, Floor 5c, • was torn
out when the two tombs of Stage J were built.
Floor 5c lies at a height of 40 cm. above
Floor 6, 5.8 m. above datum, 1.4 m. above
the lowest floor, Floor 11, and 2.2 m. below
the apex of the mound. It was noted as a
good floor for only about 1.7 m. east to west
in the center of the inner room, but was
traced less certainly 1.5 m. farther west to
the rear wall of the preceding Structure 12-12.
It_ may have duplicated this substage at this
higher level. No northern or southern limits
were found.
With the laying of this floor the first archi
te�tural stage of the temple structure may be
said to have been finished, though this does
.
not imply any lapse in occupation.
STAGE

J

(}IQUIPILAS)

In Stage J the height of the pyramidal
structure was raised by nearly 2 meters
through the construction of a broad sup
plementary platform (12), covering two tombs
placed in its fill. This does not imply any
greater lapse of time than that between any
_
of the precedmg subphases, but the great in
crease in size plus the new ceramic associa
tions does indicate some change in cultural
orientations. The lower three of the upper
floors were laid over the tombs, but subse
quently disturbed.
The new supplementary platform gave a
truer P)'.I"amidal
_ aspect to the J2 structure (see
restorat10n, Fig. 3, c; also Figs. 4 and 5), and
covered in all directions the lower Stage I
structures which were built diTectly upon
t�e b:oad floor of the north-south platform
with its eastward pyramidal extension. The
walls of the 12-J supplementary platform to
north and south were discovered at S l 2 and
NI0.5, giving a basal width of 22.5 m. The
west wall is at W7, but the eastern wall was
not sought in the excavations. If the apex
of the mound is taken as a center, the east• Fragmentary Floor 5c was discovered after many of
the lower floors 6-15 had been excavated and numbered
in sequence foll?wing Stage J Floor 5 discovered by
�olden the prev!ous year. !he number then given to
1t has been retamed to avoid renumbering, with con
sequent confusion with field notes and plans. Floors 5a
and 5b are later discovered aspects of Floor 5.
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west length was about 16 m., if the medial
east-west step of the lower structures, about
20 m. At its south base the supporting pyra
mid floor extended 3.5 m. to its edge, or 4 m.
if there was a cornice. The same dimensions
doubtless obtained at the north, but the
width of this floor to east and west of the
supplementary platform was not determined.
The batter wall of the supplementary plat
form was about 2.6 m. high, including a
plinth-of one large thick block in most
places.-at its base, the north-south width of
the floor at the top being about I m. less than
at the base. It was built of large well-tooled
rectangular stone blocks laid at a slight
angle with their narrow edges parallel with
the batter surface. To north and south only
the base of the wall remains, but the west
wall stands to 2 m. height. However, as the
upper 50 cm. is everywhere missing, it is im
possible to determine if there was a cornice
at the upper edge. Plaster turns up from the
floor over the plinth wherever excavated, and
covered parts of the wall in some places.
The supplementary platform doubtless had
a stairway at the east front but no evidence of
it was found in the excavations. (The recon
struction in Fig. 3, c is theoretical.) The west
ern rear wall is not continuous but has a
central extension that extends 1.2 m. to the
west and which is probably about 7.5 m. in
width, just about the central third of the wall.
This westward extension was observed only at
the north and the central east-west axis, but
doubtless is symmetrical at the unexcavated
south.
The wall of the supplementary platform
is best preserved on the west side where it
stands at about 2 m. height near the north
west corner (Pl. 3, d, e), 1.7 m. in the central
extension (Pl. 3, f). The northwest corner area
appears very much slumped, and Floor 5b
above the wall is very sloping. Nevertheless
the basal plinth of the wall is at a level 35
cm. higher near the corner than in the central
extension.
The substages of the superstructures on the
upper floor of the pyramid in its last archi
tectural period are most difficult to recon
struct. Being the highest they were the first
to disintegrate, the least protected by debris,
and consequently the most destroyed so that
it is impossible to outline them with any

cogency; they are therefore distinguished in
only two substages conforming to obvious
major changes to the supporting platform.
Structure 12-]2
The floor of the supplementary platform is
at an elevation of about 6.8 m. A temple (?)
structure was built on this, but its details are
most difficult to reconstruct on the basis of
the plans (Figs. 4, 5). East-west lines of well
tooled stone blocks at about S5 and N4.8,
probably partly disrupted and incomplete,
may represent the bases of the north and
south walls of a superstructure of about IO m.
exterior width, much less than that of any
structure of Stage I. If so, however, the width
of the upper floor of the supplementary
platform at the base of these lines is about
a meter wider at the south than at the north,
6.3 and 5.4 m. (The edges of this platform
were not located but were calculated with
considerable accuracy.) The room would thus
have been of about 8 m. interior north-south
width. The front wall is represented by a line
of well-tooled stone blocks at about E4.5, and
the rear wall possibly by a few large natural
stones in a short line at W2.8, making the
external east-west length of the structure
about 7.5 m.
The structure seems to have been divided,
like those of Stage I below, into lower an
terior and higher posterior rooms by a north
south step in approximately the same posi
tion as those of the Stage I dividing steps.
However, the remains of the step at the south
side of Trench A-91 are about 40 cm. east of
those on the north side of the trench. The
solution to this problem lies in the four-meter
wide trench that was dug by Golden and re
excavated and widened by me; I have not
been able to solve it by our notes and draw
ings. Furthermore the step on the north side
of the trench extends about 1.5 m. northward
beyond the eastward extension of the pre
sumptive north wall (Pl. 4, c) of the structure.
Also, at the present eastern end of this latter
wall or line of tooled stones, a line of well
tooled stone blocks runs at a right angle 2 m.
to the north. Martinez believes that the latter
at least may be a step added at a later time.
The two rooms are thus of much different
proportions, the anterior one much smaller,
especially on the south side of the trench

CONSTRUCTION STAGE J

where it is only 1.6 m. wide, east-west; on the
north side it is 2.2 m. wide. The position of
the step to the south almost above the buried
wall dividing Tombs 2 and 3 (as well as
exactly above the steps of Stage I) may have
influenced the room plan. The posterior
room was about 5 m. long east to west at the
northern side of the trench. In the center
there may have been a western extension to
fit the west extension of the high supple
mentary platform wall at this point. This
would have increased the east-west length of
this room by a meter or more in the central
axis.
As in the case of the earlier, lower floors of
Stage I, Stage J consisted of a number of
subphases represented by superimposed plaster
floors, each indicating a sequential construc
tion. Being at the apex of the mound, the
peripheries of most floors had eroded, their ex
tent being therefore undeterminable. Wheth
er or not the laying of a new floor was ac
companied by the demolition of the walls of
an earlier structure and the building of a new
one as in Stage I is uncertain, but probable.
If so, the masonry walls have disappeared;
only one such, presumably the lowest and
earliest, was found. Four upper floors were
found by Golden in his 1957 excavations, and
four by Mason in 1958, but they were not
certainly correlated; the differences in the
levels of the floors of the probable anterior
and posterior rooms also present a confusing
factor. Possibly one or more upper floors had
entirely eroded before any excavation.
The four superimposed floors (Pl. 4, a, b)
are within 50 cm. vertical distance, much less
than in the lower floors and suggesting less
constructional activity. The uppermost ones
were in poor condition, the lower ones of
good plaster and rather thick. Floor 2 is
double, in places about 12 cm. thick and con
sisting of two 3 cm.-thick plaster floors sepa
rated by 6 cm. of earth or fill.
Structure 12-]1
New construction was added to parts of the
supplementary platform, and probably also
an extension made to its basal substructure.
No superstructures have been related to this
substage, and it is probable that nothing re
mains of them. Apparently at this time the
floors over Tombs 2 and 3 were disturbed

13

and new offerings placed above the tombs
(pp. 19-28).
The most extensive new features were
discovered at the northwest quarter of the
supplementary platform but were probably
reproduced at the unexcavated southwest sec
tor. A vertical wall of uncertain height was
built upon the plinth of the supplementary
platform to the north at NIL Whether it
originally continued to the full height of the
batter wall behind, changing it to a vertical
wall, is uncertain; less than a meter of height
remains anywhere. The new vertical wall
probably was built at the south side also, but
was not found in the southern Trench A-94;
it is also missing at the western rear. The
nature of the masonry varies greatly as though
it were built in sections and/ or at different
times. In front of the best masonry section
of the batter wall, for some 5 m. from Wl.0
to W6.4, it is excellently made, of large rec
tangular well-tooled blocks 30 cm. wide, in
places of four or five courses, and up to 90
cm. high (Pl. 4, e). Farther east it is much
ruder but was followed for 3.5 m. farther to
E4.5, and probably extended to the north
western corner of the substructure.
The northwestern corner of the pyramid
mound is apparently much sunken; the outer
vertical north wall does not stop at W6.4
where the batter wall behind turns south,
but continues for about 2.5 m. farther to
about W8.8, making the total certain length
of the wall 13 m. or more. This western ex
tension is a low two-course line of poor
masonry blocks, though ending at the north
west corner in a large well-squared and well
tooled block (Pl. 4, d); it was probably never
much higher. This extension and other west
ern features lay on the surface of the long
platform mound.
At the western end of this wall it turns
south for I m. as a line of small stone blocks,
where there is a gap of 70 cm. That this is
not due to disruption is evident, as the qual
ity of the masonry changes and the two sec
tions are not exactly in line. Beyond the gap
it continues as a straight two-course line of
large and relatively square stone blocks of 45
cm. average width, 15 cm. high, with a very
straight western face which is some 10-15 cm.
to the east of the short line to the north (Pl.
3, g). A plaster floor lies to the west. This line
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was almost certainly a low step, not the base
of a former wall. It was excavated for 3.3 m.
southward but doubtless continues farther
south.
The base of this western "step" is about
at the same level as that of the high batter
wall of the supplementary platform to the
east, about 4.5 m., and about 50 cm. higher
than the present average level of the top of
the long platform mound. Evidently a rec
tangular space about 2.3 by 7.5 m. was thus
enclosed which had an entrance near the
northwest corner. It probably formed or en
closed no masonry structure but there may
have been one of perishable materials.
Apparently during this substage another
peripheral line of stones or slabs, the outer
most one, was laid parallel to the one last
mentioned and 50 cm. beyond it, to west and
north; it was not sought at the southwest. At
the west it has the same 70 cm. gap as in the
inner step, increasing the evidence that this
was an entrance. It was excavated for a dis
tance of 3.2 m. south of this point and cer
tainly extends farther, a straight line of well
tooled small stone blocks of approximately
equal size, with a plaster floor at its western
base. It lies at a level about 20 cm. below the
line to the east.
It was not ascertained whether these two
parallel lines of stones jutted westward to
follow the westward extension of the pyramid
substructure in the west axis, but apparently
the outer line turned westward for 1.5 m. at
N2.2. Such a westward projection of both
lines is probable, for in the western Trench A92 in the medial axis a three-step stair was
found at about the place where these lines
would cross if they had again turned south
ward (W9.4-Wl0.2). These stairs also have a
plastered floor at their western base, doubt
less the floor of the surface of the long plat
form mound. The blocks or slabs of the stairs,
however, are much larger and ruder than the
regular well-tooled blocks of the two lines.
The lower steps are of two courses of blocks,
the uppermost and easternmost of one very
large thick block (Pl. 3, h, i). The total east
west length is 1.3 m., the total height 65 cm.
The outer line of stones to the north of
the entrance ends at W9.35, N11.50 in a right
angle corner and turns eastward to form a
similar path along the north wall with its

outer edge 50 cm. from the latter (Pl. 4, t).
Here it is about on the level of the base of the
plinth of the batter wall, but at the west it
is 20 cm. below the inner line, and, like the
latter, not in a straight line with its extension
south of the entrance, but 20 cm. west of it.
The plaster floor at its base, that of the long
platform mound, was visible for 1.5 m. to the
eroded north edge of the mound.
This line is composed of rather large, flat
top, selected, untooled stones or slabs with
one relatively straight edge which forms the
straight outer edge of the line. The eastern
part of the north line, to about WI, consists
of good even slabs, but east of there it is
poorer and less regular. It was followed to
about E5, a distance of 14 m., and probably
ran to the front of the pyramidal substructure.
Although not so evident on excavation, an
early photograph of the western slope of the
pyramid (Pl. 3, h) suggests that the large steps
above mentioned (Pl. 3, i) continued as smaller
steps to the main floor at the top of the west
ern pyramid wall.
Sometime during the 12-Jl substage an
eastward extension was probably made to the
lower long platform substructure as well as
to the upper pyramid supplementary plat
form. It is probable that the entire eastern
part of the former, with its eastern, northern,
and southern extensions, and possibly the
entire complex, was covered over at this time,
and that a new central stairway, now com
pletely destroyed, was added. The fill for this
final addition would account for the great
amount of field stone and earth over the
eastern stairway and elsewhere on the mound.
The intact eastern stairway was buried
rather deeply with the fill and/or debris, and
Golden believed that there are retaining walls
in the fill above it. At level 2.6 m. a fragment
of a plaster floor extending eastward beyond
the steps was uncovered. Also at base level in
front of it north-south alignments of stones
were found that may be the foundations of
the destroyed J-1 walls and stairway.
Architectural resemblance to the Mound 12
pyramid have been noted with stages A7, AS,
and B4 at Kaminaljuyu (Kidder, Jennings,
and Shook, 1 946). The "jutting shrine plat
form" of Structure B4 (op. cit., Fig. 113) much
resembles the Mound 12 pyramid, but the
batter walls of the latter are more like those
in Structure A7, AS (op. cit., Figs. 108, 109).

MOUND
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face, showing a slight batter, for about 7.5 m.
south of the south side of the trench to about
N42.5. To the north of the north side of the
trench it ran 4.3 m. farther to N56.3, making
a total minimum length for the structure
of 13.8 m. At neither south nor north end was
any certain terminal east-west wall or line
of stones found, doubtless due to post-occu
pational destruction.
Below the plaster floor was a deposit of dark
earth with frequent potsherds, and large
rounded boulders lay on the bedrock (Pl. 4,
g). This subfloor deposit was evidently inten
tional fill.
It is likely that the space between this west
ern wall of Mound 12a and the eastern wall
of Mound 12 was covered with a plaster floor,
about 11 m. in width. However, the floor at
the base of the Mound 12 wall is 25 cm. higher
than the floor of Mound 12a, and it is doubt
ful if the two were continuous, especially since
this level is higher than the present soil level
in this saddle, which presumably would have
filled up rather than washed out since the
time of abandonment. Probably each wall
had a lower step or plinth-possibly two to
the west-with a connecting floor at a lower
level, possibly 50 cm. above datum, all traces
of these features having disappeared in the
centuries of cultivation.
The probable eastern retaining wall of this
low Mound 12a structure was found buried
at E21.8, indicating a total east-west width of
7.4 m. It consists of four courses of relatively
rectangular and uniform, thick stone blocks
with straight eastern faces (Pl. 4, h). At the
south side of the trench it seems to be slightly
battered, while the upper stones at the north
side are slightly fallen forward to the east. No
plaster floor was found at its eastern base
which was about at datum level, or for some
depth below.
The east wall was followed to north and
south. About 8 m. to the south, at about
N41.5-43, a line of stones was found at a low
level at E21.5, but to the east of this, at a
lower level, what appeared to be three steps,
leading up to the east (Pl. 4, i). It is probable
that these are the fallen upper courses of the
wall, but, if so, they fell in very regular posi-

East of the northern end of the long Mound
12 platform lies a small low mound (12a)
that has no obvious architectural connection
with the former. There was almost certainly
no analogous structure to the south, though
this area may have been altered by the making
of a road there. Trench A-93 was continued
across this low mound (Fig. 2, b).
Mound 12a was found to cover a rec
tangular structure with low retaining walls,
at least to east and west. Cultivated fields of
natural low level now lie to east, north and
south, and to the west it is separated from
Mound 12 by a saddle of 60 cm. maximum
height which is doubtless partly erosional wash
from east and west. The maximum present
height of Mound 12a is 1.4 m., the width east
to west about 13 m., from El l to E24. The
length north to south was about 16 m., from
about N41 to N57.
The surface layer of the mound, just below
soil level, contained a great many large
rounded stones, as on the slope of Mound
12 to the west. On the western slope they lay
at a slightly greater depth, were more scat
tered, and there seemed to be north-south
lines at El 3 and El 2, possibly the western
terminals of the later phases of construction.
These stones doubtless came from some struc
ture, probably the walls of a higher platform,
erected on the lower plinth, and subsequently
disrupted by cultivation. These stones were
missing in the saddle from about E7.5 to
EI0.7, and the gap may originally have been
wider. In this saddle, bedrock, relatively flat,
lies at approximately field level for about
4.5 m. from EIO to El4.5. Earth above it was
soft, dark, and full of potsherds.
A buried two-course wall, probably origi
nally higher, of selected stone blocks with
good western faces, some of them tooled, was
found at El4.6, about 20 cm. high, its top
at about 30 cm. from the surface (Pl. 4, g).
At its base a short stretch of much-broken
plaster floor, 80 cm. long, turned up against
the west face of the wall. This lay at about
80 cm. above bedrock and 30 cm. from the
surface at its irregular western end.
This wall, certainly the western wall of a
platform structure, was followed on the sur-
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tion. The wall was not found farther south,
but this southern limit is about the same as
that of the western wall. To the north it was
followed for 5.5 m. to N57.5, 1.2 m. farther
north than the western wall. Here the wall
is of poorer construction, with several courses
of faced blocks above and several of rounded
boulders below; it is slightly curving. No east
west limiting wall or line of stones was found.

SEQUENCE
Practically all the potsherds found in the
excavations in Mound 12a are of the Hor
cones, Istmo, and Jiquipilas phases, and the
great majority are of the latter two phases
seven out of eight potsherd lots contained

nothing earlier, suggesting that the low plat
form structure pertains to the earlier of the
two-Istmo. The sherds from the saddle be
tween Mounds 12 and 12a are also mainly of
the late phases. Accordingly only two con
structional periods are proposed for this
mound, both relatively late.
The equal north-south length of the west
ern and eastern walls suggests that they de
limited the same earlier structure, which is
dated to the Istmo phase. Both walls were
probably originally higher. In the Jiquipilas
phase the surface was covered, as elsewhere, by
a fill including many large boulders, and the
earlier walls were possibly partially torn down,
following a pattern often repeated at Chiapa
de Corzo at this time.

MOUND

12 CACHES AND TOMBS
that they belong to the platform mound rather
than to the pyramid.

Typological and comparative studies of the
Chiapa de Corzo pottery and artifacts will be
given in subsequent reports. The following is
a descriptive account of those caches and
tombs and their contained objects that were
discovered during the Mound 12 excavations.
Photographs of the Francesa and Istmo cache
vessels can be found on Plate 6, d, but without
individual identification.

Cache 12-1

On the top of the platform mound in
Trench A-93, centered at N51, W5.65, a bur
ied crushed upright pottery vessel (Cache
12-1) was found with its top at 30 cm. below
the surface (Pl. 5, a). Over it was a badly
broken inverted pottery bowl, and inside it
one shell of a large heavy marine bivalve and
the fragments of a small cylindrical pottery
cup. The large vessel (Fig. 6, b) is of compos
ite silhouette, 21.5 cm. wide by 18 cm. high,
with a wide orifice and a polished red surface.
The cover (Fig. 6, a) is a flaring bowl, 25 x 6
cm., with a smooth red slip. The small cup
was of a buff color. The bivalve shell, spon
dylus sp. (?), 13 x 13.5 cm., has a rough pink
and yellow exterior, probably originally spiny,
and a white interior with pink rim. It lay
with the convex exterior uppermost.

THE FRANCESA CACHES IN THE
PLATFORM MOUND
CACHES

12-1

TO

12-4

Four caches, Nos. 12-1 to 12-4, were found
during the excavation of the long platform
mound. All are ascribed to the Francesa
phase. All consisted of relatively large red
vessels covered with an inverted bowl, gen
erally black or gray. Caches 12-2 and 12-3
were found in Trench A-92, near the western
foot of the pyramidal structure and actually
under the lower steps of the quasi-staircase
and the plaster floor of the later pyramidal
structure at depths of 70 to 120 cm. below the
sloping surface, but the ceramic type indicates

Cache 12-2

Cache 12-2 (Pl. 5, b) consisted of a tall, cylin
drical, smoothed but apparently unslipped
red vessel (Fig. 6, d), 25 cm. high, 22 cm.
wide, covered by a bowl of thin polished black
ware (Fig. 6, c), 7 x 20 cm. There were no ob
served contents.

[J

Cache 12-3

Cache 12-3 (Pl. 5, c) was an unrestorable red
bowl covered by an upright black bowl of
identical dimensions. The latter (Fig. 6, e)
measures 6.5 x 19.5 cm.
Cache 12-4

_c;
Figure 6.

In Trench A-93, near Cache 12-1 at about
N50, W7, a group of broken vessels, Cache
12-4, was found. A large fragment of a round
side grayish bowl, evidently the cover (Fig.
6, f) lay on its side, and beneath and near it
were fragments and the neck of a large red
vessel. The bowl is smooth black inside,
smudged black outside, with restricted rim.
The red vessel may have contained broken
pieces of a heavy white stone.

I J

VESSELS OF THE FRANCESA CACHES IN THE
PLATFORM MOUND
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THE ISTMO CACHES IN THE PYRAMID
A number of buried pottery vessels were
found during the excavation of the Istmo
structures in the pyramid. Almost all of them
were apparently empty but probably had con
tained perishable organic materials when in
terred. Intact when buried, the majority had
been broken by the weight of the fill above
them, and some poorly fired ones were too
rotted for preservation. It is noteworthy that
no cache of a pottery vessel full of volcanic
tuff pebbles, such as were found in Mounds
1, 13, and 67, was encountered here.
The eleven Istmo caches fall into two classes
of more or less characteristic nature. Class A
contains light-colored deep cups with flat
base, vertical side and unrestricted rim, and
with an inverted saucer of similar ware as a
cover; most of them are small. Rarely they
contain small green stone beads and bits of
pink and yellow marine shell, and they are
frequently found in association with groups
of rude cups of thick unbaked clay, some of
which contain similar offerings. Class B con
sists of moderately large, deep bowls with
wide, slightly restricted orifice, flat bottom,
and straight flaring side, of rather rude, thick,
heavy, reddish buff ware. Generally one is
inverted over another in pairs, and these pairs
frequently occur in groups. All caches appear
to have been dedicatory offerings, associated
with architectural modifications.
CACHES OF CLASS

A (12-5 TO 12-11)

Caches of Class A, Caches 12-5 to 12-11,
were found mostly in Trenches A-91 and A-92,
deep in the center of the pyramid, below and
between the earliest floors. They were usually
in very good condition.
Cache 12-5 was a small upright unrestorable
cylindrical pot of poor rotten ware without
contents, found beneath the western wall base.
Cache 12-6 (Pl. 5, d) was found at Wl.10,
S0.50, between Floors 8 and 10. It consisted
of a small barrel-shape cup covered by an in
verted saucer; both are heavy, rather rude,
with a white slip. The cup (Fig. 7, b) meas
ures 9.5 x 10 cm., the saucer (Fig. 7, a) 2.8 x
10 cm. It contained, in the bottom, some gray
ish powdery substance, two small barrel-shape
undrilled green stone beads, and a rude dis
coidal shell bead.
Cache 12-7 (Pl. 5, e) was an unusually large

reddish-buff cylindrical vessel with a large
inverted saucer cover. It was found at E2 at
the level of the lowest Floor 11 which was
broken there, suggesting that it was probably
interred at the time Floor I 0, next above, was
laid. It was found empty. The pottery is
rather thick, heavy, uneven, unslipped. The
vessel (Fig. 7, h) is 16 cm. high and 20 cm.
wide, the cover (Fig. 7, g) 5.5 x 22.3 cm.
Cache 12-8 (Pl. 5, t) was a small cylindrical
cup with inverted saucer cover, both of thick,
unsmoothed, unslipped, whitish ware. There
were no apparent contents. It was found in
the eastern sector at about the level of Floors
8-9. The cup (Fig. 7, f) is 9 cm. wide and 10.5
cm. high, the saucer (Fig. 7, e) 1.7 x 8.5 cm.
Cache 12-9 (Pl. 5, g) lay at NS-0, E3.50,
between Floors 12 and 13. It consisted of a
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VESSELS OF THE ISTMO CACHES, CLASS
THE PYRAMID

A, IN

CACHES

smooth, unslipped, brown-buff, small cylin
drical cup (Fig. 7, d), 8 cm. high and 9 cm.
wide, covered by a small, heavy, smudged, red
black saucer (Fig. 7, c), 2.5 x 9 cm. Nearby,
at the foot of the adjacent step and below the
level of Floor 13, were a number of heavy,
thick, rudely shaped cups of unfired clay and,
apparently, lumps of clay.
Below the lowest Floor 13 and almost direc
tly under Cache 12-8 was Cache 12-10, a small,
low, flaring cylindrical, unslipped, brown-buff
cup (Fig. 7, j), 7.7 cm. high and 11 cm. wide,
covered by a typical buff inner-horn burner
bowl (Fig. 7, i), 3.5 cm. high, 13 cm. wide.
The cup contained a tiny inverted unslipped
brown-buff cup (Fig. 7, k), 4.5 cm. high, 7.2
cm. wide. Around and to the south of them
were many small, rude, thick, heavy cups and
lumps of unbaked clay.
Cache 12-11 (Pl. 5, h) consisted mainly of a
large group of at least thirteen thick, heavy,
rudely modeled, unfired, small upright clay
cups. These occupied an area of about 80
cm. north to south, 30 cm. east to west, below
Floor 8 and toward its western end. One of the

0

Figure 8.
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cups was thinner and better made than the
others and contained some small stone beads
and bits of shell, and similar small objects,
probably from other broken unfired cups,
were found in the earth. At about N4, W l
was an inverted pottery bowl with nothing
under it. This (Fig. 7, l) is reddish, 4.5 x 16
cm.
CACHES OF CLASS B (12-12 TO 12-15)
The vessels of Class B type are all very
similar and mainly found at relatively slight
depths near the peripheral slopes of the
mound.
Cache 12-12 was found at the base of the
high peripheral wall in Trench A-92, 2 m.
below the west slope of the pyramid mound
at W7.50, under the edge of the lowest large
stone of the wall. One of the similar vessels
was inverted over the other as a cover. They
are deep bowls with wide mouths, thick,
heavy, unsmoothed, unslipped, reddish buff,
9 cm. high, 16.5 cm. wide (Fig. 8, b); IO cm.
high, 17 cm. wide (Fig. 8, a).
Cache 12-13 (Pl. 6, a, b) consisted of three
pairs of similar vessels as above, one inverted
over another, not far separated. They were
found at about N4, El at a depth of about
1.20 m. from the surface. A few animal bones
lay nearby, a large carnivor tooth with drilled
suspension hole (Pl. 12, d), and a pebble of
greenish stone. The six vessels were so much
broken that, the type being a common one
with little variation, only four (Fig. 8, c, d)
were restored, all about 11 cm. high and 19
cm. wide, of thick, heavy, unsmoothed, un
slipped buff ware.
Cache 12-14 (Pl. 5, i) consisted of five pairs
of such deep bowls, of which six were restored.
They were found in the north-south trench
on the north slope of the pyramid mound at
about E3.20 to E2.20, N6.60 to N7.0, at about
25 to 60 cm. below the sloping surface. Their
dimensions are 10 x 16 (2), 11 x 17 (2), 10.5 x
17.5 (Fig. 8, f), and 9 x 18 cm. (Fig. 8, e).
Cache 12-15 (Pl. 6, c) was probably a part
of 12-14, a single pair of typical vessels at 2030 cm. depth at N7, E4. The vessels were too
rotten for restoration.

THE JIQUIPILAS TOMBS AND CACHES

,o

VESSELS OF THE ISTMO CACHES, CLASS
THE PYRAMID

B,

IN

As before noted (p. 11), when the supple
mentary platform was built, two large tombs
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TOMB 2

were placed in the fill, Tombs 2 and 3. For
data on these I am dependent on the report
of Golden and the recollection of Lowe; the
latter cleared Tomb 3.
TOMB 2

Tomb 2 was a roughly rectangular sepul
cher constructed of upright rude stone slabs
(Pl. 4, a) and horizontal blocks roofed by
long flat sandstone slabs resting on them. It
was about 2.6 m. long exteriorly east to west,
and 1.5 m. wide north to south. It was about
1.2 m. high, the roofstones about 60 cm. from
the recent top of the mound, and about 7.30
m. above soil-level datum point. The roof
slabs were large, heavy, and some broken, with
interstices so that fine silt and possibly frag
ments of pottery had sifted down to the tomb
below (Pl. 7, a). The tomb chamber remained
open and dry, owing to its elevated position
and the intact floors over it, the only one so
far found in this condition at Chiapa de
Corzo.
Field data indicate that Tomb 2 was con
structed at the time the platform fill was
placed. It must have remained thus for some
time as three separate floors appear to have
been laid over it at different levels. Later,
however, these floors were broken through, an
offering was placed on top of the slab roof of
the tomb, covered with fill, and a new floor
laid over all. Lowe suggests the possibility
that the tomb itself was opened during this
operation, a new occupant placed therein with
the earlier one, a new offering laid, and the
roof slabs replaced and the violation sanctified
by the placing of the original offering thereon
(Cache 12-16). At least part of the original
tomb offering may have been dumped with
the collapsed and disturbed Cache 12-17 over
Tomb 3 (p. 24 ff.). Such an action would ex
plain the presence of parts of several vessels
found both in Tomb 2 and scattered in the
fill above Tomb 3. The ceramic evidence for
this hypothesis will be elaborated in a Paper
by Bruce Warren (in preparation). Many com
ponents of the discovered offering in Tomb 2,
like Cache 12-16, are considered to be Late
Jiquipilas.
Resting on the roof slabs was a cache of
twenty pottery vessels that was designated
Cache 12-16 (Pls. 7, d; 8, b). Some of the
vessels had been broken by the fill placed
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above them. Most of them were inverted, and
half of them were placed one over another,
in one case four in one pile. There were also
fragments of obsidian, bone and charcoal.
Southwest of the cache and below the west
section of Floor 2 two vessels were found, ap
parently not associated with the cache. These
are typical deep, unsmoothed, unslipped, red
buff bowls, 8 x 16 cm. and 7.5 x 16 cm. (Fig.
9A, d, e).
Cache 12-16 Pottery
2 thick, heavy, unsmoothed, unslipped, small
reddish bowls, 4.8 x 17 cm. (Fig. 10, a, b).
2 quasi-spherical ollas. One with restricted ori
fice, short vertical neck, small flat base: buff slip;
broad vertical grooves or flutings in three places
on upper body. 11 cm. high, 15 cm. wide (Fig.
9A, b). The other with restricted neck, small ori
fice, slightly everted rim; 12.5 x 17 cm. (Fig. 10, o).
6 flat-base black bowls with flaring slightly con
vex sides. Four have incised designs on the side;
5.5 x 17.5 to 7 x 20.5 cm. (Figs. 9A, a; 10, c,f). One
(Figs. 9B, c; 10, g) is very unusual, ivory color
inside and outside but with two broad vertical
red bands of incised hachured triangle designs.
Black cylindrical cup. Band of slanting lines
just above basal angle; 11.5 cm. high, 14.5 cm.
wide (Fig. 10, 7).
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3 hemispherical bowls, thin ware. One is mot•
tled gray-buff with curvilinear incised designs on
opposite faces; 5 x 13.5 cm. (Fig. 9A, c). The
others are light buff or orange, 8 x 18 cm. (Fig.
10, h, i).
Jar or olla; 15 x 16 cm.
4 unusual large tripod bowls. No. 655: Black;
very flaring side, wide orifice; 3 solid subconical
feet; 13 x 28 cm. (Fig. IO, n). No. 656: Buff in•
terior, red side and lip; three short hollow cylin
drical feet with perforations; 8 x 24 cm. (Figs.
9B, a; 10, l). No. 660: Buff slip; flat base, vertical
side; very small broken-off circular or oval legs;
8.5 x 16 cm. (Fig. 10, k). No. 669; Black; flat
base, very concave side with flaring rim; hollow
cylindrical feet; incised designs on exterior and
below rim in interior; rectilinear designs filled
with red; II x 23 cm. (Figs. 9B, b; 10, m).
Pot-stand. Mottled buff-black covered with thin
layer of pink stucco; 6.5 x 11.5 x 12.5 cm. (Fig.
10, p).
Base of black vessel, in the form of a human
foot.

N

Figure 11.

Tomb 2 Contents
The upper part of the deposit in the tomb
itself was soft and dry, more compact and
damp below, with many small rocks, sherds,
charcoal, and snail shells. On the floor of the
tomb were at least two burials, ten pottery
vessels, and several fine ornaments or offerings
(Fig. 11; Pls. 7, b, c, j; 8, a). The bones were
in very poor condition and none were articu•
lated; some lay on vessels. They apparently
had been placed in a sitting position and later
fallen. The earth below the skulls was red
dish, and near them were 108 perforated shell
disks (Pl. 11, b-d), possibly originally a neck•
lace. Below some vessels were thick groups of
sherds.
Parts of two pottery objects, a stuccoed pot•
stand and a Mayoid polychrome ring-base
bowl (See Tomb 3 description below), were
found in both Tomb 2 and either Tomb 3 or

SECTION AND PLAN OF TOMB
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Figu re 12. VESSELS FROM TOMB 2
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Cache 12-17, indicating the contemporaneity
of the two tombs.
The ten pottery vessels found in Tomb 2
include types both common and rare at Chia
pa de Corzo. They are:
2 heavy, thick, unsmoothed, unslipped small
deep reddish bowls (Fig. 12, d, e); 5 x 17 and 7 x
18 cm.
Oxidized rim, smudged black flat-bottom bowl
with flaring side (Fig. 12, a).
Small, thin, fine, light buff (imitation Thin
Orange?) hemispherical bowl; 7.5 x 16.5 cm. (Fig.
12, f).
2 flat-base, flaring side, reddish buff bowls; 5.5
x 18 cm. and 6 x 17 cm. (Fig. 12, b, c).
Quasi-spheroid Mayoid polychrome olla with re
stricted orifice, low, wide vertical neck, and small
concave base. The lower half is rough and with
out slip. Curvilinear painted designs on upper
half with black outlines, gray and brown fill on an
orange slip. Red bands on rim, inside and outside
and on the angle between body and neck. Black
vertical loops on neck; 11.5 cm. high, 18 cm. wide
(Figs. 9B, d; 12, g).
2 spool-shape pot-stands with wide hollow shafts.
One with base slightly convex, shafts and top con
cave; red slip covered by thin greenish stucco; 6
x 9.3 x 10.5 cm. The other continuously concave;
gray and black with pink and white stucco; 6 x
9.5 x II cm. (Fig. 12, h, i).
Fragment of red pottery censer with stucco
covering.
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Fi gure 13. SMALL SHELL OBJECTS FROM TOMB 2
a: Small shell disk with central perforation.
b, c: Small objects of white shell in the form of snakes.
d: Fragmentary shell disk. e: Oval piece of nacre.

Ornaments of or offerings to the deceased,
in addition to one or more teeth with circular
depression for inlay (see p. 28) are:
Small pieces of well-carved bone, some of them
with suspension holes (Pl. 10, a).
108 small shell disks with central perforation;
3-3.5 cm. diameter (Pl. 11, b-d).
Shell disk, one face flat, one convex; small cen
tral perforation; 3.3 x .4 cm. (Fig. 13, a).
Flat oval piece of nacre; 1.6 x 2.2 cm. (Fig. 13, e).
2 concave shell pendants from marine bivalves;
2 large suspension holes. One plain with traces of
ocher (Pl. 11, m). The other cut to two sides, one
thick, one thin and broken; small ornamental
drilled hole; incised curvilinear designs (possibly
"dragon") and small drilled depressions; 4.8 x 5.3
cm. (Fig. 14; Pl. 10, d).
2 small pieces of flat white shell carved in the
form of snakes with heads; 4.6 and 2.6 cm. long
(Fig. 13, b, c; Pl. 10, d).

Figure 14. CARVED SHELL PENDANT FROM TOMB 2
The design may show a monster with upturned snout.
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Tiny polished thin square of green stone with
central drilled perforation; 1.3 cm. square.
Tiny thick black bit of pyrite, possibly from
mirror.
TOMB 3

0

3

ems.
Figure 15. EAR ORNAMENTS OF SHELL FROM TOMB 2
Each consists of two parts. The sketch to the left
shows the probable method of attachment.

2 flower-like ornaments of carved white shell,
doubtless ear ornaments. Each of two parts, with
quasi-cylindrical plug fitting into "flower." Traces
of stucco; 4.5 cm. wide (Fig. 15; Pl. IO, b).
2 mosaic small shell plaques, probably from ma
rine univalve; pinkish ivory-cream color; pink ring
on backs as though something circular and of
slightly smaller dimensions had been stuck to
them; carved and inlaid with pink and yellow shell
and green stone mosaic in design of human figures;
some pieces missing; 4.8 x 5.3 cm., 2-3 mm. thick
(Fig. 16; Pl. IO, c).
2 small shell plaques, apparently bases for mo
saic inlay. Flat interiors with peripheral ridge; 5.7
cm. diameter (Pl. 11, k, l).
Fragments of mosaic, white and pink shell and
green stone.
Obsidian knives or fragments.
Beads of jade and other green stones; small,
discoidal, or barrel-shape.

Figure 16.

PLAQUES OF SHELL MOSAIC FROM TOMB 2

The mosaic is composed of small cut pieces of
pink and yellow shell and green stone.

Tomb 3 was a sepulchral pit lined with
stone walls on all sides. These were of tooled
stone to south, west and north; that to the
south was of quasi-rectangular thick blocks,
that to the east a retaining wall of natural
rounded stones. It was about 1.70 meters
long exteriorly east to west (about E3.0-4.8),
and I m. wide north to south. Its height was
about I m., the base about 5.7 m. above soil
level datum. It seems to have been built at
the time the structure level was raised and the
surrounding fill placed. Following placement
of the tomb, an offering chamber was con
structed over its slab roof. This eventually
collapsed, and an additional offering was then
placed above it. All of the objects from these
offerings have been included in Cache 12-17.
At a depth of about 75 cm. from the sur
face, between the levels of Floors 2 and 3, lay
broken pottery vessels, and below the level of
Floor 3 others were in the fill of earth and
stones. At a slightly lower level, both above
and below a flat stone slab, apparently a roof
slab to the original offering chamber, was a
great quantity of broken pottery vessels in the
fill of stones and earth (Pl. 7, f-i) with many
rocks above and crushing them. In the fill
were small bones, ash, charcoal, and potsherds,
including a few Mayoid polychrome ones. The
majority of the vessels were of a few common
and simple types, rudely fashioned and obvi
ously made for one-time use as ceremonial
offerings (Pl. 9). Apparently they had been
deposited in the offering with little or no ar
rangement, and certainly they were badly
broken and jumbled when discovered. The
collapse of the first offering into the Tomb 3
chamber may have accounted for most of this
mixture, but the inability of the restorers to
piece together a great many of the rim frag
ments despite lengthy efforts suggests that
these were already in a fragmentary state at
the time of deposition, perhaps as a "terminal
offering" of used ceremonial vessels. Also,
since the cache represents two separate offer
ings of similar nature, one placed after the
partial collapse of the offering chamber over
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TOMB 3

the tomb, it is not improbable that many ves
sel fragments of the first were removed to
facilitate placement of the second. However,
it may be more likely that the offering was
anciently looted and the disturbed contents
carelessly returned to the repository. The
widely scattered segments of the effigy censers
described below support this probability.
Heads and other parts of the censer figures

were in fallen pos1t10n within the tomb fill
whereas several of their legs and body parts
were found in indiscriminate association with
the smashed vessels forming the upper part
of the offering, and other parts were entirely
missing. The exact number of original vessels
in the cache is uncertain. It contained no non
pottery objects except some pieces of large
bird bones that may have been drills.
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Cache 12-17 Pottery
I 7 (plus fragments) heavy, thick, unsmoothed,
unslipped, reddish, small bowls. Maximum dimen
sions: 3.5 x 15, 4 x 11.5, 7 x 18 cm. (Fig. 18, upper
four rows).
6 (plus fragments) thick, rude, unsmoothed, un
slipped, large, deep, reddish cups with flat bases.
Maximum dimensions: 10 cm. high, 13 cm. wide,
to 8 cm. high, 14.5 cm. wide (Fig. 18, central two
rows).
11 (plus fragments) inner-horn burner bowls.
Unsmoothed, unslipped, dark reddish saucers with
a hole in center and three vertical or sloping horns.
Dimensions: 4 x 12.5 to 3.5 x 18.5 cm.; maximum
depth 6 cm. (Fig. 18, lower three rows).
19 (plus fragments) oxidized rim, smudged black
bowls. Interiors generally all black, exteriors partly
oxidized, from dirty white to all black. Flat bases,
generally slightly flaring direct sides. Many have
simple incised designs on side or rim, generally re
peated three times. One has triple enlargement on
rim. Dimensions 4 x 14.7 and 5 x 13.5 to 8 x 27 cm.
(Fig. 19).
2 unusually large, unsmoothed, unslipped ollas
with large slightly restricted orifices (Fig. 20, a, c).
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BOWLS FROM CACHE

12-17

Deep vessel with slightly restricted rim; fragmen
tary. Buff-ivory exterior, black interior (Fig. 20, b).
Red cylindrical jar; flat base, direct rim. About
25 cm. wide and high (Fig. 20, g).
2 fragmentary spiked censers. Unsmoothed, red,
covered with a white substance, probably lime
paste. Very large, rude, quasi-globular. Large ver-
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VESSELS FROM CACHE

12-17

Upper four rows, bowls. Middle two rows (except
first vessel), large cups. Bottom three rows, inner
horn incense-burner bowls.
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Figure 20.

LARGE VESSELS AND CENSERS FROM CACHE

12-17
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tical openings on opposite sides; other opposite
sides with large spikes. Small circular hole in bot
tom. Large upper orifice with low neck and crown
like serrated rim. One 27 x 27 cm., the other frag
mentary (Fig. 20, d, e).
2 "jaguar" effigy censers. Standing quadrupeds
with rude hollow bodies, open at bottom, and legs
open to interior. Large, well-modeled heads with
short necks. Open mouths with tongues (one miss
ing) and prominent teeth; saucer-shape ears. Large
flaring-side bowls on backs, 26-30 cm. diameter,
6-10 cm. deep. Brick-red paste; bodies painted yel
low and white; yellow face, red mouth, white eyes,
ears and teeth; 42 x 30 x 27 cm. and 33 x 26 x 22
cm. (Fig. 20, f, h; Pl. 9). Another effigy censer was
represented by two solid legs, similarly painted.
These two feline effigy figures, the larger with
tufts in front of the ears and the smaller lacking
them, may represent a pair, male and female. The
ear shape may more resemble that of an ocelot.
The figures appear to have had heavy hollow tails.
The bowl of the larger censer has four vertical per
forations punched through its floor with a sharp
instrument, presumably to provide draft for the
burning of incense; the smaller effigy bowl lacks
these.
Solid, well-smoothed and polished, naturalistic
human left arm with clenched fist. Arm round in
cross section. Reddish paste, cream slip. It may
have served as a handle to some object. Ca. 22 cm.
long (Pl. 11, a).

Tomb 3 Contents
On the floor of the tomb (Fig. 17) was a
burial with grave furniture consisting of fif
teen pottery vessels and a few ornaments and/
or offerings of other materials (Pls. 7, e; 8, c).
Small, heavy, thick, unsmoothed, unslipped red
bowl (Fig. 21, b).
Rude, low, quasi-cylindrical jar; flat base, slightly
convex side; 19 cm. wide, 12.5 cm. high (Fig. 21, i).
Small, rude, reddish cylindrical cup; 8.5 x 9 cm.
(Fig. 21, h).
Rude censer cover; dome-shape with small orifice
and slightly everted rim neck; red slip. Rude in
cised line decoration, encircling and vertical lines;
7.5 x 17 cm. (Fig. 21, m).
4 oxidized-rim black bowls; flat base, flaring side.
Three have simple incised designs on side. Dimen
sions 5.5 x 17.5 cm. to 8 x 26.5 cm. (Fig. 21, a, c-e).
Black composite vessel; flat base, bulge near
basal angle; 16 cm. wide, 13 cm. high.
Polychrome Z-angle bowl with unslipped ring
base (only fragments from Tomb 3, remainder
from Tomb 2); orange slip, reddish rim. Non-pic
torial design in red and black; black horizontal
lines on exterior and interior (Figs. 21, f; 22).
Black cup; slightly convex side; incised design.
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Figure 21.

VESSELS FROM TOMB 3

Covered with light green stucco over all except
base, and for 1.5 cm. below rim on interior; 10 cm.
high, 15 cm. wide (Fig. 21, j).
Flat-base black bowl. Exterior covered with thin
stucco, red and a little green in vertical areas and
bands; basal angle green; 6 x 22 cm. (Fig. 21, g).
Deep brown-black tripod bowl. Projecting base
with three solid nubbin supports, and basal angle;
concave side. Incised designs covered by thin layer
of stucco in design areas; rectangular step and fret
in red and green on white; 8.5 x 16.5 cm. (Fig. 21, k).
Black tripod vase. Quasi-globular body, slightly
restricted wide cylindrical neck; 3 solid nubbin
feet; 12.5 cm. wide (Fig. 21, Z).

Figure 22.

DESIGN ON A POLYCHROME BOWL
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2 pot-stands. One with top and bottom concave,
shaft slightly convex. Red slip thinly covered with
green stucco; 11 x I 4 x I6 cm. Other with top and
bottom slightly concave, shaft convex. Red-brown
slip covered with thin layer of white stucco painted
light green; 9 x 12.5 x 14 cm. (Fig. 21, n, o).
Human tooth with circular depression for inlay.
This tooth and one from Tomb 2 were apparently
among several from Chiapa de Corzo and Santa
Rosa that Agustin Delgado sent to Javier Romero
who was then concluding his study of dental muti
lations. An incomplete study of them occupies his
Nata Final (Romero, 1958: 311, 312). Romero does
not distinguish the teeth from Chiapa de Corzo
from those from Santa Rosa, but mentions one or
more examples of his class E-1, with pyrite inlay,
among which the present specimens are presum
ably included.
4 pieces of (human ?) bone, one carved.

2 small pieces of carved white shell. One oval,
1.5 x 2.2 cm.; one shoe-shape, tiny (Pl. 11, e, i).
Obsidian knife.
Small angular pieces of shiny pyrite, probably
from a mirror.
Small bright green jade beads.
Typical concave-convex earplug of light green
stone, possibly muscovite; I.I x 2.6 cm.

The pottery of the two tombs and of Caches
12-16 and 12-17 is placed in the Early Classic
Jiquipilas phase, probably before A.D. 350.
Except for the two Early Classic Maya vessels,
resemblances to the ceramics of other archeo
logical areas are probably closest to the Monte
Alban II and II-III Transition periods (War
ren, 1959a: 105; Lowe and Agrinier, 1960,
Table I); some vessels are practically identical
with Monte Alban.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTIFACTS
Rather few artifacts other than pottery ves
sels-almost always empty-were found in the
excavations, and, with the exception of small
objects found in Cache 12-11 and other caches
of the same type, these few were found by the
workmen in loose soil and fill. Their exact
locations were almost never recorded, but
apparently all were found at considerable
depth and, with two exceptions, noted below,
belong to the Istmo stage.

8 x IO mm. to 1.5 x 3.7 cm. Very few are per
fectly cylindrical; many show a very slight
ferrule at one end, and enlarge toward this
end. A large percentage, however, were evi
dently drilled from both ends, the drillings
often meeting unevenly. They are apparently
the by-product of ear-flare manufacture (Lowe
and Agrinier, 1960, Pl. 35, c'; Hicks and Ro
zaire, 1960: 15, 16; Fig. 17, g).
OBSIDIAN

STONE

Knife blades of obsidian flakes, usually frag
mentary, are frequent in the excavations.
They are generally small, narrow, thin, and
translucent, but occasionally large, thick
flakes are found (Pl. 12, c). Widths run from
.8 to 1.7 cm.; one apparently intact blade is
1.2 x 5.8 cm. One obsidian ornament was
found, a small, thin, circular, flat object with
two short wings and a central hole (Pl. 12, c).

No definite tools of unpolished stone were
found, a condition typical for Chiapa de
Corzo (Lowe, 1959: 75). One small object that
may be a tool, however, was unearthed in
Trench A-90; a few others of the same type
have been excavated at the site (Dixon, 1959:
19; Fig. 53, c). They are tentatively identi
fied as reamers. It (Pl. 11, P) is of a dark
vesicular stone, possibly lava, 7 x 6 x 4 cm.
The shape may be compared to a broad wheel
with thick tapering axles. The former is
rough, the latter smoothed as though they had
been rotated in a cavity. It probably pertains
to the Cotorra phase.

PYRITE AND OCHER

In Cache 12-11 a few bits of presumable
pyrite were found, as well as some ocher pre
sumed to have come from its oxidation, and
in several other places small quantities of
what is presumed to be ocher were encoun
tered.

BEADS AND PENDANTS

A small number of beads were found, most
of them in Cache 12-11 and some shown in
Pl. 12, a. Almost all are of green stone, prob
ably mainly jade. Shapes are quasi-discoidal,
quasi-spherical, and tubular. Sizes vary from
tiny, I x 3 mm., to very large. The largest,
possibly improperly considered a bead, is 1.7
x 2.0 cm. with a very large shaft I.I cm. in
diameter.
Pendants (Pl. 12, a) are small, of irregular
shapes, generally of stone of lighter color than
the beads, and with one or two suspension
holes.

BONE AND TOOTH

No artifacts of bone were found, but a large
curved tooth of a peccary (?) with a suspension
drilling at the root end, probably for attach
ment to a necklace (Pl. 12, d).
SHELL

Marine shells, especially the orange-pink
spondylus shell, were evidently much prized
by the inhabitants of Chiapa de Corzo. Oma-

DRILL CORES

The most characteristic stone artifact, and
the one most frequently found, is presumed
to be a by-product, a core made by a hollow
drill, possibly by the bone of a large bird
(Pl. 12, b). They are cylindrical and of a
white or very light-colored stone of fine grain,
apparently marble. Sizes vary greatly, from

a
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Figure 23.

SMALL INCISED SHELL OBJECT AND PART OF
A LARGE EAR ORNAMENT
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ments were frequently made of shell, and in
caches such as Cache 12-11 many broken bits
of shell, some apparently unworked and some
drilled for suspension, were found.
A dainty object found at a depth of about
3 meters, is a rectangular, oblong, thin, un
drilled plaque of nacre, 5.4 x 2.0 x .3 cm.
(Fig. 23, a; PI. 12, d). A geometric design is
incised on one face. The edges are colored
red, and the incised lines are filled with red
pigment.
In Cache 12-11 at 2 m. depth was found a
fragment of what seems to be an immense ear
ornament (Fig. 23, b; PI. 12, d). The original

diameter was about 9 cm., the shaft diameter
3.5 cm. There are two transverse drilled holes
close together, and there may originally have
been more.
A small square shell plaque, 1.2 x 1.5 cm.,
was found at a depth of 3 m. in Trench A-92.

POTTERY FIGURINE HEAD
One large pottery human head, probably
from a figurine, was found in Trench A-90
(Pl. 11, o). It is about 5 cm. high, with punc
tate pupils in depressed eyes. It probably
<lates to the Dili phase.
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a: Pyramid mound and part of plat
form mound before excavation, seen
from west.

b: North-south lines of stones of un
certain purpose in Trench A-92.
Escalera or Francesa stage. Viewed
toward east.

c: Architectural feature at 1.2-2.5 m.
depth in Trench A-90, seen toward
west. Probably Escalera stage.

d: North-south lines of stones in

e: Probably base of apron molding of
Horcones wall in Trench A-93, viewed
toward west.

f: Bases of apparently Horcones walls

h: Lower and upper parts of eastern
lstmo wall in Trench A-90.

i: Base of eastern lstmo wall in
Trench A-93, with earlier wall in
background.

Trench A-90 with structure shown in
c in background. View toward west.

g: North-south eastern Istmo wall

abutting on southern pyramid wall.
Lower half with apron molding in
foreground.

Plate I.

in Trench A-90, with earlier wall in
background. Viewed toward west.

MOUND 12, ANI> ARCMITECTURAL FEATURES IN Tm-: PLATFORM MoUNI>
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a: High vertical east-west wall of un
certain purpose on south side, viewed
toward north. Floor of Str. 12-12 in
background.

b: East-west wall of uncertain pur
pose on south side, viewed toward
north. Floor and step of Str. 12-12 in
background.

c: Stairway on east side, viewed to
ward west.

rl: Floor of Str. 12-12 in foreground
and of Str. 12-13 in background,
viewed toward east.

e: Eastern step of Floor 6 (Str. 12-12)
continuous with Floor 8 (Str. 12-13)
in rear.

f: Anterior and posterior parts of

g: Floors of Str. 12-M. floor 14 111
foreground, 12 in middle, 10 in
distance.

h: Floor 6 of Str. 12-12, viewed to
ward north, with medial step at left
and bases of southern limiting walls
in foreground.

i: Floor 6 of Str. 12-12, viewed toward
south, with medial step at right and
southern limiting wall at rear.

Plate 2.

Floor 8 (Str. 12-13) with medial step
after removal of plaster.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES IN THE PYRAMill, lsTMO STAGE

a: Southern pyramid slope, with
southern pyramid wall in lower cen
ter and north-south wall of platform
mound at lower left. lstmo stage.

b: Battered lower boulder wall of
southern face of pyramid with lower
blocks of upper section at top. Str.
12-15.

c: Southward extension at eastern end
of battered boulder wall shown in b.
Str. 12-15.

d: Western wall of pyramid at north
ern corner. Jiquipilas stage.

e: ,"1estern wall of pyramid near
northern corner. Jiquipilas stage.

f. Western wall of pyramid in Trench

g: North-south step beyond western

h: Trench A-92 up western slope of
pyramid showing possible stairway
covering western wall of pyramid.
Str. 12-Jl.

i: Steps of large blocks in Trench
A-92 at the low western extension of
the step shown in g. Str. 12-Jl.

wall of pyramid. Str. 12-Jl.

Plate 3.

A-92. Jiquipilas stage.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES IN THE PYRAMID, lsrvIO AND JIQUil'JLAS STAGES
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a: Uppermost floor, Str. 12-J2, show
ing, in foreground, upright slabs of
Tomb 2 (excavated in previous year).

/J: Uppermost two floors, with medial
step in foreground, and showing
Mound 11 at upper right.

c: East-west wall, probably northern
wall of room of Str. 12-J2.

rt: V\lestern part of northern wall of
Str. 12-JI, viewed toward east.

,,_. V\lcll-made section of vertical north
wall of Str. 12-JI.

f: Western end of northern wall of
Str. 12-J1, viewed toward east, show
ing low lines of slabs outside of wall.

g: Mound 12a, viewed toward east,

h: Eastern wall of structure of Mound

i: At right, wall shown in h farther
south, viewed toward south. Stones
at left may be fallen from th :s wall,
or steps.

with Mound 13 in background. West
ern north-south wall of structure with
plaster floor at its base.
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Plate 4.

12a, viewed toward northwest.

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES IN THE PYRAMID AND IN MOUND 12A

a: Francesa phase Cache 12-1 in the
platform mound. Spondylus shell
seen through broken covering bowl.

d: Istmo phase Cache 12-6, Class A,
in the pyramid.

/J: Francesa phase Cache 12-2 in the
platform mound.

e: lstmo phase Cache 12-7, Class A,
in the pyramid.

c: Francesa phase Cache 12-3 in the
platform mound.

f: lstmo phase Cache 12-8, Class A,
in the pyramid .

.:';... .... .:_:
:

...

g: lstmo phase Cache 12-9, Class A,
in the pyramid.

Plate 5.

It: Istmo phase Cache 12-11, Class A,
in the pyramid. Many unfired clay
vessels.

i:

CACHES OF THE FRANCESA AND lSTMO PHASES

Jstmo phase Cache 12-14, Class B,
in the pyramid.

37

a: Part of Jstmo phase Cache l'.a!-13,
Class n, in the pyramid.

b: Part of lstmo phase Cache 12-13,
Class B, in the pyramid.

c: lstmo phase Cache 12-15, Class B,
in the pyramid.

d: Pottery vessels from the Francesa (upper left) and lstmo Phase caches.
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Plate ti.

CAcHi::s AND VESSELS FROM CACHES, FRANCESA AND lsTMO PHASES

a: Roof of Tomb 2 after removal of
Cache 12-16.

b: Tomb 2 and contents, viewed

toward east, after clearing.

d: Cache 12-16 over roof of Tomb 2.

e: Tomb 3, looking south. The small

after partial clearing.

stone upper wall is the Cache 12-17
chamber.

g:

Part of Cache 12-17
above Tomb 3.

h:

Part of Cache 12-17
above Tomb 3.

Plate 7.

c: Eastern end of Tomb 2, with
smaller objects.

f: Tomb 3, with collapsed roof slabs
and Cache 12-17 above; left wall
partly removed. Tomb 2 in background.

i: Cache 12-17 after partial
clearing.

TO!l,lllS 2 AND 3 AND ASSOCIATED CACHES, JIQUll'ILAS !'HASE

j: Shell and stone objects
in Tomb 2.
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a: Contents of Tomb 2 (scale ca. I /7).

b: Contents of Cache 12-16 (scale ca. I /6).

c Contents of Tomh 3 (scale ca, 1/6).
Plate 8.

CONTENTS OF To�rns AND AsSOCIAITD CACHE

Pla te
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Plate 10.

OBJECTS OF SHELL AND BONE FROM Tol\IB 2

a: Pieces of carved bone, possibly from a necklace. b: Shell ear-ornaments. c: Mosaic disks; shell
backing inlaid with pink and yellow shell and green stone elements. d: Carved shell pendant
and two shell snakes.
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Plate 11.

h

p
OBJECTS FROM THF. TOMBS AND FROM THE PLATFORM MOUND FILL

a: Large (22 cm.) arm and hand of pottery from Cache 12-17. b-j, m, n: Shell ornaments from
Tombs. k, l: Shell bases for mosaics from Tomb 2. a, p: Pottery figurine head and stone
"reamer" from Trench A-90 in the platform mound fill; about ¾ natural size and probably
of Dili or Cotorra phase.

I
a: Beads and pendants of stone or shell.

c: Obsidian knife flakes and ornament.
Plate 12.

b: Drill-cores of marble.

d: Peccary (?) tooth pendant, large shell ear
ornament (?), small square of pyrite, incised shell
rectangle, and several objects of shell.

MISCELLANEOUS ARTIFACTS OF STONE, OBSIDIAN, SHELL, A1'D BONE
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MOUND 13, CHIAPA DE CORZO
MOUND 13 AND THE EXCAVATIONS
of the taller mounds at
M Chiapa13, deoneCorzo,
is located slightly

the Protoclassic and Early Classic periods. Like
other mounds in the group, Mount 13 is ori
ented approximately 21 ° east of north; it faces
south. The mound is approximately 12 m.
high, and in basal dimensions is roughly 65
by 75 m. There is a broad, low terrace on its
north side, and this terrace extends somewhat
east of the mound (Fig. 2).
A detailed discussion of the Mound 13 archi
tecture and the sequence of construction
stages will follow, but for the reader's better
understanding a preliminary summary is pre
sented here.
The structure appears to have been a tem
ple platform which, during the course of its
utilization, from the Late Preclassic to the
early part of the Classic, underwent a series of
reconstructions. The two earlier structures,
built during the Late Preclassic, were stepped
earth platforms which were built without the
use of stone masonry. No superstructures as
sociated with these platforms were found.
Later, probably near the beginning of the
Protoclassic, these earthen platforms were
covered by a larger structure, built with stone
masonry and surfaced with lime plaster. The
mound must now have been a broad substruc
ture about 7 m. high, approached by a stone
stairway on the south face, and whatever
buildings stood on top of it were set back
away from the head of the stairway. There
were a number of relatively minor modifica
tions of the structure during the Protoclassic
period, including the building of a smaller
platform, approached by a series of steps, on
top of the main substructure. During this
time, red paint was applied to many parts of
the structure, including the small platform.
Later in the Protoclassic, two anterooms were
built on the substructure surface immediately
in front of this small platform. Finally, at the
beginning of the Early Classic, the height of
the substructure was greatly increased, giving
it a more pyramidal shape, and leaving a
much reduced floor area on top of it. The
bulk of this area was occupied by a series of
rooms, probably temple buildings. Auxiliary
temple buildings apparently now occupied

OUND

south of what appears to be the geographical
center of the site. It stands on the north side
of a plaza, the west and south sides of which
are bounded by Mounds 12 and 7 (Fig. I; Pl.
I, a; see also Lowe, 1959, Fig. 5, b; Lowe and
Agrinier, 1960, Fig. 67 [site map]). This plaza
complex, together with other mounds to the
south of it, apparently formed the principal
ceremonial center at Chiapa de Corzo during
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Figure I. PLAN OF THE CENTRAL PART OF THE CHIAPA
DE CORZO SITE
Showing the location of Mound 13 in relation to
nearby mounds.
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on the top of the mound cover the tombs of
two former residents of Chiapa de Corzo,
members of prominent families still living in
the town; the excavations naturally avoided
any disturbance of this area. Trench 59 was
the largest trench excavated in the mound,
and the bulk of our information on architec
tural development comes from excavations in
this area.
TRENCH 60

�.

Eighteen meters west of Trench 59 near the
base of the mound, an area 6 by 12 meters was
excavated in an attempt to locate the south
west corner of the substructure and to obtain
some idea of its original size and form.

59

11!!!!!,--!!!!!!1

TRENCH 65

Figure 2. LOCATION OF THE TRENCHES MADE IN
MOUND 13
Showing the trenches excavated during the 1957 season.

the low terrace to the north of the main pyra
midal substructure (Mason, 1960b).
Excavation was limited to a few trenches,
located where it seemed they would yield the
most information (Figs. 2, 4). During the sum
mer of 1957, excavations were conducted by
the authors in the following areas:
TRENCH 59

A long trench, 32 m. long and 3 m. wide,
was laid out on the center of the south face
of the mound, extending from the base to the
summit (Pl. I, b.) It was hoped that by
means of this trench the stairway of each
structure would be revealed, and the more
important tombs and caches discovered. On
the top of the mound, the trench was expanded
to the west in order to obtain more informa
tion regarding the superstructure. Monuments

0

This was a small trench on the west side of
the mound near its summit, excavated for
data about the western edge of the super
structure.
TRENCH 66

This was another small trench excavated
on the east side of the mound, roughly op
posite Trench 65. Some interesting architec
tural features were revealed in this trench but,
unfortunately, the fill here was very loose and
the walls consequently unstable, and so, after
several cave-ins threatened to injure the work
men, the trench was abandoned.
TRENCH 67

Near Trench 66 but farther down the east
slope of the mound, another small trench was
sunk for the purpose of obtaining additional
architectural information. However, delay re
sulting from the discovery of Cache 13-3 in
this trench prevented its being excavated to
any considerable depth.
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Figure 4. EAST-WEST SECTION OF THE MOUND.
Showing the location of the principal architectural features in the four trenches shown. Facing north.

EXCAVATIONS

In the 1958 season, J. Alden Mason con
ducted additional excavations in the top of
the mound. Dr. Mason has kindly made his
field notes, diagrams, and photographs avail
able to the authors, and the results of his
work in this area are included in the present
report. Excavations in the low terrace on the
north side of the mound were also made by
Mason, and his report on this work follows
the present report.

3

The contour map of the mound was made
by Eduardo Martinez of the NWAF staff, but
plans and sections of features uncovered in the
trenches were made by the authors.
The Mound 13 property belongs to the
family of Sra. Lievanos de T. Fernandez,
whose kind permission to undertake the ex
cavations is much appreciated. Following the
investigations all trenches were backfilled,
leaving the mound in the state of its original
appearance.

CHRONOLOGY
After we had left the field, the pottery from
Mound 13 was examined by Gareth Lowe, in
order that the various structural periods could
be correlated with ceramic phases. Lowe ex
amined the sherds from each excavation unit
in Trenches 59 and 66, and indicated to us the
phase affiliations of the latest sherds in each
such unit. In cases where one or two extra
ordinarily late sherds were found in an other
wise much earlier context, this too was indi
cated. On the basis of Lowe's conclusions as
to the ceramic phases represented by the sherd
lots, it appears that the Mound 13 structures
represent building activities from the Late
Preclassic Escalera phase to the Early Classic
Jiquipilas phase (Lowe and Agrinier, 1960:
Table I). In the present report, each struc-

tural stage is designated by the initial letter
of the corresponding ceramic phase name.
Where two or more structures were built dur
ing the same ceramic phase, this is indicated
by a number following the letter, the higher
number representing the earlier structure of
the phase.
In Mound 13, structures of the following
ceramic phases were present:
Escalera (Str. 13-E) ............ Late Preclassic
Francesa (Str. 13-F) ............ Late Preclassic
Guanacaste (Str. 13-G) ......... Late Preclassic
Horcones (Str. I3-H) ........Early P'rotoclassic
Istmo (Strs. 13-13, 13-12, 13-11),
Late Protoclassic
Jiquipilas (Strs. 13-J3, 13-J2,
13-Jl) ....................... Early Classic

4

ARCHITECTURE
We can distinguish ten structures or modi
fications thereof in Mound 13. Some of these
represent major architectural changes, others
only minor modifications of existing struc
tures.
STRUCTURE

ture. The top of this platform is indistinct,
but, judging from excavations in Trench 66,
it appears to have stood somewhat under
seven meters high. The structure was made
entirely of black earth or adobe, and no spe
cial surface finish was apparent. In contrast
to that of the 13-E platform, the fill of the 13F platform is remarkably homogeneous (Figs.
3, c; 8, b). Traces of this platform were found
in Trench 66, on the east side of the mound,
as well as in Trench 59. In both cases, remains
of the structure consist of a series of steps. It
is interesting that stairways should be found
on both the south and east sides of the mound,
yet the size and regularity of the steps suggest
that they were in fact parts of stairways. Prob
ably, therefore, Structure 13-F was originally
an earthen platform with stairways on all
four sides.

13-E

The earliest structure, built during the Es
calera phase, was a stepped earth platform,
surfaced with smoothed mud or adobe plaster,
of a yellowish color (Fig. 3, b). Excavations in
Trench 66, where the top of this structure was
encountered 6.5 m. below the datum plane at
the top of the mound (Fig. 8, a), suggest that
this platform originally stood approximately
6.2 m. high above the level of the plaza.
It is possible that an earlier structure of
some sort once existed, over which the 13-E
platform was built. An area of relatively
homogeneous brown fill, containing a few
water-worn boulders, was found below the top
of the 13-E structure (Fig. 3, a). The fill here
differs slightly from that immediately below
the steps of the platform. If it was in fact an
earlier structure, however, it is too badly de
stroyed to be described.
The fill of the 13-E platform contained
lenses of various kinds of earth, which prob
ably represent loads carried to the structure
during the course of construction. The fact
that wide variation exists in the composition
of these lenses suggests that material for con
struction was gathered from a wide variety of
places at the same time. The average size of
these individual lenses, insofar as can be de
termined, is about 40 cm. in diameter and 20
cm. in maximum height, which suggests that
they represent basket loads of approximately
8000 cubic centimeters of earth each. These
lenses do not appear near the surface of the
structure, which leads us to believe that the
platform was finished with a layer of puddled
adobe or clay, out of which the steps were
shaped.
We have no information regarding the na
ture of the superstructure which presumably
stood on top of this platform.

STRUCTURE 13-G

We know very little about the Guanacaste
phase structure of Mound 13. As far as we can
be sure, it is represented only by a series of
alignments of cut stone, which may possibly
be steps, discovered in Trench 59 superim
posed over the 13-F platform (Fig. 3, d). The
13-G platform, thus, was larger in its basal di
mensions than was the earlier one, and stone
masonry was used for the first time (although
it was in use earlier in other Chiapa de Corzo
structures). In constructing the 13-G platform,
the Francesa phase platform was first covered
with a layer of earth fill. Then a large quan
tity of rock was placed over that, presumably
to hold the fill in place. The worked stone was
then laid over this rock. No traces of a 13-G
superstructure were found.
STRUCTURE

13-H

The platform was further enlarged during
the Horcones phase. A well-made stone stair
way was discovered in Trench 59, the steps
averaging 40 cm. in depth and rising 30 cm.
high (Fig. 3, e). Large stones, most of them
waterworn, were laid on the 13-G structure,
and relatively little earth fill was used. Then
the Str. 13-H steps, which were made of care
fully shaped stone, were put in place. The
stairway rose to a height of from 6.8 to 7.0

STRUCTURE 13-F

In the Francesa phase, a second earth plat
form was built directly over the 13-E struc5
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meters, and led up to a broad, smooth floor of
white plaster (Fig. 3, f).
Although the evidence is not clear, it seems
probable that two parallel walls, approxi
mately 7 m. north of the head of the stairway,
are associated with this structure (Fig. 3, g).
The southernmost of these walls, of cut stone,
is faced on its outer (south) surface with red
painted plaster. Slightly to the north, a second
wall of cut stone was found, this one with no
plaster remaining. The area between these
walls is approximately one meter wide, and
this appears to have had a floor of hard
packed earth. This is an extremely narrow
floor area for a room-although not without
precedent in the Peten Maya region-but we
can suggest no other interpretation of the
feature.
Excavations in Trench 60, undertaken to
locate the southwestern corner of the sub
structure, revealed some features probably as
sociated with Str. 13-H. Two very low walls,
at right angles to each other and consisting for
the most part of a single tier of stones, smooth
faced on their outer sides only, apparently
represent the corner of the substructure (Fig.
10 a, d). Farther within the mound, a second
line of four stones, similarly faced on the outer
side, was found 30 cm. north and 10 cm. higher
than the longer alignment (Fig. 10, b). Judg
ing from its position, it seems probable that it
is associated with Str. 13-H.
In the eastern part of Trench 60 still an
other line of stones, again smooth faced on the
outer face only, was found 5.5 m. north of and
1.25 m. higher than the outermost alignment
(Fig. 10, c). Excavation was made below this
wall to an extent sufficient to determine that it
did not continue deeper. Possibly this consti
tutes another part of the same 13-H platform,
but this is not certain.
The fill in much of Trench 60 consisted al
most entirely of unworked stone, much of it
somewhat angular, with very little earth fill.
A fragment of plaster floor found in front of
the structure (Fig. 10, e) indicates that the
plaza here had been paved.
Remarkably few faced building stones were
found in the fill of Trench 60, although one
would expect them to be plentiful if they were
used in the construction of the face of the
structure. There is a possibility that worked
stone may have been removed from the mound
in the past and re-used in later buildings.

The re-use of earlier building stone seems to
have been common during the Early Classic at
Chiapa de Corzo.
In Trench 66, on the east side of the mound,
a small portion of white plaster floor was
found in situ in the east part of the trench
(Fig. 8, c). It is likely that this also represents
part of Str. 13-H, as it is almost immediately
above the black earthen steps of Str. 13-F and
underlies structures which, because of their
level in the mound, seem to be associated with
Str. 13-12. In Trench 59, on the south face of
the mound, the plaster floor believed to be as
sociated with Str. 13-H is 5.75 m. below the
datum plane, while the floor in Trench 66 is
5.90 m. below it. The 15 cm. discrepancy could
be due either to inaccuracy in surveying or to
the floor having slumped. In either case, it is
probably not significant, as Mesoamerican
structures are virtually never perfectly straight
and square.
STRUCTURE 13-13

In the Istmo phase, some time after the
construction of the features designated as Str.
13-H, some additional construction was done
on the top of the mound. This work seems to
have involved no basic alteration of the gen
eral architectural plan, as far as we can de
termine, and might well be considered simply
a modification of Str. 13-H.
The upper portions of the two parallel east
west walls of Str. 13-H were taken down, and
a white plaster floor was built at a higher level,
covering them. Approximately one meter
south of where the southernmost of these two
east-west walls had been, a single step was
built, leading up to a higher plaster floor
which extended out from the center of the
structure to the head of the stairway (Fig. 3,
h).
In Trench 66, on the east side of the mound,
a similar step, leading up away from the
center of the mound, was found (Fig. 8, d). In
Trench 59, the step is 5.30 m. below the datum
plane, while in Trench 66 it is 4.90 m. below
it. Despite this descrepancy in depth, however,
it seems probable that the two features, be
cause of their general similarity, are contem
poraneous.
In Trench 65, on the west side of the mound,
a line of worked stone was encountered at a
depth of 4.8 m. below the datum plane (Fig.
5, a). This feature may be the remains of a

ISTMO PHASE STRUCTURES

Figure 5. EAST-WEST SECTION THROUGH TRENCH 65
Facing north. Width of cut 2 m.

part of Str. 13-13, at a level close to that of the
top of the steps just referred to in Trenches 66
and 59. The step in Trench 66 is painted red,
while that in Trench 59 is white. No plaster
remains were found in Trench 65. The use of
red paint is especially characteristic of struc
tures 13-12 and 13-Il , but it occurred in at least
one case as early as Str. 13-H.
There is no indication of any further en
largement of the main substructure, although
the possibility does exist that enlargements
made during the lstmo and later phases have
eroded away or been destroyed.
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them were four very regular steps, very well
preserved, covered with plaster painted red
(Fig. 3, 7). Bordering these steps on the west,
forming a sort of balustrade, is a platform
with a profile featuring an inward-sloping
apron molding, which overhangs either a ver
tical or a slightly sloping lower portion (Fig.
6; Pl. 1, d). This profile is similar to that of
the Horcones and lstmo phase structures of
Mound 1 at Chiapa de Corzo, and forms a
link with the Peten Maya area, where it is
characteristic of structures at Uaxactun
(Ricketson and Ricketson, 1937; Smith, 1950).
Excavations conducted by Mason in the top
of the mound (the northern extremity of
Trench 59) disclosed two floors of red painted
plaster, one north of and slightly higher than
the other (Fig. 13, Sec. C-C', a). They are at a
depth below the datum plane of 2.0 and 2.5
m. respectively, and are the only features re
vealed in the Mason excavations which made
use of red painted plaster. Although excava
tion here was carried down to a depth of
nearly 5 m. below the datum, no structural
features were found underlying these floors.
Features associated with earlier structures
would be expected at a still lower depth, but
one would expect that those associated with
Str. 13-12 and later would be found above the
four meter level, which is the level of the top
of the red painted stairway. Since these floors
approach this level more closely than do any
other structural remains north of the stair-

STRUCTURE 13-12

Somewhat later, but still during the lstmo
phase, there was built, on top of the Str. 13-13
floor, a series of stone step-like constructions
(Figs. 3, i; 9; Pl. I, e), ascending northward,
under which was an enclosed drain, running
east-west. Traces of plaster, much of it painted
red, adhere to the stone steps in many places.
The floor immediately to the south of these
step-like features was resurfaced. North of

Figure 6. SOUTH-NORTH SECTION THROUGH SMALL
PLATFORM, STRUCTURE 13-12
Platform associated with red plastered steps, built as
part of Structure 13-12. Facing west. Width of cut
2 m. (See Figs. 3, j; 9.)
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way, and since they are painted red, it seems
most likely that they were associated with Str.
13-12, and continued in use as part of Str. 1311.
The step found in Trenches 59 and 66 lead
ing up away from the center of the mound
(Figs. 3, left of h; 8, d), described in connec
tion with Str. 13-13, probably continued in
use at this time. It appears that in the lstmo
phase structure a sunken area ran entirely
around the top of the substructure, encircling
whatever building stood on the summit, and
the step formed the outer limit of the sunken
area. The drain described previously does not
seem to have served to drain this area, how
ever, since it was built on a higher level.
13-Il
As seen in the Trench 59 excavations, the
late lstmo phase renovation of the mound inSTRUCTURE

1.

e-1

Me1:er.s
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Figure 8. EAST-WEST SECTION THROUGH TRENCH 66
Including section A-A' of Figure 7. Facing north.

0
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Fi gu re 7. GROUND PLAN OF ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES
IN TRENCH 66
Located in the western part of the trench. (See Fig. 8.)

volved the building of two "ante-rooms" in
front of the stairway which had been con
structed as part of Str. 13-12. These rooms
were represented in the excavations by the re
mains of their walls, doorways, and floor. The
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ARGHITECTURE

first or outermost of these walls was almost en
tirely destroyed, but unmistakable evidence of
its former presence was seen in its outline on
the plaster floor. The second wall was 1.7 m.
farther north, and was in a much better state
of preservation. Part of the entryway through
both of these walls was found, and in both
cases the doorways were flanked by round pil
lars (Figs. 3, k; 9, b, c; Pl. I, c). The floor of
the outer room was on the same level as the
landing in front of it, but the floor of the
inner room was approximately 10 cm. higher.
The west wall of the outermost of this pair
of rooms was exposed accidentally when the
wall of the trench caved in (Fig. 9, d).
A very similar arrangement, involving two
rooms, each with a doorway flanked by pillars,
was found in Mounds I and 5 at Chiapa de
Corzo. A structure of comparable type and
date is Mound X at Monte Alban (Marquina,
1951; 330-335).
At a somewhat later date, the innermost of
these two anterooms was made narrower by
the building of a wall blocking off the western
part of the room (Fig. 9, e). Apparently that
Not:

part of the red painted stairway located west
of this wall was deliberately destroyed when
the wall was built (possibly in order that the
worked stone could be reused), and the area
filled with rubble.
A new floor of plaster appears to have been
built directly on top of the platform-like fea
ture that bordered the stairway (Fig. 6). This
floor apparently once continued southward,
and perhaps once covered the area west of the
wall shown in Fig. 9, e.
It is possible that the low remnant of a wall
found in the northernmost part of Trench 59
(Fig. 13, b) was constructed during this per
iod. Since excavation here was limited, our
only evidence for this is the fact that the
structures that overlie it can all be assigned to
the Jiquipilas phase.
In Trench 66, on the east side of the mound,
a series of superimposed floors and stone align
ments was found (Figs. 7; 8, e). Of these sev
eral floors, the lowest one, at a depth of 2.70
m. below the datum plane, was painted red,
while those above it were not.
The red-painted floors found in the Mason
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Figure 10. SECTION AND GROUND PLAN OF TRENCH 60
Showing the location of architectural features described in the text.
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JIQUIPILAS PHASE STRUCTURES

excavations at the top of the mound are at a
depth only slightly less than this. It seems
probable that the red floor in Trench 66 be
longs to this structure, and the red floors in
the Mason excavations continued in use at this
time.
STRUCTURE 13-J3

The next series of constructions resulted in
heightening the pyramidal substructure, al
though still not increasing its basal dimen
sions, as far as we have been able to deter
mine. A platform, approached by a stairway,
was built on the Str. 13-11 floor (Fig. 3, l). As
revealed by the Trench 59 excavations, the
stairway seems to have been interrupted by a
short landing about midway in its course,
since the preserved steps were found in two
groups, so situated in relation to each other
that they probably did not form a continuous
stairway. No traces of plaster were found on
these steps. The small platform to which these
steps led (Fig. 3, m) was surfaced with white
plaster. North of it was a floor, and north of
that a wall which, when found, had begun to
fall outward (Fig. 3, n). The plaster of the
platform, which was laid in part directly on
earth fiil, eventually slumped, and the stair
way and platform were built up slightly
higher.

the head of the stairway, is probably part of
this same structure. Our evidence in consider
ing these two features to be contemporaneous
is that no structures were found between them
and the next higher features, and these higher
features are clearly contemporaneous because
they are connected (Figs. 3, o; 13, d, g).
If our interpretation is correct, this cor
niced platform stood from 60 to 75 cm. high.
The southern part of the platform extended
farther west than did the northern part, leav
ing an angular indentation (Fig. 13, e). Traces
of white plaster remain on the walls and top
surface of this platform. Later, a wall of cut
stone, only the lower course of which remains,
was placed across this indentation, and the
area in back of the new wall was filled in
(Fig. 13, f, Sections D-D', E-E'). This addition
possibly served to increase the floor area on
top of the platform, but it may instead have
formed a step-like structure similar to that of
Str. 13-12 in Trench 59, previously described.
In Trenches 65 and 66, a series of floors
which probably belong to this and later struc
tures were found. In Trench 65, on the west
side of the mound, two floors were found, one
15 to 20 cm. above the other; between them
was a remnant of what must have been a wall
of cut stone (Fig. 5, b). Similar features are
found in Trench 66 (Fig. 8, e). All these floors
are of white plaster, and are at nearly the same
depth below the datum plane in both trenches.
We cannot correlate each floor with a par
ticular structure, but we believe them to have
been built as part of this and later structures.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE TOP OF
STRUCTURE 13-}2

Excavations conducted by Mason in the top
of the mound uncovered part of a corniced
platform (Fig. 13, c; PI. 1, f) which, although
quite a bit higher than the small platform at
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RECONSTRUCTION OF THE Top OF
STRUCTURE 13-Jl
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STRUCTURE 13-J2
In

this second structure of the Jiquipilas
phase, the area of the low platform on top of
the mound was increased, bringing its south-
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ern edge somewhat over two meters closer to
the head of the stairway (Figs. 3, o; 13, g). A
shallow, gutter-like feature paralleled the south
edge of the platform (Figs. 11; 13, d). Also,
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Figure 13. GROUND PLAN AND SECTIONS OF ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES ON TOP OF MOUND
Northern part of Trench 59. Dashed lines represent features of Structures 13-11 and 13-}3, solid
lines those of Structures 13-}2 or 13-Jl.
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remnants of the walls of a room were found
on top of the platform (Fig. 13, h). The white
plaster floor of the platform seems to extend
beneath the walls of the room (Fig. 13, h, Sec
tion C-C'), but it is doubtful that much time
elapsed between the construction of the floor
and that of the room. It is possible, in fact,
that the walls were built as soon as the floor
was completed, since there seems to have been
no resurfacing of the floor prior to the build
ing of the room walls.

STRUCTURE 13-Jl

The latest building activity is represented
by what is probably a retaining wall of a plat
form that covered all earlier features on top of
the mound (Figs. 12, 13, i). A line of cut stone,
one course high, which parallels this platform
on the west (Fig. 13, ;), was also built at this
time. Surrounding this platform was a white
plaster floor. No trace of the top of Str. 13-Jl
platform was found, probably because it had
been eroded away.

CACHES
CACHE

way as to suggest that they had been contained
in a shallow basket or other object of perish
able material.
The barrel-shaped vessel was buried deeper
than the other objects in the cache. It rested
in a yellow sand layer underlying a thin layer
of beach-like gravels (Fig. 3, r). The other
vessels were either above the gravel stratum or
partly in it. A fragment of plaster was found
directly beneath the large barrel-shaped ves
sel. We could find no trace of an outline of a
pit to receive the cache, nor did it seem as if
the gravel layer had been disturbed when the
cache was buried. Although this gravel layer
continues beneath the earliest structure in the
mound (Fig. 3), the presence of inner-horn
incense-burner bowls in the cache suggests
that the latter was deposited much later, and
must postdate the deposition of the gravels.
The coarse pottery vessels and the rudely
made inner-horn incense-burner bowls are
similar to those in the cache accompanying
:om� 3, definitely of the Jiquipilas phase,
m adpcent Mound 12 (Mason, 1960a). This,
together with a stratigraphic situation similar
to that of Cache 13-1, indicates that the cache
is Jiquipilas.

13-1

This cache consisted of two coarse, red,
inner-horn incense-burner bowls, set lip to
lip and buried at a shallow depth 6.5 m. in
front of the face of the stairway built during
the Horcones phase and used thereafter. The
bottom of the cache was approximately 30 cm.
below what we believe was the level of the
plaza floor during the Horcones and later
phases (Fig. 3, p). At least some Jiquipilas
phase sherds occurred in all excavation units
in the vicinity of the cache, and inner-horn
incense-burner bowls that are, like these, rude
ly made, characterize the Jiquipilas phase at
Chiapa de Corzo. The cache, therefore, must
be associated with one of the Jiquipilas phase
structures.
Also associated with the cache were a large
number of water-worn stones, generally 7 or
8 em. in diameter. Thirteen such stones were
between the two vessels. The earth between
the vessels was noticeably darker than the
sandy fill surrounding the cache, which sug
gests that perhaps some organic material had
originally been there. It was not a burial, how
ever, as no traces of bone, teeth, or bodily
ornamentation were found.

CACHE
CACHE 13-2

13-3

This cache, which was found in Trench 67
on the east side of the mound, consisted of one
large vessel with 111 miniature bowls neatly
stacked around it (Pl. 1, h, i). The large ves
sel forming the core of the cache was found to
have inside it a nearly complete bowl of
white-rimmed black ware with incised decora
tion. The large vessel had been sealed with a
flat, unworked stone slab. The small vessels
were from 5.5 to 10 cm. in rim diameter, and
all were flat-bottom bowls with outward-flar
ing sides. Most of them were inverted, par
ticularly those near the top of the stacks; all
were of coarse red ware, undecorated. No
skeletal remains were associated with the
cache, nor were there any of the small water
worn stones which occurred with the two
caches at the base of the mound.
The cache had been set in among the large
boulders that formed the fill at this depth.
The boulder fill here is very similar to that

A cache which included six pottery vessels
was discovered at the foot of the outermost
(Horcones to Jiquipilas) stairway, approxi
mately 1.5 m. north of the stairway (Fig. 3,
q; Pl. 1, g).
The cache consisted of the following items:
(1) a large, red, barrel-shaped vessel 33 em.
high (Pl. 2, m), which contained 86 volcanic
tuff pebbles about 6 em. in diameter; (2) a
deep, flat-bottom bowl, 22 em. in diameter,
very thick and rudely made (Pl. 2, l), which
also contained a number of volcanic tuff
pebbles; (3) two red, inner-horn incense
bur;11er bowls with perforated bases (Pl. 2,
h, z), each about 18 em. in diameter, one of
them filled with water-worn stones; (4) two
flat-bottom red bowls, 13 em. in diameter
(Pl. 2, j, k), one of which was inverted over
one of the incense-burner bowls; and (5) a
small pile of volcanic tuff pebbles, similar to
the others in this cache, grouped in such a
14
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just below and above the Str. 13-H and later
stairway in Trench 59. The cache, however,
could be intrusive into it. Flat-bottom, white
rimmed, blackware vessels with incised designs
form a ceramic type found only in the Jiqui
pilas phase (Lowe, personal communication;
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see also Warren, 1959, fig. p. 105). The many
small, rudely made offering dishes and the
large vessel with the beaded rim are also typ
ical of Jiquipilas. Probably, therefore, Cache
13-3 is associated with one of the three latest
(Jiquipilas phase) structures.

BURIALS
the succeeding phase. Flexed burials at Chiapa
de Corzo are typical only of the Istmo and
Jiquipilas phases. The other pottery frag
ments accompanying Burial 27 include one
piece of a similar black-ware vessel and a large
sherd from a coarse, red, flat-bottom bowl.
The burial was, for the most part, embed
ded in a hard yellowish layer which was be
neath the stratum of beach-like gravels men
tioned in the above description of Cache 13-2
(Fig. 3, r). These beach gravels were mixed
with the upper portions of the burial and its
offerings, and were not present deeper.

BURIAL 27

This burial was found in Trench 59, ap
proximately one meter south of the foot of
the outermost stairway. It was 1 m. north of
and 0.5 m. lower than Cache 13-2, and ap
parently not part of this cache. The burial was
of a young adult, of undetermined sex. It was
probably flexed, face down, with the head to
the east. It was in very poor condition, and
possibly had been disturbed by rodents.
Accompanying the burial were two partial
pottery vessels, a small bead of dark green
jade, and a prismatic obsidian blade. Several
unworked stones, generally around 12 cm.
in diameter (not as uniform in size as the peb
bles found with the caches), were distributed
around the burial. At least one of these stones
apparently had been thrown in on top of
the burial, smashing one of the pottery vessels.
The two nearly complete vessels had tall,
flaring necks and rather squat bodies. They
were carefully made, with light buff or cream
bodies and black smudged necks, similar to
the white-rimmed black ware found in Cache
13-3. This particular ceramic type, however,
is considered most typical of the Istmo phase,
although it continued with modification into

BURIAL 85

A fragmentary burial of an adult was found
beneath the Jiquipilas phase floors on top of
the platform. The exact burial position could
not be accurately determined, but apparently
the body was on its back, the head to the
southwest, and possibly the limbs were drawn
up. No artifacts accompanied it. This burial,
which was found by Mason during the 1958
season, was beneath a comer of the room of
Str. 13-J2 on top of the mound, but was
clearly put in place before the construction of
the room, since the Str. 13-J2 floors continued
uninterrupted above the burial.
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ARTIFACTS
METATES

Six fragmentary metates were found in the
fill of the mound. All are legless, generally of
granite, and have little or no exterior shap
ing.
Three specimens have a flat or nearly flat
grinding surface (Fig. 14, a). The three others
include (1) an implement with a flat grinding
area covering the whole top surface, in the
center of which is a small mortar depres
sion (Fig. 14, c); (2) one with a long, narrow
grinding area covering only part of the sur
face (Fig. 14, b); and (3) an unusual two-sided
implement, with longitudinal grooves within
the oblong grinding area (Fig. 14, d).
All of the metates were found in the boulder
fill of the Istmo phase (Str. 13-13) onward, and
all are fragmentary. They were probably pre
sent in the rubble used as construction fill,
and their presence does not indicate that food
grinding was practiced on the mound while it
was in use.

z

a
CELTS

found. One (Fig. 15, a) is 7 cm. long and 5.5
cm. wide at the blade. The blade shows signs
of having been resharpened by abrasion. It
was found in fill probably corresponding to
the Horcones phase structure. The other ob
ject, fragmentary, is of highly polished stone,
with a cutting edge on one side rather than
on the end (Fig 15, b).
BEADS

Two kinds of beads were found in the ex
cavations. The first (one specimen, accompany
ing Burial 27) is tubular or barrel-shaped, of
dark green jade, 12 mm. long. The second
kind is represented by four very small disc
beads of pink coral, found near the top of the
mound. Three of these beads are 6 mm. in
diameter and 2 mm. thick; the fourth is
thicker. All were found directly beneath a
floor of Str. 13-Il , so may probably be assigned
to the late Istmo phase.

6

DRILL CORES

Thirteen cylindrical pieces of white marble
represent the cores which remained after a
piece of this stone had been perforated with a
hollow drill (Pl. 2, g). Most of them are
about 13 mm. in diameter, and might be the
by-product from the manufacture of earplugs.
The cores range in length from 15 to 30 mm.
Eight of them show indications that the drill
ing was begun on one side of the stone and was
continued through to the other side. The
other five show that the drilling was begun
from both ends, meeting in the middle.
One core has a small notch at one end such
as might have been made by a cord saw (cf.
Kidder, Jennings and Shook, 1946: 119-120).

�
4

Figure 14.

b
Figure 15.

METATES

MANOS

A number of manos were also found in the
fill of Str. 13-H onward. Complete specimens
range from IO to 13 cm. in length. They are
fairly well shaped, elliptical in cross-section,
and usually bifacial.
CELTS

Two ground-stone cutting implements were
17
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Apparently the piece of stone from which the
earplug or other object was to be made was
first sliced with a cord saw, working from
both ends, then the perforation was made, and
then came the final shaping and polishing.
The cores were found in various parts of the
fill from structures of the Istmo phase (Str. 1311) onward, but, since rubbish was not used
for fill much before Str. 13-11, this sheds little
light on the antiquity of such drilling at
Chiapa de Corzo. No finished objects of this
material were found in Mound 13, but ear
plugs of this material have been found else
where at the site, notably in certain of the
Mound 1 and 5 caches of the Horcones phase.
(See Lowe and Agrinier, 1960, Pl. 35, c'.)
The fact that drill cores were so frequently
found as refuse suggests that the material was
not regarded as sufficiently valuable to war
rant saving the cores to make smaller objects
out of them, as was done with jade cores at
Kaminaljuyu (Kidder, Jennings and Shook,
1946: 120).
STONE BALLS

Two spherical stone objects, shaped by peck
ing, were found resting on a plaster floor of
Structure 13-11, at the foot of the red plaster
stairs near the top of the mound. Both balls
are 16 cm. in diameter, and have traces of red
paint.
OBSIDIAN OBJECTS

A large number of prismatic obsidian blades
were found in nearly all excavation units, but
no other chipped stone objects were encoun
tered.
POTTERY FIGURINES

The excavations produced five clay figur
ine fragments. Two are solid human heads,
one is a small bird head, one a fragmentary
female torso, and one a portion of a large,
hollow human face which originally formed
part of the ornamentation of a pottery vessel.
All are hand modeled.
The small bird head (Pl. 2, e) was found

beneath the yellow earth steps of Str. 13-E,
and is clearly no later than the Escalera phase.
It was very simply made, with punctate eyes
and nostril holes.
Both of the solid human figurine h�ds
(Pl. 2, d, f) were found in fill used in Hor
cones phase structures. One has punctate eyes
of a kind which Lowe (1956: 39; 1959: Fig. 17,
b) states has been found in late Preclassic col
lections from Chiapa de Corzo and Acala, and
which also occurs on some La Venta figurines,
especially Type I-B-3 (Drucker, 1952: 135), but
the resemblance to La Venta types is not
close otherwise. The other Chiapa de Corzo
head is more carefully modelled, the eyes and
mouth being formed by making a horizontal
depression across a raised area. It also wears a
headdress of some sort.
The large hollow fragment, which appar
ently was part of a larger pottery vessel, is 7.5
cm. high, and was recovered from fill associa
ted with structures of the Guanacaste or Hor
cones phases. The face appears to be smiling
(Pl. 2, a). (Cf. Lowe and Agrinier, 1960, Figs.
51; 52, f; 63.)
The fragmentary torso (Pl. 2, b) is 5.5
cm. tall. It is solid, and the arms, legs, and one
breast are missing. These appendages were
evidently formed separately and appliqued to
the torso. The figurine fragment was found
above any structural features, in a probably
mixed level.
POTTERY SHERD DISCS

Three objects made by grinding potsherds
into discs were found. Two are 3 cm. in diam
eter and the other is 6 cm. Two are made from
rough red-ware sherds, and one from a vessel
with a cream interior slip. No use for the
discs can be suggested, but the edges of all of
them seem to show signs of wear other than
what would be expected to result from the
process of grinding them to shape. All were
found in fill deposited during building ac
tivity of the Istmo phase (Structures 13-12, 1311).

SUMMARY
Some offerings were found at the base of
the mound, buried in the plaza floor in front
of the center of the mound. The vessels in
these offerings were mostly of coarse, thick red
ware, and three-horned incense-burner bowls
were included in the offerings. Burial 27 may
perhaps be regarded as an offering which in
cluded a human sacrificial victim. Small water
worn stones were often associated with these
offerings. Near the top of the structure, one
other cache and one other burial were found,
but these differed in many ways from those
found at the base of the mound. Although
richly furnished tombs were found in several
other structures at Chiapa de Corzo, none was
encountered in Mound 13.

The excavations revealed a number of reno
vations and minor modifications of the Mound
13 structure. The two earlier structures, of the
Escalera and Francesa (Late Preclassic)
phases, were stepped earthen platforms, but
stone and plaster were used in all later con
struction. In the Guanacaste phase a stone
faced structure was built over the earthen plat
forms, and in the Horcones phase another
larger stone structure was built over that.
There was considerable modification of the
structure during Horcones and Istmo times,
and in the Early Classic Jiquipilas phase the
structure was considerably heightened, but
there is no clear indication that the pyramidal
base was enlarged.
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a

Mound 13 before excavation, look
ing north.

b: Trench 59 on the southern face of
the mound.

c: Wall and pillar of rooms of Struc
ture 13-Il, looking south.
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d: Structures 13-12 and 13-Il features
in Trench 59. In the upper left is the
balustrade-like platform, in the lower
right the red painted steps. Bordering
the steps at the left is a remnant of
the wall added later to Structure 13-Il.

e: Step-like feature of Structure 13-12
in Trench 59, looking northwest.

g: Cache 13-2.

h: Cache 13-3.

f: Floor and base of walls on top of
mound, Structure 13-J2, looking north
west.

cg

Plate l.

Vmws

OF THE EXCAVATIONS

i: Cache 13-3, showing large central
vessel after small bowls had been
removed.
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Plate 2.

POTTERY OBJECTS AND STONE DRILL-CORES

a-f: Pottery figurine heads and torso, and a fragment of relief.

g: Marble drill-cores.
h, i: Basal-prong incense burners. j, k: Two small bowls from Cache 13-2. l: Coarse
red vessel from Cache 13-2. 111: Barrel-shape vessel from Cache 13-2.
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THE TERRACE TO NORTH OF MOUND 13
THE TERRACE

o THE NORTH, northeast, and northwest of
T Mound 13 is a relatively flat area of con

found in the Mound 13 terrace have no
proven architectural connection with any
specific Mound 12 or 13 structures, and that
refined temporal relations have not been
proved, yet the nearness of the terrace build
ings to the pyramids together with their
proven antiquity imply an obvious relation
ship. In particular, the very close proximity
to Mound 13 indicates that the terrace build
ings must have been intimately connected
with it, and one might suppose them to repre
sent either the priests' living quarters or the
anterooms required for the preparatory func
tions connected with the rites surely per
formed in the temple on the Mound 13 pyra
mid. The reduced area of the pyramid top
itself would have prohibited the presence
there of any but the most essential temple
rooms. The general Early Classic date of the
ceramics associated with the final construc
tions in Mound 13 and its terrace suggests this
to be the period to which the masonry features
discussed below should be ascribed. As data
relative to non-temple or non-palace structures
during the Early Classic are extremely rare,
the importance of the present brief study lies
in the slight contribution it makes to our
knowledge of a building complex of appar
ently auxiliary function.

siderable extent that stands at an elevation
approximately 2.5 meters above the rather
even fields to the north (Pl. 1, a). It is prob
ably a terrace formed over a long period by
planned filling. It extends to the west of the
western base of Mound 13 and south of the
northern base of the mound, at least on the
west side. The terrace has been cultivated
consistently, at least during recent years,
both by digging-stick and plow agriculture, so
that the former limits, probably originally
rather steep, are now more gently sloping.
Trenches run inwards from west and north
revealed no limiting or retaining walls, and if
these once existed subsequent erosion has car
ried them away. Probably also many of the
masonry features found just below the surface
of the terrace were originally somewhat higher
but have since been tom out by the plow. In
an earlier excavation a burial (Burial 9) was
found in the eastern end of this terrace placed
in earthen fill beneath clay floors. It appears
that the nucleus of the terrace mound is com
posed of one or more low platforms dating to
the Preclassic period.
Despite the fact that the structural remnants

I

THE EXCAVATIONS
The excavations on which this report is
based were conducted by the author from
April �8 to May 14, 1958.* Although covering
a_ considerable _ area, all of them were given a
smgle excavat10n number, designated as Pit
l l0. Since all the structures appear to be of
the same late period, and as no great se
quential alterations were noted, the preferred
practice of numbering them, as l 3-J2 for in
stance, has not been followed in descriptions.
Capital letters refer to features on the plan
(Fig. 2).

tation of these features follows exactly that
of other_ parts of the site during its last major
occupat10n, so that low walls and lines of
stones encountered in the excavations lie ex
actly parallel or at right angles to the trenches
which were laid out on the basis of the site
grid oriented 21 ° east of magnetic north before
any features were noted on the surface.
STRATIGRAPHY

The absence of hearths and the scarcity of
charcoal and other evidences of occupation,
as well as the flat surface of the terrace, indi
cate that, except possibly in the bottommost
l�yers, it was not formed by slow accumula
�10n o_f occupation refuse-but was made by
mte�t1�nal architectural fill deposited at suc
cessive mtervals.
No deep stratigraphical pit was made in
which the potsherds were carefully distin
guished by levels of a few centimeters, but the
excavation which encountered Burials 81
and 82 was carried down to the original soil
level at ca. 2.25 m. Above the burials the earth
was grayish, below them brownish. In the
northern half of this pit, from the depth of
about 90 to 160 cm., a large accumulation of
rounded boulders was found, undoubtedly
heaped there in the construction of the terrace.
The few sherds found at the lowest level are
all of the Middle Preclassic Dili (Chiapa II)
phase; those from l to I.75 m. depth are of
Dili and the early Late Preclassic Escalera
(Chiapa III) phases, and another lot from
l to l .5 m. depth is from the Escalera to the
Guanacaste (Chiapa V) phase. This was the
only deep excavation made in the area hav
ing masonry features near the surface, but the
sherds in this sector from surface to 40 cm.
d�pt� �re of p�ases from Dili to Early Classic
J1qmprlas (Chiapa VIII), suggesting that the
masonry features were built in the latter
phase.
In the western, sloping, featureless part of
the east-west trench, all rim sherds were kept
and examined. Of the seven sherd lots from
this area, to a maximum depth of 1 m., four
are ascribed to the Dili and Escalera phases,
one to the Early Preclassic Cotorra (Chiapa I)
to Escalera, one to Dili to Guanacaste, and
one, at the westernmost end, Dili to Jiquipilas.

TRENCHES

A trench 2 m. wide (A-A') was first run east
ward from the western limit for 44 m., the
staked limits being marked N38 to N40, W40
to E4. For the westernmost 12 m. the rise is
rather rapid, then very slight for 14 m., then
practically level with a variation of not over
20 cm. for at least 18 m. and indefinitely east
ward. In the western 26 m. no certain walls,
lines of stones, or other structures were found
though several uncertain ones were at firs�
suspected.
Another trench was run southward up the
north slope at about W8, the area of the
masonry features, from the level of the culti
vated field to the top of the terrace. This ex
cavation was to an average depth of 50 to 75
cm. A line of small rounded boulders crossing
the trench at N48 at a depth of about 50 cm.
was the only feature encountered.
SURFACE CLEARING

East of W l 4 and as far as E4, the part
shown on the accompanying plan (Fig. 2), the
excavation was widened to uncover masonry
structures which were found just beneath the
surface for a north-south distance of 14 m.,
the building area thus discovered here cover
ing 14 by 18 m. No attempt was made to clear
the entire surface, but all features found in
the surface level of trenches or other excava
tions were followed to their limits. The orien• Both in the conduct of the excavations and in the
preparation of this report, as in all my N.W.A.F. edi
torial work, I am greatly indebted to my colleague,
Gareth W. Lowe, for his great help and advice. The
plan, Figure 2, was redrawn by A. Eric Parkinson of
the University of Pennsylvania Museum from the
original plan by Eduardo Martinez.
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STRATIGRAPHY

This would indicate that the main part of the
terrace was built in the Late Preclassic Escalera
and Francesa (Chiapa IV) phases, the latter
phase being indicated by Burials 81 and 82.
A few Postclassic sherds were found near the
surface, but Early Preclassic Cotorra sherds
were very few.
The sherds from the north-south trench,
like those from surface clearing on the terrace
above, averaged much later than those in the

3

east-west trench to the west. All eight lots con
tained sherds ascribed to the Protoclassic
Horcones (Chiapa VI) and lstmo (Chiapa
VII) and the Jiquipilas phases, or even later.
Some of them contained nothing earlier,
though most also contained Dili, Escalera and
Francesa sherds, and one had a few of Cotorra.
This suggests that this slope, to a considerable
depth, consists of material from the terrace
above, probably plowed or washed down.

LATE PRECLASSIC PERIOD
parallel, supine, with heads to the west, at
about N40-W3, about 50 cm. apart, without
obvious relation to any surface features.
The adult burial, No. 81, was in a sort of
cyst, at the foot of a line of stone slabs to the
south, which lay at an angle of less than 45 °
(Pl. 2, a). There were six of these thin slabs,
as well as several other stones, the slabs vary
ing rather regularly in size from the longest
at the west or head to the smallest at the feet.
There was also a large boulder at a higher
level to the west, near the top of the largest

On the evidence of the potsherds and the
burials, then, the terrace mound was formed
in the Late Preclassic period. Three tamped
earth floors were found over the Escalera
burial, indicating periodical enlargement of
the mound, but no floors were noted above
the later Francesa burials further west where
the terrace was at about 1 m. greater height.
Masonry construction was apparently entirely
absent.
BURIALS

Burial 9
In December, 1955, test pit A-15 was dug by
Bruce Warren approximately five meters
within the eastern edge of the Mound 13 ter
race and on its approximate E-W axis. Three
superimposed floors of tamped earth were
found to be located at the .80 to 1.00 meter
level, and .50 m. beneath the lowermost floor
Burial 9 was uncovered against the west edge
of the pit. The skeleton was that of an adult,
fully extended face down with a large polished
red plate over the skull, a brown bowl beside
this and a polished red "cuspidor" bowl over
the pelvis. The offering vessels (Pl. 2, g) per
tain to the Escalera phase. The lowermost
floor over the burial had slumped badly, indi
cating that it had been placed soon after die
interment. The fill both above, between, and
below the floors was a uniform brown loam,
indicating that Burial 9 had been placed
within the first construction of a frequently
modified structure of Escalera date. The
earthen floors, type of fill, and the nature of
burial and offering all closely parallel similar
features of the Escalera structure and burials
in Mound 7 on the south side of the Mounds
7, 12 and 13 court (Lowe and Agrinier m
this publication; Lowe, in preparation).

a

Cl
b

C

Burials 81 and 82
Two extended burials, Nos. 81 and 82, were
found at a depth of about 1 m. from the sur
face in a deep pit dug to test the nature of the
mound fill. The bones of both were too de
cayed for preservation, for careful study, or
even for very informative photography. Burial
81 was of an adult, 82 a child. They lay

s c:,n.
Figure I.

d
POTTERY VESSELS FROM BURIALS

81

AND

82

a, b: From adult burial 81. c, d: From child's burial 82.
(Catalog numbers: a, 2ll0; b: 2lll; c: 2ll2; d: 2ll3)
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slab. The latter was 70 cm. long, the top at
about 45 cm. below the surface, the bottom at
70 cm.
The skeleton (Pl. 2, b) lay at a depth of
just about 1 m., the top of the head at about
85 cm., at the base of the westernmost and
largest stone slab. It lay on its back, arms close
at the sides, and hands at hips. The head was
turned slightly to the right (south). The feet
and toes pointed up. The femur measured
about 40 cm. in length. Knee to astragalus
47 cm., radius 21 (?) cm., humerus 27 cm.,
total length about 170 cm.
Two inverted pottery bowls accompanied
the burial (Pl. 2, c, h). A broad shallow bowl
of smooth, very black pottery, 20 x 4 cm. (Fig.
1, a), was inverted over the head of the skele
ton. Through a small "kill" hole in the center
of its base the skull could be seen. Another
inverted shallow bowl of heavy, unslipped
brownish pottery, 14 x 5 cm. (Fig. I, b), lay
at a lower level just to the left (north) of the
jaw and neck. Both bowls have recurved bases.
Lowe ascribes them to the Francesa phase.
Beneath the bowl cover, in a position that sug
gested that it might have been placed in the

mouth of the deceased, a small jade bead was
found.
The child burial, No. 82 (Pl. 2, d), lay
parallel, east-west, about 50 cm. to the north
of Burial 81, at about N40 and at a depth of
about 110 cm. It lay supine with head to west.
The skull, like that of Burial 81, was crushed.
The jaws were apart and nothing was found
within. The right arm (south) lay at the side,
the left arm crossed over the chest. Some
bones, especially those of the hands and feet,
were missing. The femur measured about 18
cm., the total skeleton length (minus feet)
78 cm.
Close to the right (south) of the skeleton,
between it and Burial 81, a little southeast
of the head and in an east-west line, some
5 cm. apart, lay two upright large shallow
bowls (Pl. 2, e, h). One (Fig. 1, c) is a black
bowl, 19 x 6.5 cm., apparently baked in a
reducing atmosphere; it has a smooth black
slip. In four equidistant places the rim is
slightly indented. The other (Fig. 1, d), 18 x
6.5 cm., is smudged black in places, but has a
smooth reddish finish. Both vessels are as
cribed to the Francesa phase.

EARLY CLASSIC PERIOD
The low masonry structures found close
to the surface were obviously erected at prac
tically the same time, and show few sequential
alterations. While only two deep pits were
sunk, both of which encountered Preclassic
burials, there was no evidence of buried
masonry structures. Both the potsherds and
the type of stonework indicate the Jiquipilas
Early Classic phase, the masonry resembling
that associated with Jiquipilas pottery at other
mounds at Chiapa de Corzo.

The Central Complex
Largely owing to the apparent destruction
of parts of the lines of stone blocks, it is ex
tremely difficult to visualize or reconstruct the
masonry features of the nuclear parts of this
area. An additional difficulty results from the
Chiapa Early Classic practice of combining
cut and uncut stone in their constructions.
This custom, together with the fact that lime
mortar was never used at any time at the
Chiapa site, contributed to rapid deterioration
of exposed walls or foundations. Only two
periods can definitely be distinguished from
the present remnants, for only two lines of
stones (F and G) seem to be certainly laid
upon the plaster floor. In many places the
plaster of the floor definitely turns up to the
plastered face of the stone lines; in other
places the floor seems to be missing-or
entirely destroyed. Topographer Martinez
marked many lines of blocks as having plas
tered faces.
To the west there apparently was a structure
(B-B') of some sort 9.2 m. long north to south,
with an eastern face at present represented by
a one-course single line of small tooled blocks
at about WI0.5. The line is, however, not
continuous and of two sections, not exactly in
line. The southern section (B'), 3.8 m. long,
has its face at ca. WI0.70. This line has a very
straight front with well-faced blocks that are
uneven on their rear faces. The northern sec
tion (B) is of more rectangular blocks with a
straight eastern face about 15 cm. to the east
of the southern section. The two sections are
�eparated by 50 cm., but may originally have
been continuous. However, the presence of
several boulders suggests that the space may
always have been open, possibly as a doorway.
At the northern end of the southern section
are three isolated small tooled blocks, in line
with the blocks of the northern section. The
northern part of this long line is 3.10 m. long,
and may originally have extended northward
to 4.50 m. to a large square tooled block on
this line at N38.70. However, the presence of
several big boulders in the line of the wall
suggests that this 1.2 m. gap is an entryway,
leading to the area paved with similar large
stones to the west. To the east of the long wall,
at least in the northern sector, a plaster floor,
the plaster turning up to the even faces of

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

The nature of the features constructed on
this terrace is problematical. They consist
mainly of lines of stones, generally rude tooled
blocks from 25 to 50 cm. in length, about
25 cm. in height, of various and sometimes
uneven widths, and with at least one straight
face that forms the outward face of the "wall."
Their tops are but slightly below the surface
of the present soil. In only one instance (the
north-south line G) had any line more than
one course. Others may have been higher,
the upper course(s) torn out in cultivation,
but this is unlikely, since few if any tooled
blocks were found on the surface or loose in
the upper soil. Small isolated and apparently
peripheral sections of lines were found, ap
parently discontinuous, and other lines come
to an end without limiting features. The exist
ing lines, as shown in Fig. 2, reveal little
definite plan. The missing sections of lines
may have been removed and used by later
occupants. In a few areas a plaster floor, much
cracked and broken, was found. This floor
everywhere was at approximately the same
level, and no earlier floor was found beneath
it; if there had ever been a higher and later
floor it had entirely disappeared.
The area of the major structures found ex
tended 13 m. north to south (N30-42.7), and
6 m. east to west (W7.7-13.5). Nothing was
found further west, though some features may
possibly exist. To the east and northeast a
few isolated short lines of tooled stones and
of larger field stones were found, as well as a
cyst. The large area to the southeast was
trenched with a 9 m. east-west trench at about
N35, and a 9 m. trench was dug southward
at about W0.5, but no features were encoun
tered.
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the stone blocks of the wall, runs indefinitely
eastward, but in this possible entryway it ex
tends to the rear (western) edge of the blocks.
In front (east) of the entryway the plaster floor
is replaced by a level paving of pebbles and
small stones (C).
The southern boundary of this apparent
structure is better preserved, with a good cor
ner at N29.90 and a line of stones, partly of
tooled blocks and partly of selected stones with
one flat face (D), running 2.20 m. west (Pl. 1,
b). At 60 cm. north of this line are several
stones with good north edges in an east-west
line, but with an irregular eastern limit. There
is no plaster at the bases or on the risers of the
blocks in this region, but to the east the floor
is flat, even, and believed to be caliche (de
cayed limestone bedrock).
Just in front of-to the east of-the break
between the two sections of the long north
south line of blocks is a small rectangular ex
tension (E) about 2.40 m. north to south by
80-100 cm. east-west. To the north, at least,
it is built against the ea�t side of the long line,
and the other three sides are of tooled blocks
with good outer faces in straight lines, against
which the floor plaster turns up. It may have
been a later addition. The interior is filled
with large stones.
A plaster floor in poor condition covers
much of the area to the east of these construc
tions and also for some undetermined distance
to the north. Not very even, it lies at an aver
age depth of 15 cm. below the tops of the stone
blocks. At a later period, but probably not
much later, structures of similar masonry con
struction were built upon this floor. One such
(F), at W9, runs north-south, parallel with the
long wall to the west, and about 1.4 m. in
front of it. It is a line of well-tooled rectangu
lar stone blocks, 5.80 m. long, with a pl�tered
eastern face. It lies at a higher level than the
western line, the tops of the blocks about 25
cm. above the floor and only about 5 cm. be
low soil level. At I m. further south a short
line of five blocks (F') may be a continuat, ion
of this line, after a gap of about 1 m.-pos
sibly an entrance-as it has a good plastered
eastern face on the same line, but the stones
are more irregular in shape. A little further
south, and to the west, are two isolated larger
and irregular blocks (F", Pl. I, c) that may
be a part of the former southern wall of this
structure; this would have made it 8.3 m. long.

Adjoining this structure at the north was
apparently another of similar nature and
period, also built upon the earlier plaster
floor. Its principal remaining (?) feature (G)
is a line of very well tooled, relatively uni
form, small stone blocks, in some places of
two courses, 22-25 cm. high. It is 4 m. long,
at W9.8. l,ts western face is plastered, indicat
ing that this is the western wall of the struc
ture, and there is an even flat floor to the west,
but not certainly of plaster. At the north
western corner is a good well-squared stone
block, and to the east of this another larger
rectangular block, indicating the northern
wall, but this line at present runs no further
east (Pl. I, d).
The southern corner is also of a larger well
squared block, but the rest of the southern
line of the structure is missing except for three
good tooled blocks (G') in an east-west line,
90 cm. long. A trace of plaster floor to the
south turns up against the blocks whose south
ern faces were covered with 1 cm. of plaster.
The tops of these blocks were about 15 cm.
below the soil surface, the plaster floor about
10 cm. below their tops. If, as seems probable,
this line of blocks was the southern limit of
the structure, the blocks connecting it with
the west line had been torn out, as well as
those of its possible extension to the east.
To the west of the southern end of the long
north-south line (G) two rectangular blocks
connect the latter with the large block at the
end of the earlier wall (B) but studies to de
termine to which of the two structures they
pertained were neglected.
Peripheral Features
Considerably to the east of the central com
plex a few isolated short lines of tooled blocks
were found, probably remains of longer lines,
the rest of which had been torn out.
At W5.6 a line of small boulders (H) crosses
the main trench just below the surface but
does not continue to north or south. At W0.50
a line of selected but untooled blocks with a
good west face (1) runs north and south for
just about the width of the trench and the
line continues north as a line of larger field
stones 3.30 m. further for a total length of
5.5 m. It may have originally run 70 cm.
further north to form a corner with a short
line of small tooled blocks (J) about 1 m. long
running east and west at about N44.4. The
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corner may have been torn out by hasty work
men. Its plastered face was at the north.
Another 1.3 m.-long line of four larger blocks
(K) was found further east at N39.2, running
east-west, with its best plastered face to the
south.

cause of proximity to the surface, especially
in the case of structure L, may have covered
the stones of the latter ones. However, the
bath of Mound I may have been ceremonial
and better equipped than the more functional
ones on the terrace.

Possible Sweatbaths
Two features of similar nature were
found, consisting of enclosed areas paved with
large roundish field stones, piedra de bola. It
is my hypothesis that these may represent early
forms of masonry-enclosed sweatbaths. Such
would be expected in this area, presumably
devoted to priestly preparations for cere
monies. Whether or not experience had proved
that the floor plaster of this period could not
withstand the constant heat and water, a stone
flooring was certainly much superior for this
purpose.
A large rectangle paved with such large
stones (L) was found to the west of wall B
(Pl. I, e). It is entered from the east through
a gap in that wall which is partly filled with
the large stones, and the area just east of it is
paved with smaller stones. The area covered
by the large stones is about 1. 7 by 3 m. The
rear western end has no definite limit, but the
longer northern and southern sides are limited
by lines of small slabs placed on edge; on the
northern side the slabs are found only at the
western end and replaced at the east by a line
of five well-tooled stone blocks with plaster on
their outer (northern) faces. The large stones
in the interior lay on earth and stood at a
higher level above the limiting slabs, reach
ing to the soil surface before excavation; this
of course would have afforded better drainage.
The small rectangle (E, Pl. 1, b, c) built in
front of wall B-B' is also paved with stones of
slightly smaller size, and is entered from the
west through a gap in the wall; several of the
large stones are placed in this entrance. This
enclosure measures only .60 by 1.80 m. in in
ternal dimensions. As both it and the smaller
stones in front of the entrance to the larger
structure lay on the plaster floor, it is obvious
that they both belonged to the second con•
structional period.
A sweathbath of contemporary Jiquipilas
age was found on Mound I (Lowe and Agri•
nier, 1960), lending additional credence to the
hypothesis of sweatbaths on the terrace of
Mound 13. The former was paved with large
cobblestones, covered with plaster flooring.
Similar plaster, long since disintegrated be-

NON-ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES

Stone Cyst
In the eastern sector, to the west of and
close against the rude north-south line of
stones (I), centered at N42, WI, is an interest
ing cyst (M, Pl. 1, f), consisting of a small
paved floor with large sloping stone slabs on
three sides. There are four slabs and some
smaller stones to north, east, and south, their
tops at about the same height as that of the
wall to the east. At their tops the cyst width
is 55-80 cm., at the base, some 10 cm. below
the base of the slabs, 25-35 cm. The flat bot
tom is a mosaic of small flat stones, 30-35 cm.
below the tops of the slabs. There were no
contents, but a large potsherd, of thick red
paste with red slip inside and outside, lay on
the bottom.
Cache
Just below the surface at N31, W9.3 was
found Cache I3T-l, (N), a much rotted, large,
quasi-cylindrical, rude, unsmoothed, unslip
ped, red pottery vase with flat bottoll1:, 15.5
cm. high, 21 cm. wide (Fig. 3). Accordmg to
Lowe, it pertains to the Jiquipilas phase. It
contained sixteen small, oval, natural, rela
tively smooth pebbles of coarse dark volcanic
tuff (Pl. 2, f). Similar caches have been found
in the surface levels of Mounds I, 13 and 67.

I I I 1 I I

5

cm.

Figure 3. POTTERY VESSEL FROM THE CACHE
(Catalog number: 2122)

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, it appears that the Mound
13 terrace was utilized during the Early Classic
period as a site for buildings probably having
an auxiliary function in relation to the ad
joining pyramid-supported temple. These
structures appear to have had walls of perish
able nature, probably wattle and daub, rest
ing upon earthen platforms held in place by
low plastered retaining walls, a technique fre
quently used at Chiapa de Corzo. Whether

this huge terrace always served this auxiliary
function is unknown, but the presence of Pre
classic burials within its fill demonstrates tha,t
its gradual upbuilding began at least as long
ago as the earliest structure within Mound 13,
and therefore some relationship between the
broad apron-like terrace and the stepped pyra
mid which grew beside it seems always to have
existed.

a: Excavations seen
from the top of
Mound 13.

b: Corner of walls D
and B', and possible
sweatbath E, facing
north.

c: Corner of walls D
and B', walls F", F' and
F, and possible sweat
bath E, facing north.
(After additional
excavation.)

d: Wall G in fore
ground, wall F and
possible sweatbath
E in background,
facing south.

e: Possible sweatbath L,
facing east, after
removal of the floor
ing of large stones.

f: The cyst, facing

east.

Plate 1.

ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS AND THE CYST
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a:

Stone slabs

to south of

b:

Burial 81.

e:

d: Child's Burial 82.

Adult

Burial

81.

Pottery bowls near head of
skeleton of Burial 82.

h:

g:

f:

:

Pottery bowls at the head o
f
skeleton o Burial 81.
f

Pebbles of volcanic tuff found in
cache vessel.

Four pottery bowls from Burials 81 and 82

Three pottery bowls found with Burial 9.

Plate 2.
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BURIALS, POTI"ERY VESSELS, AND CACHE STONES
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SECTIONS OF TRENCHES A-90 AND A-93 IN THE PLATFORM MOUND

The profile of Mound 12A is shown at the left in the Trench A-93 profile.
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a. Area of homogeneous fill underlying Str. 13-E
b. Stairway of Str. 13-E
c. Stairway of Str. 13-F
d. Possible steps of Str. 13-G
e. Stairway of Str. 13-H
f. Floor, Str. 13-H
g. Room walls, Str. 13-H
h. Floor, Str. 13-13
i. Stone step-like constructions, Str. 13-12
j. Red-painted steps, Str. 13-12
k. Pillar flanking doorway, Str. 13-11
I. Stairway, Str. 13-J3
m. Small platform, Str. 13-J3
n. Wall associated with Str. 13-J3
o. Cornice of platform, Str. 13-J2
p. Cache 13-1
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r. Gravel layer underlying structures
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